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Plan of the thesis

During the last �ve years, I have been learning some of the theoretial tools of

Many-Body physis, and I have tried to apply them to the fasinating world

of quantum systems. Thus, the studies presented in this thesis onstitute an

attempt to show the usefulness of these tehniques for the understanding of a

variety of systems ranging from ultraold gases (both fermioni and bosoni)

to the more familiar helium. The range of tehniques that we have used

is omparable to the number of systems under study: from the simple, but

always illustrative mean-�eld approah, to the powerful Green's funtions'

formalism, and from Monte Carlo methods to the Density Funtional theory.

I have made an e�ort to present the various works in an understand-

able way. I would like to thank Prof. Artur Polls, my advisor, and Dr.

Llorenç Brualla, Dr. Muntsa Guilleumas, Prof. Jesús Navarro and Dr. Ar-

men Sedrakian for arefully reading various parts of the manusript, raising

interesting questions and suggesting improvements. In any ase, of ourse,

any error or misunderstanding should be attributed only to me. I'll be glad

to reeive questions or omments on any point related to this work.

�

The plan of the thesis is as follows. In a �rst part, we study ultraold

gases of alkali atoms. The �rst three hapters are devoted to the evaluation

of the possibilities of having and deteting a super�uid system of fermioni

atoms. The �rst hapter introdues the idea of pairing in a Green's fun-

tions' formulation of the theory of superondutivity by Bardeen, Cooper and

Shrie�er. Chapter 2 presents the appliation of this theory to the ase of a

two-omponent system where the two speies may have di�erent densities, a

fat that has important onsequenes for the prospets of super�uidity. This

work was performed in ollaboration with Dr. Hans-Josef Shulze who, at

that time, was a post-do in Barelona. Many of the results expounded here

have appeared in the artile [MPS01℄.

Chapter 3 generalizes the struture of the bs ground state to the ases

of �nite-momentum Cooper pairs (the so-alled loff or fflo phase) and

deformed Fermi surfaes (dfs). This last state was �rst proposed by Prof.

�
You an ontat me at jordimp2003�yahoo.es
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Herbert Müther and Dr. Armen Sedrakian from Universität Tübingen, with

whom we have worked together and who I would like to thank for their warm

hospitality during my visits to Tübingen. As a result of this work, we have

reently published the paper [SMPM05℄.

Chapter 4 introdues for the �rst time bosons into this thesis. They

are used to ool a one-omponent system of fermions, and their apaity

to help the fermions to pair is studied, with emphasis in the ase of a two-

dimensional on�guration. This researh, whih appeared in [MPBS04b℄ and

in [MPBS04a℄, was performed again with Dr. Shulze, then in Catania, and

with Prof. Marello Baldo. I want to thank both of them, and the rest of

the infn group for their friendship and hospitality during my visit in 2003.

In hapter 5 we enter boldly into the world of bosoni systems and analyze

the dynamial evolution of a set of bosons whose spin degree of freedom

is free to evolve inside an optial trap, only restrited by the onservation

of magnetization. An attempt to inorporate temperature e�ets is also

performed. Thanks to this projet I ould enjoy for a ouple of months the

stimulating atmosphere in the group of Prof. Maiej Lewenstein and Prof.

Anna Sanpera at Universität Hannover, just before they moved to Catalonia.

This work, developed in lose ollaboration with the experimental group of

Prof. K. Sengstok and Dr. K. Bongs from Universität Hamburg, has been

submitted for publiation to Physial Review A [MGS

+
05℄.

At the oneptual half of the thesis (p. 97), we leave ultraold gases

and start the study of helium-4 in two dimensions, whih onstitutes the

seond part of the work. First, in hapter 6, we present a Monte Carlo

study of the ground-state struture and energetis of

4
He puddles, with an

estimation of the line tension. The results obtained here are inorporated in

hapter 7 to build a Density Funtional appropiate to study two-dimensional

helium systems. This funtional is then used to analyze a variety of suh

systems, and a omparison with previous studies in two and three dimensions

is presented. Both these works have been developed in ollaboration with

Prof. Jesús Navarro, from CSIC-Universitat de Valènia, and Dr. Antonio

Sarsa, who is now at Universidad de Córdoba. Some of the results presented

here have appeared in [SMPN03℄ and [MSNP05℄.

The onlusions of the thesis are �nally summarized.
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Ultraold gases





Chapter 1

The pairing solution

�Bien paree �respondió don Quijote� que no estás ursado en

esto de las aventuras: ellos son gigantes; y si tienes miedo, quítate

de ahí, y ponte en oraión en el espaio que yo voy a entrar on

ellos en �era y desigual batalla. (...) ½Non fuyades, obardes y viles

riaturas, que un solo aballero es el que os aomete!

Miguel de Cervantes, Don Quijote de la Manha (I, 8)

1.1 Historial bakground: before bs theory

The bs theory of superondutivity [BCS57, Sh88℄ has been one of the

most suessful ontributions to physis in the 20

th
entury, beause it was

the �rst mirosopi theory of a truly marosopi quantum phenomenon.

It explains the mehanisms behind dissipation-free eletri transport in a

number of materials. Indeed, sine its formulation, this theory has been

applied to suh di�erent systems as solid metals and alloys [Sh88, dG66℄,

atomi nulei and neutron stars [BMP58, DH03℄, elementary partile physis

(see, e. g., [CN04℄) and super�uid

3
He [ORL72, Leg75℄.

The theory developed by Bardeen, Cooper and Shrie�er appeared as a

�nal step in the theoretial understanding of a long series of experimental

disoveries. In 1911 Heike Kamerling Onnes [Kam11℄ observed that merury

below 4.2 K looses its eletrial resistane and enters `a new state, whih,

owing to its partiular eletrial properties, an be alled the state of super-

ondutivity' [Kam67℄. In 1933 Meissner and Ohsenfeld [MO33℄ observed

that a superondutor has also notable magneti properties, namely it is a

perfet diamagnet: a (small) applied magneti �eld vanishes in the interior

of a bulk superondutor. Another important ontribution was the disovery
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in 1950 of the isotope e�et (i. e., the dependene of the ritial tempera-

ture on the mass of the ions of a superonduting solid) by Maxwell [Max50℄

and Reynolds et al. [RSWN50℄. Finally, let us mention the experimental

determination of the quantization of the magneti �ux traversing a multiply-

onneted superondutor by Deaver and Fairbank [DF61℄ and Doll and

Näbauer [DN61℄ following an initial predition of the London model.

There were many theoretial attemps to explain the experimental results

prior to the theory of Bardeen, Cooper and Shrie�er. In a �rst phenomeno-

logial theory, Gorter and Casimir [GC34℄ formulated a two-�uid model (sim-

ilar to that of Tisza [Tis38, Tis40℄ and Landau [Lan41℄ for

4
He) where ele-

trons an be either in a superonduting state or in the normal state. At

T = 0all eletrons are in the super�uid, while the fration of normal eletrons

grows with temperature and �nally equals one at the ritial temperatre Tc.

The fration of normal eletrons was alulated by minimazing a free energy

interpolated between the limits of a super�uid system at T = 0 and a nor-

mal one at T = Tc. This model, however, had a number of arti�ial points

(suh as the way to onstrut the free energy), just intended to reprodue

the experimental results known at the moment, but without a mirosopi

physial motivation.

A more suessful theory was that of F. London and H. London [LL35,

Lon35℄ based on the eletromagneti phenomenology of superondutors. It

explained the Meissner-Ohsenfeld e�et [MO33℄, introdued a `penetration

length' � of magneti �elds into superondutors and also predited the quan-

tization of magneti �ux in a multiply-onneted super�uid. F. London's

work also speulated on the possible existene of a gap in the exitation

spetrum of a super�uid, a ruial ingredient in bs theory.

In 1950 Ginzburg and Landau [LG50℄ formulated a non-loal theory of

superondutivity by generalizing the ideas of the London brothers: they

introdued a spatially-varying `order parameter' losely related to Londons'

super�uid density. This theory was valid only near Tc, but nevertheless it

beame of great interest with the disovery of type II superondutors. It is

worth notiing that Ginzburg and Landau's theory an be also derived from

the bs mirosopi theory [Gor59℄.

In 1956, Cooper [Coo56℄ studied the problem of an interating pair of

fermions above a frozen Fermi sea and showed that, for an attrative in-

teration (no matter how weak it was), the pair would be bound, with an

exponentially small binding energy in the limit of small oupling. These

bound pairs are alled `Cooper pairs', and are a entral ingredient of the

bs theory of superondutivity: Assuming that all the eletrons in a metal

are forming suh pairs one an show that the total energy of the system is

lowered with respet to that of the normal system.
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1.2 The Bardeen-Cooper-Shrie�er theory

In this setion, we introdue the mirosopi theory of superondutivity of

Bardeen, Cooper and Shrie�er (know as `bs theory') in a way that will

later allow us to apply it to a variety of atomi gases as we shall do in the

following hapters. We will start in Set. 1.2.1 by introduing the idea of

Cooper pairs and show how the presene of a Fermi sea allows an interating

pair of fermions to bind itself at arbitrary small attration. This many-

body e�et (in the sense that the pair would not be bound in the absene

of the Fermi sea unless the attration was greater than a minimum value) is

the essene of bs theory, whih we present in a formal way in Set. 1.2.2.

Finally, we present some basi results of the theory in Set. 1.2.3.

1.2.1 Premier: Cooper pairs

Consider a pair of fermions of mass m in homogeneous spae above a `frozen'

Fermi sea of non-interating partiles with Fermi energy "F = ~
2k2F =2m . Let

us assume that these two partiles are distinguishable (for example, they an

be eletrons with di�erent spins, atoms of the same hemial element with

di�erent hyper�ne spins, neutrons and protons, or quarks of di�erent olors),

and that they interat through a two-body spin-independent potential. The

presene of the Fermi sea forbids the partiles from oupying the energy

levels below "F (see Fig. 1.1). Therefore, we an take "F as their zero-energy

level. This problem was originally solved by Cooper [Coo56℄, so it is usually

alled the `Cooper problem' and the bound pairs are known as `Cooper pairs'.

The solution we desribe is based on [Sh88℄.

The wave funtion of a pair with momentum q in the enter-of-mass

system (.m.s.) an be written

 (x1;x2)= �q(r)expfiq � R g ;

where we have de�ned the entre-of-mass oordinate R = (x1 + x2)=2 and

the relative oordinate r = x1 � x2. Taking for simpliity q = 0, we have

 = �(r)=
X

k> kF

ake
ik� r

=
X

k> kF

ake
ik� x1e

� ik� x2 : (1.1)

Here we have applied Pauli's exlusion priniple to restrit the summations

over momenta to the region outside the �lled Fermi sea. This wave funtion

an be interpreted as a superposition of on�gurations with single-partile

wave funtions with momenta jkiand j� ki.
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Figure 1.1: The Cooper problem: two fermions in states jki and j� ki

interat above a frozen Fermi sea (�lled sphere). The fermions form a pair

(dashed line) with enter-of-mass momentum q = 0 and an satter into

states jk0iand j� k0i for jk0j> kF .
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The orresponding Shrödinger equation an be written

(E � H0) = V  ) (E � 2�k)ak =
X

k0> kF

Vkk0ak0 ; (1.2)

Vkk0 := hk;� kjV jk0;� k
0i ;

where we have introdued the single-partile spetrum �k orresponding to

H 0 = � ~
2r 2=(2m ).

If we take the simple ase of a onstant, attrative interation onstrained

to a shell of width 
 above the Fermi surfae, that is,

Vkk0 =

�
� j�j "F < �k;�k0 < "F + 


0 otherwise
;

then the lowest eigenenergy is

E = 2"F �
2


exp

h
2

�(kF )j�j

i

� 1

’ 2"F � 2
e
�

2

�(k
F
)j�j ; (1.3)

where �(kF ) = m kF =(2�
2
~
2) is the density of single-partile states for a

single spin projetion at the Fermi surfae. The last result is valid in the

weak-oupling approximation, �(kF )j�j� 1.
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Therefore, the pair will be bound (E < 2"F ) no matter how small j�jis.

Note that this is a truly many-body e�et as, in the absene of the underlying,

�lled Fermi sea, the pair would not bind for too weak an interation. Fur-

thermore, the non-analyti behavior in the weak-oupling limit shows that

this result ould not be found by perturbation theory, as it orresponds to a

deep modi�ation of the ground state as ompared to the ideal Fermi gas.

1.2.2 Formalism for the theory

Let us study now a more realisti problem in whih we have an interating

system of fermions with an internal degree of freedom, that we indiate by a

(pseudo)spin variable s=";#. This problem an be modeled by the following

seond-quantized Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
X

s

Z

d
3
x ̂

y
s(x)

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2

�

 ̂s(x)

+
1

2

Z

d
3
x

Z

d
3
x
0
V (x � x

0
) ̂

y

#
(x) ̂

y

"
(x

0
) ̂"(x

0
) ̂#(x) (1.4)

Here,  ̂s(x) ( ̂
y
s(x)) is the operator that destroys (reates) a partile of

(pseudo)spin s at position x, and V (x � x0) is the interation potential

between the fermions. We will be interested in low-density, low-temperature

systems where the most important ontribution to interations is the s-wave

one.

We look for a solution to this problem using the tools of quantum �eld

theory, in partiular, the Green's funtions' formalism. We start linearizing

the interation and transforming it into a one-body operator by means of a

Hartree-Fok-like approximation,

V̂H F =
X

s

Z

d
3
x

Z

d
3
x
0
V (x � x

0
)

n D

 ̂
y
s(x) ̂s(x)

E

 ̂
y

� s(x
0
) ̂� s(x

0
)

+

D

 ̂
y
s(x) ̂� s(x

0
)

E

 ̂
y

� s(x
0
) ̂s(x)

o

: (1.5)

The �rst term inside the urly brakets is the diret (or Hartree) term, while

the seond one is the exhange (or Fok) one. In the next step, we onsider

a new term in the linearization proess whih aounts for the possibility,

outlined in the previous setion, that two fermions with opposite spins form

a bound pair (f. Se. 51 in [FW71℄ or Se. 7-2 in [Sh88℄). Even though Ĥ

ommutes with the number operator N̂ , this pairing possibility is more easily

implemented if we work in the grand-anonial ensemble. Physially, we an
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understand this in the following way: for a large number of partiles N in the

system, the ground state energies of the system with N and N � 1partiles are

nearly degenerate if we substrat from them the hemial potential. Then, it

is reasonable that a wave funtion in Fok spae, with only the average value

N = hN̂ i�xed, is more �exible from a variational point of view than one with

a �xed number of partiles. In this way, the funtion an be loser to the

true ground state of the system immersed in the `bath' of ondensed pairs.

In fat, it is ustomary to assume that the Hartree-Fok potential above is

the same in the normal and super�uid states, so that we an disregard it

from now on as its inlusion would not a�et the omparison between both

states. Therefore, we will work with the following e�etive (grand-anonial)

Hamiltonian

K̂ =
X

s

Z

d
3
x ̂

y
s(x)

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2 � �s

�

 ̂s(x)+

Z

d
3
x

Z

d
3
x
0
V (x � x

0
)�

�

hD

 ̂
y

#(x) ̂
y

"(x
0
)

E

 ̂"(x
0
) ̂#(x)+  ̂

y

#(x) ̂
y

"(x
0
)

D

 ̂"(x
0
) ̂#(x)

Ei

: (1.6)

The angular brakets h� � � idenote a thermal average withK̂ :

h� � � i:=
Tr
�
e� �K � � �

�

Tr[e� �K ]
; � =

1

kB T
;

where kB stands for Boltzmann's onstant.

Introduing now the imaginary-time variable � 2 [0;~�]� R (see Ap-

pendix A) and the �eld operators in the Heisenberg piture,

 ̂s(x�):= e
K̂ �=~

 ̂s(x)e
� K̂ �=~

(1.7a)

 ̂
y
s(x�):= e

K̂ �=~
 ̂
y
s(x)e

� K̂ �=~
; (1.7b)

one an show that they satisfy these equations of motion:

~
@ ̂"(x�)

@�
= �

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2 � �"

�

 ̂"(x�)

+

Z

d
3
yV (y � x)

D

 ̂"(x) ̂#(y)

E

 ̂
y

#
(y�); (1.8a)

~

@ ̂
y

#
(x�)

@�
= +

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2 � �#

�

 ̂
y

#
(x�)

�

Z

d
3
yV (x � y)

D

 ̂
y

#
(x) ̂

y

"
(y)

E

 ̂"(y�): (1.8b)
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The solution of the problem is more naturally found by introduing the

temperature Green's funtion (or normal propagator) G orresponding to

eah speies s=";#,

G s(x�;x
0
�
0
):=

D

� T�

h

 ̂s(x� )̂ 
y
s(x

0
�
0
)

iE

; (1.9)

where T� is the imaginary-time ordering operator [FW71℄. The equation of

motion for G " is easily seen to be

~
@G "(x�;x

0�0)

@�
= � ~�(� � �

0
)�(x� x

0
)�

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2 � �"

�

G "(x�;x
0
�
0
)

+

Z

d
3
yV (y � x)

D

 ̂"(x) ̂#(y)

ED

� T�

h

 ̂
y

#
(y� )̂ 

y

"
(x

0
�
0
)

iE

: (1.10)

De�ning the anomalous propagators F and F y
by

F(x�;x
0
�
0
):=

D

� T�

h

 ̂"(x� )̂ #(x
0
�
0
)

iE

; (1.11a)

F
y
(x�;x

0
�
0
):=

D

� T�

h

 ̂
y

#
(x� )̂ 

y

"
(x

0
�
0
)

iE

; (1.11b)

we an rewrite Eq. (1.10) as

�

� ~
@

@�
�

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2 � �"

��

G "(x�;x
0
�
0
)

+
1

V

Z

d
3
y�(x;y)F

y
(y�;x

0
�
0
)= ~�(� � �

0
)�(x � x

0
); (1.12)

where we de�ned the two-point gap funtion

�(x;y):= V (y � x)

D

 ̂"(x) ̂#(y)

E

V � � V (y � x)F(x�
+
;y�)V : (1.13)

Here we wrote expliitly the volume V of the system to make lear that

�(x;y)has dimensions of energy. Note that all propagators in spae oor-

dinates have dimensions of density. Moreover, note that F and F y
are not

operators, neither is one the Hermitian adjoint of the other (as the y symbol

might seem to indiate): they are just c-funtions, as an be seen from their

de�nitions as expetations values.
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In a similar way, we an �nd the equations of motion for G #, F
y
and F :

�

~
@

@�
�

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2 � �#

��

G #(x
0
�
0
;x�)

+
1

V

Z

d
3
y�

�
(y;x)F(y�;x

0
�
0
)= ~�(� � �

0
)�(x � x

0
); (1.14)

�

~
@

@�
�

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2 � �#

��

F
y
(x�;x

0
�
0
)=

Z
d3y

V
�

�
(y;x)G "(y�;x

0
�
0
);

(1.15)

�

� ~
@

@�
�

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2 � �"

��

F(x�;x
0
�
0
)=

Z
d3y

V
�(x;y)G #(x

0
�
0
;y�);

(1.16)

Then, in the absene of external �elds, translational symmetry implies

that a Fourier transformation to momentum spae an be arried out. We

do also a Fourier transformation of imaginary time to (fermioni) Matsubara

frequenies !n = (2n+ 1)�=(�~)of the normal propagators (see AppendixA)

G s(x�;x
0
�
0
)� Gs(x � x

0
;� � �

0
)

=
1

�~

X

n

Z
d3k

(2�)3
e
� i!n (�� �

0)
e
ik� (x� x0)

G s(k;!n): (1.17)

with analogous de�nitions being valid for F(k;!n)and F
y(k;!n). With these

de�nitions, the propagators in Fourier spae have dimensions of time.

Introduing now �ks = �k � �s to measure all exitation energies from the

orresponding hemial potentials, the dynamial equations in Fourier spae

turn out to be

(i~!n � �k")G "(k;!n)+ � k(x)F
y
(k;!n)= ~ ; (1.18a)

(� i~!n � �k#)F
y
(k;!n)� �

�
k(x)G "(k;!n)= 0; (1.18b)

(i~!n � �k")F(k;!n)� �k(x)G #(� k;� !n)= 0; (1.18)

(� i~!n � �k#)G #(� k;� !n)+ �
�
k(x)F(k;!n)= ~ ; (1.18d)

where we de�ned

� k(x)=
1

V

Z

d
3
y�(x;y)e

ik� (y� x)
: (1.19)

We will onsider in this work only translationally invariant systems. There-

fore, the x-dependene an be dropped: � k(x)� �k .
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Equations (1.18) form a system of four oupled, algebrai equations. To

solve them, let us introdue the symmetri and antisymmetri (with respet

to the exhange of " and # labels) quasipartile spetra

E S :=
�k" + �k#

2
= �k �

�" + �#

2
� �k � � � �k ; (1.20a)

E A :=
�k" � �k#

2
= �

�" � �#

2
� � �� : (1.20b)

Here we have also de�ned the mean hemial potential � = (�" + �#)=2

and half the di�erene in hemial potentials �� = (�" � �#)=2. With all

these de�nitions, it is easy to see that Eqs. (1.18,1.18d) are just the same

as Eqs. (1.18b,1.18a) with the replaements G "(k;!n) ! � G#(� k;� !n),

�! � �
, F y(k;!n)! F(k;!n)and E S ! � ES . The solution is

G "(k;!n)= ~
i~!n � EA + E S

(i~!n � EA)
2
� E2

S
� j�kj

2

= ~
i~!n + �k � (� � ��)

(i~!n + ��)
2
� (�k � �)2 � j�kj

2
(1.21a)

F(k;!n)= � ~
� k

(i~!n � EA )
2
� E2

S
� j�kj

2
:

= � ~
� k

(i~!n + ��)
2
� (�k � �)2 � j�kj

2
: (1.21b)

The solution for G #(k;!n) is idential to G "(k;!n) with the substitution

E A ! � EA , while F
y(k;!n)= [F(k;!n)]

�
. As expeted, in the symmetri

ase (i. e., �� = 0) one an hek that G"(k;!n)= G #(k;!n).

The quasipartile exitation spetra of the system are just the poles of the

propagators at zero temperature. These propagators an be found from those

at �nite temperature by analyti ontinuation of the imaginary frequenies

onto the real axis i!n ! ! 2 R , and we have

E
�

k
= � �� �

q

(�k � �)
2
+ j� kj

2 = E A �

q

E 2
S
+ j� kj

2 ; (1.22)

whih gives the typial bs dispersion relation E k =
p
E 2
S
+ j� kj

2
in the

symmetri ase. In this ase there is a minimum energy j� kF jrequired to

exite the system, from where the name `(energy) gap' derives.

Substitution of the solution (1.21b) into the de�nition of the gap fun-

tion (1.19) yields the gap equation of a density-asymmetri system at �nite
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temperature:

� k0 =

Z

d
3
yV (y)

D

 ̂"(0) ̂#(y)

E

e
ik0� y

=

Z

d
3
yV (y)

�
� F(0�

+
;y�)

�
e
ik0� y

=

Z

d
3
yV (y)e

ik0� y1

�~

X

n

Z
d3k

(2�)3
e
� ik� y

[� F(k;!n)]

=
1

�

Z

d
3
y
d3k

(2�)3
V (y)e

ik0� y
e
� ik� y

X

n

� k

(i~!n � EA)
2 � E2

k

=

Z
d3k

(2�)3
d
3
yV(y)e

i(k0� k)� y� k

2E k

�
fF

�
E
+

k

�
� fF

�
E
�

k

��

=

Z
d3k

(2�)3
Vk0k

� k

2E k

�
fF

�
E
+

k

�
� fF

�
E
�

k

��
: (1.23)

where we have identi�ed the doubly-underlined term as the matrix element of

the potential in k-spae, and used the tehniques of Appendix A to evaluate

the summation over Matsubara frequenies.

1.2.3 An easy example: the symmetri ase

When both fermioni speies have equal hemial potentials (whih in the

homogeneous system orresponds to equal densities), the normal propagators

for up- and down-partiles are the same and equal to

G(k;!n)= � ~
i~!n + �k

~
2!2

n + �2
k
+ j�j2

=
u2k

i!n � Ek=~
+

v2k

i!n + E k=~
; (1.24)

with

u
2
k =

1

2

�

1+
�k

E k

�

; v
2
k = 1� u

2
k ; E

2
k = �

2
k + j�j2

whih are the typial results of bs theory for quasipartiles with exitation

spetra E k . uk an be interpreted as the probability amplitude of the paired

state jk ";� k #i being unoupied, and vk the probability amplitude of

it being oupied, that is, there being simultaneously an up-fermion with

momentum k and another down-fermion with momentum � k, thus forming

a Cooper pair. Then E k is the exitation energy of the (N + 1)-partile

system when one partile is added to the ground state of the N -partile

system, or the exitation energy of the (N � 1)-partile system when one
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partile is removed from the ground state of the N -partile system [Sh88℄.

We show in Fig. 1.2 harateristi urves for u2k and v2k , together with E k .

From this plot the motivation for the name `gap' is quite apparent: � is the

energy distane between the ground state of the paired system and its lowest

exitations:

E kjm in = �= � kF :

In the general asymmetri ase we have two di�erent branhes, one of whih

an be gapless; we will omment further on this point in hapter 3.

Figure 1.2: bs results

for �=� = 0:03: (Top)

Quasipartile distributions u2k
(blak) and v2k (green) and

(bottom) quasipartile energy

E k (blak) ompared to the

ideal dispersion relation �k � �

(green) as a funtion of mo-

mentum. The inset is a mag-

ni�ation of the region around

the Fermi surfae, whih shows

the existane of a minimum en-

ergy value � required to exite

the system.

The value of the gap in a symmetri system is also readily alulated

starting from Eq. (1.23). As now E A = 0, we have E
+

k
= E k = � E

�

k
, so that

fF (E
+

k
)� fF (E

�

k
)= � tanh(�Ek=2). Therefore,

� k0 = �

Z
d3k

(2�)3
Vk0k

� k

2E k

tanh

�

�
E k

2

�

: (1.25)

This equation is to be solved together with the number equation [ompare

with Eq. (2.2a)℄,

� =

Z
d3k

(2�)3

"

1�
�k � �

p
(�k � �)2 + j�j2

tanh

�

�
E k

2

�#

; (1.26)
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whih aounts for the relationship between the hemial potential and the

density of the system. However, in the weak-oupling limit in whih we shall

be working, one an safely take � = "F . Then Eqs. (1.25) and (1.26) deouple

and we only need to worry about the �rst one.

There are two limiting ases of speial interest:

Zero temperature gap � sym

When we set T = 1=(kB �)= 0, the gap equation reads

� k0 = �

Z
d3k

(2�)3
Vk0k

� k

2E k

:

For a ontat interation of the form V (x � x0) = g�(x � x0), we have

Vk0k = g = constant, and the integral is ultraviolet divergent. In fat, this

formulation of the gap equation has problems for potentials that do not have

a well-de�ned transformation into Fourier spae. It is better to resort to

the T-matrix, that is the solution to the Lippmann-Shwinger equation and

represents the repeated ation (summation of ladder diagrams, see Fig. 1.3)

of the potential V in a propagating two-body system [Mes99, GP89℄

T = V + V
1

E � H + i"
V = V + V

1

E � H0 + i"
T ; (1.27)

and is generally well-de�ned for any interation. Then, the gap equation

reads

� k0 = �

Z
d3k

(2�)3
Tk0k

�
1

2E k

�
1

2�k

�

� k ; (1.28)

whih is more onvenient for numerial treatment (see Setion 2.3).

For dilute systems suh as the atomi gases under urrent experimental

researh, one has kF jaj� 1. Therefore, as the integrand in the gap equation

is sharply peaked around the Fermi momentum kF in the weak-oupling

regime (�=� � 1), we an substitute the momentum-dependent T-matrix by

its value at low momenta, whih is a onstant proportional to the sattering

lenght a,

T0 := lim
k0;k! 0

Tk0k =
4�~2a

m
: (1.29)

As T0 is a onstant, it an be pulled out of the integral, and the gap funtion

beomes independent of momentum. With this simpli�ation, and making

a hange of variables to x = �k=� = ~
2k2=(2m �) and d = �=�, the gap
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Figure 1.3: Diagrammati representation of the T-matrix: the solid lines

represent free propagators, the dashed lines stand for the bare potential V

between the two partiles, and the wiggle is the T-matrix.

T = V + V V + · · ·

equation (1.28) an be rewritten as

1= �
T0

4�2

Z 1

0

dkk
2

2

4
1

q

(�k � �)
2
+ � 2

�
1

�k

3

5

= �
kF a

�

Z 1

0

dx

�r
x

(x � 1)
2
+ d2

�
p
x

�

(1.30)

where we have already integrated the angular variables and used the approx-

imation � � "F = ~
2k2F =(2m )valid in the weak-oupling limit [FW71, Sh88,

PB99℄. From this result, we see that the gap in this limit will be a funtion

only of the adimensional parameter kF a, irrespetive of the spei� form of

the interpartile potential. Moreover, we shall have a non-vanishing gap only

for an attrative interation, a < 0, as in the ase of the Cooper problem

(Setion 1.2.1).

A quik, though approximate, evaluation of this integral an be done

noting that, for d � 1, the integrand is sharply peaked around the Fermi

surfae (x � 1), whih allows us to simplify the �rst term inside the square

brakets taking x = 1 in its numerator. The resulting integral is analyti,

and we obtain

� sym

�
= 2exp

�
�

2kF a

�

(a < 0):

A more areful evaluation of integral (1.30) gives the well-known result

�rst obtained by Gor'kov and Melik-Barkhudarov [GMB61, PB99℄

� sym

�
=

8

e2
exp

�
�

2kF a

�

� 1:083exp

�
�

2kF a

�

(a < 0): (1.31)

Note that the funtional dependeny on kF a is the same as in the previous

expression and only the pre-exponential fator has hanged.
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Critial temperature Tc

The ritial temperature is de�ned as the lowest temperature where the gap

vanishes. Assuming again a low density, so that the gap is independent of

momentum and � k0 anels with � k in the numerator of the gap equation,

we an �nd Tc from (1.23) while setting �= 0 in E k :

1= � g

Z
d3k

(2�)3

1

2�k
tanh

�

�c
�k

2

� �

�c =
1

kB Tc

�

:

This equation is solved in a way similar to that for the zero-temperature

gap [GMB61℄. The �nal result is

kB Tc

�
=
8e� 2

�
exp

�
�

2kF a

�

; (1.32)

where  = 0:5772� � � is Euler's onstant. Note that Tc has the same fun-

tional dependene on kF a as the gap. Therefore, in the weak-oupling limit,

the bs theory leads to a simple proportionality relationship between the

zero-temperature gap and the ritial temperature for the super�uid transi-

tion, independent of the physial system under study:

kB Tc

� sym

=
e

�
’ 0:567: (1.33)

This relationship �whih is reasonably well ful�lled by many superon-

duting metals and alloys [FW71, Kit96℄, but not by high-temperature su-

perondutors [CSTL05, Bra98℄� will allow us to alulate only the zero-

temperature gaps. The transition temperatures into the super�uid state for

dilute, atomi gases an be obtained then from Eq. (1.33).

1.3 Summary

In this hapter we have introdued the pairing solution for the ground state

of a system of interating fermions. First, we have presented the onept

of `Cooper pairs'. Then, we have formulated the bs theory as a solution

in terms of Greens' funtions at �nite temperature of the interating Hamil-

tonian in a self-onsistent Hartree-Fok-like approximation, in the general

ase of a two-omponent system with density asymmetry, i. e., where the

two omponents may have di�erent densities.

Finally, we have obtained some analyti results for the gap at zero tem-

perature and the ritial temperature for the ase where both omponents
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have equal densities. In hapter 2 we will study how the energy gap, hemial

potential and other physial parameters of the sytem are a�eted when this

last ondition is not ful�lled.

We remark at this point that an equivalent solution for the Green's fun-

tions for the full interating Hamiltonian, an be found solving the orre-

sponding Dyson's equation, whih in (k;!)-spae reads

G(k;!)
� 1

= G(k;!)
� 1
0 � �(k;!):

Here G
� 1
0 = ! � �k + i� sgn(!) is the non-interating propagator and � is

the self-energy, whih has to be determined in order to solve the problem.

A further analysis of this approah is beyond the sope of this introdutory

hapter and an be found in [SMPM05℄.
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Chapter 2

Pairing in density-asymmetri

fermioni systems

Politiker, Ideologen, Theologen und Philosophen versuhen immer

und immer wieder, restlose Lösungen zu bieten, �x und fertig gek-

lärte Probleme. Das ist ihre P�iht � und es ist unsere, der Shrift-

steller, - die wir wissen, dass wir nihts rest- und widerstandslos

klären können - in die Zwishenräume einzudringen.

Heinrih Böll, Nobel leture

2.1 Introdution

In Chapter 1 we have developed a general formalism to study the bs pairing

mehanism in a system omposed of two fermioni speies with hemial

potentials �" and �#, whih are not required to be equal. This is a subjet

of interest in a number of �elds of researh, suh as nulear physis [MS03b℄,

elementary partiles [CN04℄ and ondensed matter physis [Yeh02℄. We are

mainly interested in the appliation to dilute, atomi systems where a great

deal of work has been devoted sine the pioneering ontribution of Stoof and

oworkers [SHSH96, HFS

+
97℄, who predited the possibility to detet a phase

transition to a super�uid state in a trapped system of

6
Li atoms.

After the ahievement of Bose-Einstein ondensation (BEC) in dilute

gases of alkali atoms in 1995 [JILA95, MIT95℄, an important target in ool-

ing atomi samples was to reah the degenerate regime in a gas of fermioni

atoms. Indeed, the mehanism that allowed the prodution of BECs, known

as evaporative ooling, relies intrinsially on the apaity of very old atoms

to quikly re-thermalize when some of them (those with higher energies) are
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let esape from the trap, see Fig 2.1. At the very low temperatures of interest

(of the order of �K or below), the only remaining interation in a dilute sys-

tem are s-wave ollisions. As these are forbidden between indistinguishable

fermions by Pauli's exlusion priniple [GP89, Mes99℄, this mehanism does

not work to ool one-omponent Fermi gases (e. g., a gas with spin-polarized

atoms). For suh a system, the loss of very energeti atoms implies, of

ourse, a derease of the mean energy per partile, but in the absene of

a (re)thermalization mehanism, this just means that the system is not in

thermal equilibrium, but no redistribution of the remaining atoms in phase

spae ours.

Figure 2.1: Evaporative ooling proedure: in a trapped system of bosons

at temperature T , the most energeti ones are let esape, thus reduing the

mean energy per partile of the remaining ensemble. After rethermalization,

the system is at a lower temperature T0< T .

T <E’> < <E> T’<T

This limitation an be overome if the trapped system is not omposed

just by one kind of fermions. For example, one an trap atoms in two (or

more) hyper�ne states. In this ase, there is no problem for the existene of

s-wave ollisions between atoms belonging to di�erent states and this simul-

taneous ooling sheme works for suh a multi-omponent fermioni system

in the same way as for a bosoni system, as was �rst shown by DeMaro

and Jin at jila [Rie99℄. Another possibility is to trap a mixture of bosons

and fermions. In this ase, the bosons are ooled in the usual way, while the
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fermions ool down by thermal ontat with the bosons, as s-wave ollisions

between them are not forbidden. This mehanism is known as sympatheti

ooling and it was �rst realized by the group of Randy Hulet at Rie Uni-

versity, who reported experiments where a gas of

6
Li atoms (with fermioni

harater) was driven to quantum degeneray by ontat with a gas of

7
Li

(bosons) [Rie01℄.

Sine these pioneering works, many groups have produed degenerate

Fermi gases around the world [jila, mit, lens, Innsbruk, Paris,...℄. One

of the main goals of this researh has been to reate (and detet!) a super-

�uid made up of atoms, in a sense analog to super�uid helium but with the

advantage (in priniple) of a muh weaker interation due to the low density

of these systems (typially, in the absene of resonant phenomena suh as

Feshbah resonanes, �jaj3 � 1, while in helium �a3 � 1), whih allows for

an easier understanding of the physis behind the experiments. In partiular,

it is possible to use the mean-�eld bs theory of pairing in the weak-oupling

approximation [SHSH96, HFS

+
97℄.

In this Chapter, we will study whih are the possibilities of having pairing

in a two-omponent fermioni system suh as that in [Rie99℄. In partiular,

we will fous on the relevant paper played by the di�erene in densities of

the two omponents. As we will show, this di�erene redues dramatially

the size of the energy gap (and, therefore, the expeted ritial temperature

for appearene of super�uidity) when onsidering pairing between atoms be-

longing to di�erent speies. However, pairing between atoms belonging to

the same speies an be enhaned by properly adjusting the density of the

other speies.

2.2 Pairing in s-wave

Let us assume a fermioni system omposed of two distint speies (whih we

label " and #) of equal mass m and with densities �" and �#, or equivalently

total density � = �" + �# and density asymmetry � = (�" � �#)=(�" + �#).

For example, speies " and # an denote di�erent hyper�ne levels of atomi

gases, or `neutron' and `proton' in the ontext of nulear physis (where one

should take into aount both the spin and the isospin as internal degrees of

freedom of the `nuleon'). We also introdue the Fermi momenta ks � k
(s)

F
=

(6�2�s)
1=3

, and hemial potentials �s = ~
2k2s=(2m )(s=";#), together with

� = (�" + �#)=2 and �� = (�" � �#)=2.

For simpliity, we will for the moment onsider an idealized system where

" and # partiles are interating via a potential V with s-wave sattering

length a, while diret interations between like partiles "-" and #-# are
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Figure 2.2: The two possible lowest-order pairing interations: (a) Diret s-

wave interation between di�erent speies. (b) Polarization-indued p-wave

interation between like speies. V0 and T0 are the s-wave (L = 0) bare

potential and T-matrix between speies " and #, respetively.

V0

↑

↓ T0

↑

↑

↓

(a) (b)

absent [f. Eq. (1.4) and Fig. 2.2(a)℄. We are interested in the situation at

very low density, ksjaj� 1. We have seen in Chapter 1 that, in this limit,

the pairing properties of the symmetri system are ompletely determined by

the sattering length or, equivalently, the low-momentum s-wave T-matrix,

T0 = 4�~2a=m . We will now study the general ase where the two speies an

have di�erent densities, and analyze the orresponding pairing gaps generated

by this interation V .

As we did for the symmetri system in Set. 1.2.3, we must solve the gap

equation (1.23),

� k0 =

Z
d3k

(2�)3
Vk0k

� k

2E k

�
fF

�
E
+

k

�
� fF

�
E
�

k

��
;

E
�

k
= E A �

q

E 2
S
+ j� kj

2 ;

together with the equations that �x the hemial potential of eah speies (or,

equivalently, � and ��) from the values of their densities. These equations

an be found again starting from the normal propagators and summing over

Matsubara frequenies (see Appendix A):

�"(k)=
1

�~

X

n

� G"(k;!n)=
1

2

�

1+
�k

E k

�

f(E
+

k
)+

1

2

�

1�
�k

E k

�

f(E
�

k
)

= u
2
kf(E

+

k
)+ v

2
kf(E

�

k
)= u

2
k

�
f(E

+

k
)� f(E

�

k
)
�
+ f(E

�

k
); (2.1a)

�#(k)=
1

�~

X

n

� G#(k;!n)= 1� f(E
+

k
)+ u

2
k

�
f(E

+

k
)� f(E

�

k
)
�
: (2.1b)
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These distributions are shown in Fig. 2.3 for �� = 0:1 and di�erent values

of the gap � to get some physial insight. The sharp Fermi surfaes of the

non-interating system smear out for inreasing � re�eting the orrelations

introdued by the pairing interation. However, this `smearing' hardly pen-

etrates into the region between �# and �" as Pauli's priniple forbids new "

partiles to enter there. Thus, the newly formed "-# pairs need to limb to

states �k > �". This has a ost in kineti energy, whih is ompensated by

the pairing energy gained. Clearly this mehanism annot sustain arbitrarily

large asymmetries, as the kineti energy investment grows rapidly with the

width � 2�� of the forbidden region (see below). In fat, one an readily �nd

the total density � and density di�erene �� to be

� = �" + �# =
X

k

h

1+
�k

E k

�
fF (E

+

k
)� fF (E

�

k
)
�i

; (2.2a)

�� = �" � �# =
X

k

�
fF (E

+

k
)+ fF (E

�

k
)� 1

�
: (2.2b)

At zero temperature, fF (E )= �(� E )and, therefore,

fF (E
+

k
)� fF (E

�

k
)= � �(E

+

k
);

fF (E
+

k
)+ fF (E

�

k
)� 1= �(� E

+

k
);

where we used the fat that �(x)= 1� �(� x). From the seond equation

we see that the unpaired partiles are to be found in the energy interval

[� � ��;� + ��], with �� =
p
��

2
� �2 (� �� for � < �), whih does not

Figure 2.3: bsmomentum dis-

tributions of the speies " (blak

lines) and # (green lines) in asym-

metri matter. The ontinuous

lines stand for the normal mat-

ter (� = 0) distribution, the

dashed lines for super�uid matter

with �= 0:03�, while the dotted

lines show the distributions or-

responding to the more oupled

ase �= 0:07�. [see Eqs. ( 2.1)℄.

The shaded area is the `forbidden

region' [�� ��;�+ ��]for the ase

�= 0:07�.

µµ−δµ µ+δµ
ε

0

1

n(ε)
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ontribute to the pairing interation, as indiated by the shaded area in

Fig. 2.3. This leads to a rapid derease of the resulting gap when inreasing

the asymmetry.

�

In the weak-oupling ase, � � �� � �, whih is adequate in the low-

density limit, the momentum distributions of the two speies are anyhow

very sharp and one obtains from Eqs. (2.2)

� =

Z
d3k

(2�)3

�

1+
�k

E k

�
1� �

�
� E

+

k

��
�

=
1

4�2

�
2m �

~
2

� 3=2��Z 1+ �x

0

+

Z 1

1+ �x

�

dx
p
x

�

Z 1� �x

0

dx
p
x

x � 1
p
(x � 1)2 + d2

�

Z 1

1+ �x

dx
p
x

x� 1
p
(x� 1)2 + d2

)

�
1

2�2

�
2m

~
2

� 3=2
2

3
�
3=2

and

�� =

Z
d3k

(2�)3
�

�

�� �
p
(�k � �)2 � j�j2

�

=
1

4�2

�
2m �

~
2

� 3=2Z 1

0

dx
p
x�

�

�x�
p
(x � 1)2 + d2

�

�
1

2�2

�
2m

~
2

� 3=2

�
1=2
�� ;

where we used the shortening �x = ��=� and d = �=�, and the fat that

�� � �. Therefore,

� =
��

�
�
3

2

��

�
� 1; (2.3)

i. e., the width of the forbidden region �� is diretly proportional to the

density asymmetry �. Analyzing in a similar way the gap equation, one

an obtain these relationships involving the parameter �� [SHSH96, SAL97,

SL00℄,

�� + �� = const:= �sym , �
2
= �

2
sym � 2�sym �� ;

�
One ould imagine also a promotion of all the " partiles responsible for the blok-

ing e�et to higher kineti energy and having a ontinuous distribution of pairs at low

momenta, but this would imply a larger kineti energy investment.
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where � sym is the gap in symmetri matter of the same density � [Eq. (1.31)℄.

Altogether, we an write the gap as a funtion of the asymmetry thus:

�(�)

� sym

=

s

1�
4�

3� sym

� : (2.4)

It vanishes at �B C Sm ax = 3� sym =(4�), whih is an exponentially small number

in the weak-oupling limit kF jaj� 1. Therefore, for very small asymmetries

already, pairing generated by the diret interation between di�erent speies

beomes impossible aording to the bs theory. However, this limitation

an be partially overome, as we will see in hapter 3.

2.3 Numerial results

2.3.1 The algorithm

Let us now present our numerial proedure to solve the gap equation and

hek the results with the previous analytial alulations. We start resaling

all energies in units of the mean hemial potential,

x = �k=� d = �=� �x = ��=�

E x = E k=� E
�
x = �

��

�
� Ex x

�
= E

�

k
=� ;

Assuming a onstant value for Vk0k = g, so that the gap funtion will not

depend on momentum, we rewrite the gap equation as

1= g
(2m )

3=2

8�2~3

p
�

Z 1

0

dx
p
x
1

E x

�
fF

�
�x

+
�
� fF

�
�x

�
��

:

To avoid a possible divergene in the gap equation due to the use of a ontat

potential, we resort to the T-matrix as in Set. 1.2.3 (see also [MPS98℄). We

get for the general low-density, asymmetri ase

1=
a

�

r
2m �

~
2

Z 1

0

dx
p
x

�
1

E x

�
fF

�
�x

+
�
� fF

�
�x

�
��
+
1

x

�

; (2.5)

where we used T0 = 4�~2a=m for a low-density system. Regarding the

densities, they are given by integrating Eqs. (2.1). We present below our

numerial results for the solution of equations (2.1) and (2.5) obtained in the

following way:
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1. Introdue an `e�etive Fermi momentum' k� through the hemial po-

tential, � � ~
2k2�=(2m ).

2. De�ne the funtions

f =
�

k�a
�

Z 1

0

dx
p
x

�
1

E x

�
fF
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�x

+
�
� fF

�
�x

�
��
+
1

x

�

g =
4�2�"

k3�
�

Z 1

0

dx
p
x
�
u
2
x

�
fF (�x

+
)� fF (�x

�
)
�
+ fF (�x

�
)
	

h =
4�2�#

k3�
�

Z 1

0

dx
p
x
�
1� fF (�x

+
)+ u

2
x

�
fF (�x

+
)� fF (�x

�
)
�	

with u2x = [1+ (x� 1)=Ex]=2. These are funtions of the gap d (through

E x) and the hemial potentials �" and �# (through �, k� and x� ).

They must be zero at the solution of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.5).

3. Assume some initial values d = d(0), �"# = �
(0)

"#
. As we work at �xed

total density � and density asymmetry �� = ��, we have used these

guesses:

d
(0)

=
�(�)

�(0)
[f. Eq. (2.4)℄, �

(0)

"#
= "F (1� �)

2=3
:

with "F = ~
2(3�2�)

2=3
=(2m ).

4. Insert these values into f and �nd (e. g., by a Newton-Raphson method)

a zero of f as a funtion solely of d. Call this zero d(1).

5. Insert d(1) and �
(0)

"#
into g, and �nd a zero of g as a funtion of solely

�". Call this zero �
(1)

" .

6. Insert d(1); �
(1)

"
and �

(0)

#
into h, and �nd a zero of h as a funtion of

solely �#. Call this zero �
(1)

# .

7. If the new values for d and �"# make jfj; jgjand jhj smaller than

a ertain tolerane " (in our alulations, typially " � 10� 4), take

them as the solution. Otherwise, go bak to step 4 and try again until

onvergene is reahed.
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2.3.2 Symmetri ase

First of all, in order to test our ode, we analyze the dependene of the gap

and the hemial potential for the symmetri ase, k" = k# � kF , at low

temperatures. We �x T = 0:1Tc, with Tc the bs weak-oupling predition

for the ritial temperature as given by Eq. (1.33). The results that we obtain

are plotted in Fig. 2.4. In the left panel we show with irles the alulated

variation of the energy gap � with the oupling k F jaj. For omparison, the

solid urve is the bs predition at low-density, Eq. (1.31). We see that

the agreement is very good for all kF jaj< 1, and only deviates slightly for

kF jaj& 1:3. The `e�etive' Fermi momentum k� =
p
2m �=~ (normalized

to the non-interating Fermi momentum kF =
p
2m "F =~) is plotted in the

right panel also as a funtion of the oupling. In this ase, we �nd k� � kF

for kF jaj� 1, with a smooth derease that beomes more pronouned above

this value of the oupling. This is a signal of the inreasing modi�ation of

the system with respet to the non-interating one for suh large ouplings.

In fat, for these values of kF jajthe mean-�eld bs theory is not adequate,

and more sophistiated methods need to be used [HKCW01, OG02, BY04,

FS04, PPS04, CSTL05℄. Therefore, we shall not work in the following in this

strong-oupling regime.

Next we analyze the temperature dependene of the same quantities

above. To satisfy the weak-oupling ondition just disussed, we �x the

density to � = 2� 10� 12 m� 3
, so that kF jaj= 0:445524797< 1. The results

Figure 2.4: Solution of the bs equations for a temperature T = 0:1Tc

and varying oupling: (Left) Numerial solution for the gap � as a funtion

of the oupling and predition of bs at low density, Eq. (1.31). (Right)

E�etive Fermi momentum k� as a funtion of the oupling.
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are shown in Fig. 2.5. In the left panel, the energy gap [divided by the zero-

temperature value (1.31)℄ is plotted as a funtion of the redued temperature

T=Tc, with Tc given again by Eq. (1.33). Our numerial results are shown

with empty irles, while the two lines are the analytial urves of the bs

model (see Ref. [FW71℄, p. 449) at low and `high' temperatures:

� low T = � sym

"

1�

s

2�
kB T

� sym

e
� � sym =kB T

#

; T=Tc � 1;

� high T =

s

8�2

7�(3)
kB Tc

�

1�
T

Tc

� 1=2

; (Tc� T)=Tc � 1:

Both preditions agree well with the data in the orresponding ranges of

validity. More spei�ally, the low-temperature urve is very lose to the

alulated values for T=Tc . 0:5, while the `high'-temperature one is valid

for T=Tc & 0:85.

Regarding the hemial potential (shown by the irles and the solid

urve, whih is a guide to the eye), it is always very similar to the non-

interating one, i. e., "F . However, the weak attration between the fermions

results in a slight redution of �, that diminishes when approahing the

ritial temperature, where the gap is expeted to vanish (but the system is

still interating, hene the di�erene between � and "F ). The dependene of

� on temperature an be well �tted by

� = �(T = 0)
�
1�  (T=Tc)

3
�
;

Figure 2.5: Solution of the bs equations at �nite temperature for a �xed

density � = 2� 10� 12 m� 3
: energy gap (left) and hemial potential (right)

vs. redued temperature T=Tc. See the text for details on the notation.
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as shown by the dashed urve in the �gure. Here �(T = 0) is the hemial

potential at zero temperature, and  an adjustable parameter, for whih we

found the best value  = 4:28� 10� 4 (�2�t = 3:06� 10� 10). In an equivalent

plot, the inset to the right �gure shows the variation of 1� k�=kF as a funtion

of temperature.

2.3.3 Asymmetri ase

After this short overview of the symmetri ase, we will study the dependene

of the gap on the density asymmetry � = ��=� in order to hek numerially

Eq. (2.4). We onsider T = 0 and again the density � = 2 � 1012 m

� 3

(kF jaj� 0:4) as we have seen in the previous paragraph that it is well into

the bs validity regime. Our results are summarized in Fig. 2.6. On the left

panel, we show how the energy gap � varies with inreasing asymmetry �.

The irles are the alulated data, while the line orresponds to Eq. (2.4),

with the � sym given by Eq. (1.31); the dashed vertial line indiates the

expeted asymmetry �B C Sm ax = 2:4% where the gap will vanish. The agree-

ment between the alulation and the expeted behavior is exellent for all

asymmetries, even very lose to this limiting asymmetry.

On the right panel, we show, for omparison with the symmetri ase,

the dependene of the mean hemial potential � together with the hemial

potentials �"# and ��. We see that � depends only very weakly on �, as

ompared to what happens with �" and �#. These start being equal in the

Figure 2.6: Solution of the bs equations for a �xed density � = 2� 10� 12

m

� 3
at zero temperature as a funtion of the density asymmetry �. (Left)

Energy gap; (Right) Chemial potentials: total � (irles), �" (triangles up),

�# (triangles down) and di�erene �� (�lled squares).
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symmetri ase, and separate in an approximately linear way for inreasing

� until � � 0:01, where they `saturate' to the values that they will have for

� = �B C Sm ax . As one would expet, an analogous behavior is followed by ��.

As a onlusion, we have heked numerially the expeted behavior of

the gap for the s-wave solution to the oupled equations determining the

gap and the densities. In partiular, we have seen that the mean hemial

potential is essentially equal to the non-interating value "F and that the gap

vanishes for very small asymmetries. At �nite temperatures, as one would

expet, we have heked also that the gap dereases, and so the maximum

asymmetry that would allow pairing is even smaller.

2.4 Pairing in p-wave

Therefore, for larger asymmetries only pairing between idential fermions an

take plae. In this ase, Pauli's exlusion priniple demands the paired state

to be antisymmetri under exhange of the partiles, whih for spin-polarized

atoms means that they must be in a state of odd angular momentum L. The

leading ontribution to the interation will be the p-wave one.

We disuss in the following the pairing of "-partiles mediated by the

polarization interation due to partiles pertaining to speies # as shown in

Fig. 2.2(b). We will hek below that this ontribution is dominant over

the diret p-wave "-" interation at low density. Quantitatively the relevant

interation kernel reads [GMB61, HPSV00, SPR01, KC88, BKK96℄

hk0j�"jki=
� #(jk

0� kj)

2
T

2
0 : (2.6)

The fator 1/2 orrets for the fat that onventionally the Lindhard funtion

(pertaining to speies #),

� #(q)= �
m k#

�2

�
1

2
+
1� x2

4x
ln

�
�
�
�
1+ x

1� x

�
�
�
�

�

; x =
q

2k#
; (2.7)

ontains a fator two for the spin orientations [FW71℄, whih is not present in

our ase as we are dealing with fermions without internal degrees of freedom.

One an see that � # < 0. Therefore, the e�etive interation is always

attrative, irrespetive of the sign of a [FL68℄. This is due to the absene of

exhange diagrams, whih makes � # attrative in ontrast to the ase of one

speies, where the polarization e�ets redue the s-wave bs gap by a fator

(4e)1=3 � 2:2 even in the low-density limit, where one would naively expet

them to be negligible. [GMB61, HPSV00, SPR01℄. One an therefore assert
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that, even in the limit kF ! 0 bs is not suh a good aproximation, as it

disregards these higher-order interations.

Now we projet out the p-wave (i. e., L = 1) ontribution of the inter-

ation with the Legendre polynomial P1(z)= z, with z = bk0�bk the osine

of the angle between the in- and out-going relative momenta, whih in the

range of the weak-oupling approximation we an take on the Fermi sur-

fae [KC89, EMBK00℄

�
(L= 1)

"
(k";k")=

T

2
0

2

1

2

Z
+ 1

� 1

dzz� #(
p
2(1� z)k"):

The integral of the Lindhard funtion an be evaluated making use of the

result [SPR01℄

Z Z

0

dxx
3
�(x)=

1

12

�

2lnj1� Z
2j+ (5� 3Z

2
)Z

3
ln

�
�
�
�
1+ Z

1� Z

�
�
�
�+ 2Z

2
+ 6Z

4

�

resulting in

�
(1)

"
(k";k")= �

8a2k#

m

2ln2� 1

5
g

�
k"

k#

�

;

where we introdued

g(y)= �
1

6(2ln2� 1)y4

h

(4� 10y
2
)ln

�
�1� y

2
�
�

� (5+ y
2
)y

3
ln

�
�
�
�

1+ y

1� y

�
�
�
�+ 4y

2
+ 2y

4

i

: (2.8)

This funtion is normalized in symmetri matter, g(1)= 1, and it is plotted

in Fig. 2.7(a). It is ustomary to replae the numerial fator (2ln2� 1)=5

in Eq. (2.4) by its approximate value 1/13.

We use now the general result for the (angle-averaged) L-wave pairing

gap [FL68, AM61, KL65℄,

� L(k")! cL �"exp

�
2�2~2

m k"TL(k";k")

�

; (2.9)

with TL the L-wave projetion of the relevant interation and cL a onstant

of order unity. Considering that for a pure polarization interation �L the

leading order in density is TL = �L , we get

� 1(k")= c1
k2"

2m
exp

�

�
13(�=2)2

a2k"k#g(k"=k#)

�

: (2.10)
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Taking into aount the dependene of this expression on the two Fermi

momenta k"# = [3�2�(1 � �)]1=3, the �nal result for the variation of the

pairing gap with asymmetry � and total density � an be ast in the form

� 1(�;�)

� 1(�;0)
= (1+ �)

2=3
exp[u(�)h(�)] (2.11)

with

h(�)= 1�
1

(1� �2)1=3g[((1+ �)=(1� �))1=3]
(2.12)

and the density parameter

u(�)= 13

�
�

2kF a

� 2

; kF � (3�
2
�)

1=3
:

The funtion h(�) is displayed in Fig. 2.7(b), where � = 1 orresponds to

pure "-matter. One notes a maximum at �opt � 0:478 with an expansion

h(�)� 0:465� 1:343(� � 0:478)2.

At the optimal asymmetry, the gap is enhaned with respet to that of

the symmetri ase [h(0)= 0℄ by a fator e0:465u � 100:20u. In the low-density

limit u ! 1 this represents an enormous ampli�ation at �nite asymmetry.

Around this peak, the variation of the gap with asymmetry is well desribed

by a Gaussian with width � = 1=(1:64
p
u). As an illustration of this e�et,

Fig. 2.7() shows the ratio (2.11) for a value of the density parameter u = 100

(orresponding to kF jaj� 0:57). As expeted from the previous disussion, a

peak of the order of 1020 is observed, that beomes rapidly more pronouned

and narrower with dereasing density � (inreasing u), although of ourse

Figure 2.7: (a,b) The funtions g and h, appearing in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.12),

respetively. () The variation of the gap with asymmetry, Eq. (2.11), for a

density parameter u = 100.
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Figure 2.8: Third-order diagrams in a one-omponent system: (a) Diret

p-wave interation, (b) Polarization ontribution.
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at the same time the absolute magnitude of the gap dereases strongly with

dereasing density: � 1(�;0)/ exp(� u) [Eq. (2.10)℄.

Let us now brie�y disuss higher-order e�ets, namely ontributions of

order (kF a)
3
in the denominator of the exponent of Eq. (2.10). There are two

prinipal soures of suh e�ets, whih are shown diagramatially in Fig. 2.8.

The �rst one, Fig. 2.8(a), is the diret p-wave interation [YM99℄ between

like speies that we have negleted before. Parametrizing the low-density

p-wave T-matrix in the standard form T1(k;k
0) � 4�a31kk

0=m , where a31 is

the p-wave sattering volume, leads to a bs gap [YM99℄

� 1

�"
=

8

e8=3
exp

�
�

2(k"a1)
3

�

: (2.13)

where we have expliitly determined the prefator of the exponential. This

gap is muh smaller than the #-mediated one for fjaj;ja1jg � k
� 1

" , whih

justi�es the fat that we neglet this e�et in the previous alulation. How-

ever, around a p-wave Feshbah resonane, where ja1j� jaj, this e�et might

be important, even though this kind of pairing has not been observed in the

experiments that explored the p-wave resonane of 40K in the hyper�ne state

jF = 9=2;m F = � =2i [JILA03℄ or

6
Li in jF = 1=2i [ENS04b℄ (see also

[Boh00℄ for theoretial alulations of the position of the resonanes, and

[Stan00, Inns03℄ for experiments on bosoni esium).

The seond type of third-order ontributions are polarization e�ets in-

volving the s-wave sattering length a. In ontrast to the ase of a one-

omponent system, where there are several relevant diagrams, in the present

two-omponent system only one diagram exists, Fig. 2.8(b). Unfortunately

it an only be omputed numerially, whih we have not attempted.
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Finally, to fourth order, there is a large number of diagrams ontributing

to the interation kernel. Moreover, at this order it is also neessary to

take into aount retardation e�ets, i. e., the energy dependenies of gap

equation, interation kernel, and self-energy need to be onsidered [AG92℄.

All this an only be done numerially and was performed in Ref. [EMBK00℄

for the ase of a one-omponent system.

In any ase, the existene of higher-order orretions will not alter the

main onlusions drawn so far, namely the presene of a strongly peaked

Gaussian variation of the gap with asymmetry. They may, however, shift this

peak to a di�erent density-dependent loation, and also modify the absolute

size of the gap. Furthermore, we must note again that the perturbative

approah that we have followed is learly limited to the low-density range

kF jaj< 1. For larger ouplings, di�erent theoretial methods are required,

whih is an interesting �eld of urrent investigation [BB73, AB87, HKCW01,

OG02, BY04, PPS04, FDS04, CSTL05℄.

2.5 Summary

In this hapter, we have studied the possibility of pairing in a system om-

posed of two distint fermioni speies, assuming that the diret p-wave

interation between like speies an be negleted. First, we have studied

analytially the gap produed by a diret, attrative, s-wave interation be-

tween di�erent speies. We have shown that it produes a gap � exp[�=2kFa]

[Eq. (1.31)℄ only for very small asymmetries between the densities of the two

speies, � . � sym =�, Eq. (2.4). We have numerially heked this behav-

ior, and we have seen that, in fat, the maximum asymmetry dereases with

temperature.

However, a p-wave attration between two fermions of the same speies

produed by a polarization of the medium of the other speies, an give rise

to pairing over the whole range of asymmetry. In pratie a sharp Gaus-

sian maximum around � � 0:478 (�"=�# � 2:83, k"=k# � 1.41) appears.

Unfortunately, the absolute magnitude of this gap is rather small, as it de-

pends strongly on the density of the system, � exp[� 13(�=2kF a)
2], whih

we assumed low in order to be in the range of validity of the bs mean-�eld

approah.

We argue that higher-order orretions may modify quantitatively but

not qualitatively these general features.

The experimental observation of both types of pairing in dilute, atomi

vapors is expeted to be di�ult. For the ase of p-wave pairing due to

the extremely small size of the expeted gap, whih translates into a very
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low transition temperature [remember Eq. (1.33)℄, whih is di�ult to reah

experimentally (see Set. 2.1). For the s-wave ase, the nearly perfet sym-

metry that is required poses a di�ult experimental hallenge. However, the

present possibility to transform a two-omponent Fermi gas into a moleular

gas by rossing a Feshbah resonane [JILA04b, Inns04℄ opens the door to

reate a perfetly symmetri system by removing the atoms not onverted

into moleules and, then, going bak aross the resonane, forming again a

two-omponent fermioni system, now with well-balaned populations. Up

to now, the experiments have foused on the strongly-interating regime

kF jaj & 1 where super�uidity might arise at higher temperatures. One

this has been suesfully ahieved [MIT05℄, one ould imagine to go further

to the weak-oupling regime and transfer atoms in a ontroled way from one

hyper�ne state to the other by RF pulses, whih would allow a preise exper-

imental hek of Eq. (2.4) in ase low enough temperatures were ahieved.
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Chapter 3

Pairing with broken spae

symmetries: loff vs. dfs

Bill Waterson, Calvin and Hobbes

3.1 Introdution

In hapter 1 we introdued the bs theory for pairing in a fermioni system.

We showed that this theory predits a phase transition into a super�uid state

for temperatures of the order of � sym =kB , where in the weak-oupling regime

kF jaj� 1 [see Eq. (1.31)℄

� sym

�
=

8

e2
exp

�
�

2kF a

�

: (3.1)

Stoof and oworkers were the �rst to point out that this result, when applied

to dilute systems of

6
Li, predits relatively large gaps for moderate densi-

ties (e. g., � � 1012 m

� 3
) due to the large (negative) value of the s-wave

sattering length of this speies, a = � 2160aB (aB � 0:53 Å is Bohr's ra-

dius). These large gaps would translate in transition temperatures of the
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order of nanokelvin and, therefore, possibly within experimental reah in a

short time after their proposal in 1996 [SHSH96℄. Regarding the problem on

the density asymmetry between the two speies to pair, they also pointed out

`that the most favorable ondition for the formation of Cooper pairs is that

both densities are equal'. Then, they solved the gap equation in this most

favorable situation, for a trapped system of

6
Li atoms using loal density

approximation (lda) [HFS

+
97℄.

In hapter 2 we have arefully analyzed why a two-omponent symmetri

system will always have s-wave gaps larger than asymmetri systems. Be-

sides, we have also shown that these s-wave gaps are non-vanishing, within

standard bs theory, for quite a narrow window of density asymmetries �.

For � > �B C Sm ax = 3� sym =(4�) [f. Eq. (2.4)℄, only p-wave pairing between

atoms in the same hyper�ne state seems possible. However, we have seen

that the size of this gap is rather small, and in fat it is di�ult to expet

this phase to be deteted experimentally. Now we will explore another way

of overoming the density-asymmetry problem. To this end, we solve the gap

equation on a wider spae of funtions, allowing for more omplex strutures

than the typial rotationally-symmetri order parameter found in hapters 1

and 2.

In referenes [MS02, MS03b℄ it was shown that for nulear matter at

saturation density �whih is a strongly oupled system (� 0=� � 0:3)� a

superonduting state featuring elliptially deformed Fermi surfaes (dfs)

was preferable to the spherially symmetri bs state. Following these ideas,

we propose here to explore the weak-oupling regime of this theory in on-

netion with urrent experiments with ultraold, dilute systems.

It has been known for a long time that the homogeneous bs phase an

evolve into the Larkin-Ovhinnikov-Fulde-Ferrell (loff) phase [LO64, FF64℄,

whih an sustain asymmetries � > �B C Sm ax by allowing the Cooper pairs to

arry a non-vanishing enter-of-mass momentum. Note that, even though

both the loff and the dfs phases break the global spae symmetries, they

do it in fundamentally di�erent ways: the loff phase breaks both rota-

tional and translational symmetries due to the �nite momentum of the pairs'

ondensate. On the ontrary, the dfs phase breaks only the rotational sym-

metry [from O(3) down to O(2)℄. We remark also that, after so many years

sine its proposal, only very reently some experimental evidenes of the

detetion of the loff phase have been reported in the heavy-fermion om-

pound CeCoIn5 (see [RFM
+
03, BMC

+
03, WKI

+
04, KSK

+
05, MAT

+
05℄). In

this sense, it is interesting to note that atomi systems o�er a novel set-

ting for studying the loff phase under onditions that are more favorable

than those in solids (absene of lattie de�ets, aess to the momentum

distribution in the system through time-of-�ight experiments) as explored
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in [Com01, CM02, MC03, MMI05, Yan05℄. These systems also o�er the

possibility of novel realizations of the loff phase whih for example in-

voke p-wave anisotropi interations [Com01℄. There has been also muh

interest in the loff phase in onnetion with hadroni systems under ex-

treme onditions where the interations are mediated by the strong fore,

see [ABR01, Sed01, BR02, CN04℄. In this ontext no experimental detetion

of this phase has been reported yet.

We note that another possible on�guration for a density-asymmetri

system is the phase separation of the superonduting and normal phases

in real spae, suh that the superonduting phase ontains partiles with

the same hemial potentials (i. e., it is symmetri), while the normal phase

remains asymmetri, see [Bed02, BCR03, Cal04℄. The desription of suh an

heterogeneous phase requires knowledge of the poorly known surfae tension

between superonduting and normal phases, and will not be attempted here.

We shall ompare below the realizations of the dfs and loff phases in an

ultraold gas of

6
Li atoms where the hyper�ne states j"i= jF = 3=2;m F =

3=2i and j#i= j3=2;1=2iare simultaneously trapped. Here, F denotes the

total angular momentum of the atoms in units of ~, while m F is its projetion

onto the z axis of some referene frame. Fermioni systems where two hyper-

�ne levels are populated have been reated and studied experimentally with

6
Li and

40
K atoms (see [Rie99, LENS02, Duke02, Rie03, MIT03, ENS03℄,

to quote a few examples). The mixture of di�erent hyper�ne omponents al-

lows one to overome the problem of ooling fermions set by Pauli's exlusion

priniple, as indiated in Set. 2.1.

These systems are haraterized by a hierarhy of length sales. The

largest sale is usually set by the harmoni trapping potential. As it is muh

larger than any other sale in the system, we will neglet the �nite-size e�ets

for the moment, and assume an homogeneous system for our analysis. A step

further would be to perform an lda alulation, in a way similar to that used

in [HFS

+
97℄ for the standard bs treatment or [CKMH02℄ for pairing in a

resonantly interating Fermi gas.

The typial range of the interatomi, van der Waals fores is R � 10� 6 m

while the de Broglie wavenumber of partiles at the top of the Fermi sea is

kF � 103 � 104 m

� 1
. Therefore kF R � 1, and the interation an be

approximated by a zero-range fore haraterized by the s-wave sattering

length a. For the partiular ase of ollisions between 6
Li atoms in the above-

mentioned states, a = � 2160aB , and we obtain kF jaj’ 0:04. Therefore the

system is in the weak-oupling regime, sine �(kF )g = 2kF jaj=� � 1, where

�(kF ) = m kF =(2�
2
~
2) is the density of states at the Fermi surfae of the

non-interating system, and g = 4�~2a=m is a measure of the strength of the

ontat interation. For larger values kF jaj& 1, the bound states need to
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be inorporated in the theory on the same footing that the pair orrelations,

and the formal treatment beomes more deliate.

To study the loff phase, we will assume that its order parameter has

a simple plane-wave form. Even though more omplex strutures for the

loff order parameter an be studied, we believe this would not hange

qualitatively our results. Furthermore, we will show that, allowing the Fermi

surfaes of the speies to deform into ellipsoids, the range of asymmetries

over whih pairing is possible is enlarged with respet to the preditions of

the standard bs or loff theories. Also, the gap in asymmetri systems

where pairing was still possible within those frameworks, will be shown to be

larger in the dfs phase.

Finally, at the end of the hapter, we shall desribe an experimental sig-

nature of the dfs phase that an be established in time-of-�ight experiments

and that would allow one to distinguish the dfs phase from the ompeting

phases.

3.2 Breaking the symmetry: loff and dfs

3.2.1 Desription of the loff state

While the bs ground state assumes that the fermions bound in a Cooper

pair have equal and opposite momenta (and spins), for fermioni systems

with unequal numbers of spin up and down partiles this is not always true.

In this situation, Larkin and Ovhinnikov [LO64℄ and independently Fulde

and Ferrell [FF64℄ noted that the pairing is possible amongst pairs whih

have �nite total momentum with respet to some �xed referene frame. The

�nite momentum P hanges the quasipartile spetrum of the paired state.

To see this, we an write down the normal propagator in that referene frame:

G
N
"#(k;P ;!n)=

"

(!n + i�)�
~
2

2m

�
P

2
� k

� 2
#� 1

: (3.2)

Now, using Eq. (1.20), the symmetri and anti-symmetri parts of the quasi-

partile spetrum read

E S = ~
2P

2 + 4k2

8m
�
�" + �#

2
; (3.3a)

E A = ~
2P � k

2m
�
�" � �#

2
: (3.3b)

Fortunately, the results of the previous hapters remain valid with the above

rede�nitions of E S and E A . Note that the quantities of interest, in partiular
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the gap, now depend parametrially on the total momentum. Interestingly,

E A in (3.3) does not vanish in the limit of equal number of spin-up and down

partiles (i. e., when �" = �#). In this ase, the loff state (a ondensate of

pairs all with momentum P ) lowers the energy of the system with respet

to the normal (unpaired) state. Nevertheless, it is not the real ground state

of the symmetri system, as it is unstable with respet to the ordinary bs

ground state. In fat, it is well know that, for the symmetri system, the

most favorable on�guration for pairing is for P = 0.

3.2.2 Desription of the dfs state

We now turn to the deformations of the Fermi surfaes. The two Fermi

surfaes for spin-up and -down partiles are de�ned in momentum spae for

the non-interating system by the fat that the energy of a quasipartile

vanishes on them:

�k"=# = �P =2� k � �"=# = 0:

When the states are �lled isotropially within a sphere, the hemial poten-

tials are related to the Fermi momenta ks (s=";#) as �s = ~
2k2s=(2m ) (for

simpliity we assume here that the temperature is zero). To desribe the

deformations of the Fermi surfaes from their spherial shape we expand the

quasipartile spetra in spherial harmonis �ks =
P

l
�
(l)
s Pl(�), where � is

the osine of the angle formed by the quasipartile momentum and a �xed

symmetry-breaking axis; Pl(�) are the Legendre polynomials. The l = 1

term breaks translational symmetry by shifting the Fermi surfaes without

deforming them; this term orresponds to the loff phase and is already

inluded by using �P =2� k . Trunating the expansion at the seond order

(l= 2), we rewrite the spetrum in the form [MS02, MS03b℄

�k"=# = �P =2� k � �"=#
�
1+ �"=#�

2
�
;

where the parameters �s = �
(2)
s =�s desribe a quadrupolar deformation of the

Fermi surfaes. It is onvenient to work with the symmetrized �= (�"+ �#)=2

and anti-symmetrized �� = (�" � �#)=2 ombinations of �";#. For simpliity,

below we shall assume � = 0, and onsider only two limiting ases: �� 6= 0

and P = 0 (the dfs phase) and �� = 0 and P 6= 0 (the plane-wave loff

phase) [see Table 3.1 for a summary of the nomenlature used℄. Thus, in the

dfs phase we have

�k"=# = �k � �"=#
�
1� �� �

2
�
: (3.4)

Clearly, this expression vanishes at k = ks for � = 0, i. e., in the xy plane

in k-spae. On the other hand, assuming �� > 0, the "-Fermi sphere be-

omes elongated along the z axis (�k" vanishes at k > k"), while the #-sphere
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is squeezed. The onservation of the densities �" and �# requires a real-

ulation of the hemial potentials, whih is done by integrating again the

orresponding momentum distributions. The net e�et is that the surfaes

approah eah other on the xy plane, see Set. 3.5.2 and Fig. 3.5.

3.3 The gap in the bs, loff and dfs phases

Consider a trap loaded with

6
Li atoms and assume that the net number of

atoms in the trap is �xed while the system is maintained at onstant tem-

perature. Assume further that the number of atoms orresponds to a Fermi

energy "F =kB � TF = 942 nK, whih in the uniforme and symmetri ase

at T = 0 would translate into a density of the system � = 3:8� 1012 m� 3

and a Fermi momentum kF � 4:83� 104 m� 1
. All the results below have

been alulated for a homogeneous system at this density and at a onstant

temperature T = 10 nK � TF , so the system is in the strongly degenerate

regime. In the onditions of [MIT02℄, this Fermi energy orresponds to about

4� 105 atoms in a single hyper�ne omponent of

6
Li [see also [Had03℄, espe-

ially hapter 5℄. Present experiments an ontrol the partial densities in the

two di�erent hyper�ne states j"i= j3=2;3=2iand j#i= j3=2;1=2iof 6Li by

transferring atoms from one to the other using � 76 MHz RF pulses [Had03℄.

Sine the free-spae triplet sattering length between

6
Li atoms in these hy-

per�ne states is a = � 2160aB , the system is in the weakly oupled regime

kF jaj� 1.

Without loss of generality, we assume a non-negative density asymmetry,

i. e., �" � �#. We show only results for �� � 0 sine we have heked

that it is the one that gives the lowest free energy. We remind that this

�� > 0 orresponds to a igar-like deformation of the " Fermi surfae and a

panake-like deformation of the # Fermi surfae, as we will see expliitely in

Fig. 3.5. The pairing gaps of the loff and dfs phases omputed from the

(oupled) gap and number equations [(1.23) and (2.1)℄ are shown in Fig. 3.1

Table 3.1: The various andidates for a super�uid ground state studied.

Candidate phase � P ��

Symmetri bs 0 0 0

Asymmetri bs 6= 0 0 0

loff 6= 0 6= 0 0

dfs 6= 0 0 6= 0
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Figure 3.1: Dependene of the pairing gaps in the loff phase (upper

panel) and the dfs phase (lower panel) on the density-asymmetry parameter

for the values of the the pair momentum P=kF and deformation parameter

�� indiated in the legends. The Fermi momentum is kF = 4:83� 104 m� 1

and the sattering length is a = � 2160aB , so that kF jaj= 0:55.

as a funtion of the density-asymmetry parameter � = (�" � �#)=(�" + �#)

for di�erent values of the orresponding parameter signaling the symmetry

breaking: total momentum P for the loff phase (top panel) and deformation

�� for the dfs phase (lower panel). As expeted, for vanishing asymmetries

� ! 0, the maximal gap is attained by the standard bs ground state, whih

is indiated by the solid, blak line in both panels. The symmetry-breaking

states that are very di�erent from it (e. g., a loff state with P=kF & 0:1 or

a dfs state with � & 0:1) have notably smaller gaps.

The situation hanges for inreasing asymmetry. For example, the loff

state with P=kF = 0:05 presents a larger gap than the asymmetri bs

state for � > 0:03, a density asymmetry for whih also the dfs state with

�� = 0:12 has a gap larger than the bs one. Finally, for � � �B C Sm ax � 0:055,

the bs state no longer presents a �nite gap, while both the loff and dfs

phases `survive' up to higher asymmetries: �LO F Fm ax � 0:06 (for P=kF = 0:05�
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0:10) and �D F S
m ax � 0:075 (for �� � 0:15), respetively. It is also remarkable

the presene of a `reentrane' phenomenon in the dfs phase. For instane,

onsider the ase �� = 0:17 (blue, dotted urve). Suh a large deformation

shows a �nite gap only for asymmetri systems, and a lower �cr1 � 0:02 and

higher �cr2 � 0:07 ritial asymmetries an be identi�ed. As the quantity

that determines the true ground state of the system is the free energy and

not the size of the gap, we annot tell from Fig. 3.1 what will be the struture

of the ground state. However, before disussing this point in detail, we shall

study some aspets of the exitation spetrum of the system.

3.4 Exitation spetra in the super�uid phases

To eluidate the dominane of the phases with broken spae symmetries over

the asymmetri bs state, it is useful to onsider the modi�ations implied

by these phases to the quasipartile spetra

E
�

k
= E A �

q

E 2
S
+ j�j2 : (3.5)

These energies orrespond to the poles of the propagators G "# of hapter 1.

Physially, E
+

k
is the exitation energy of the system when we move it from

its ground state to a state with momentum k and (pseudo)spin ". For a

non-interating system for whih the number of partiles is not onsidered

�xed, this an be aomplished in two ways:

� adding an "-partile with momentum k, or

� removing a #-partile with momentum � k.

Conversely, � E
�

k
is the exitation energy when the system is fored to have

k momentum and # (pseudo)spin. Whih is the proess that ultimately will

be required to atually perform these exitations is essentially determined

by Pauli's priniple and the interations in the medium. For example, a

system omposed only of "-partiles (� = �� = �"=2) at T = 0, an only

be exited to states jk;"i for momenta k > k", as for k < k" all states are

already oupied and Pauli's priniple forbids a new "-partile to be added

to the system below its Fermi momentum. The resulting system will have

exitation energy ~
2k2=(2m )� "F � E

+

k
. For k < k", the reahable states

are jk;#iwith exitation energy "F � ~
2k2=(2m )� � E

�

k
> 0, orresponding

to the reation of a hole in the "-Fermi sea at k. Similar ideas hold for the

interating system, and for other values of the densities �" and �#.

We all the reader's attention to the minus sign in front of E
�

k
: this is due

to the onventional way of assigning energies to hole exitations (see, e. g.,
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[FW71℄, pp. 74�75 ): the more negative they are, the more exited state of the

system we get. This is easily understood again in the pure "-system, where

removing an "-partile from k = k" leaves the system in its ground state, and

therefore the exitation energy is �exc(k = k")= 0 � � E
�

k"
. On the other

hand, removing a partile at k = 0 will leave the system in a highly exited

state, orresponding to having promoted [in the (N � 1)-partile system℄

the "-partile at k = 0 to k = k"; the orresponding exitation energy is

�exc(k = 0)= �" � � E
�
0 . Therefore, the exitation energies of the system

displayed in Fig. 3.2 are

� E
"

k
:= E

+

k
=
p
E 2
S
+ j�j2 + E A : exitation energy of the system with

momentum k and (pseudo)spin ";

� E
#

k
:= � E

�

k
=
p
E 2
S
+ j�j2� EA : exitation energy of the system with

momentum k and (pseudo)spin #.

Let us turn now to the e�ets of the density asymmetry on the solution

of the gap equation. We have seen in the previous hapter that, in the

asymmetri bs state, E A ats in the gap equation (1.23) to redue the

phase-spae oherene between the quasipartiles that pair. In other words,

E A 6= 0 introdues a `forbidden region' for the momentum integration in the

gap equation [f. Set. 2.2, espeially Eq. (2.2b) and Fig. 2.3℄. The bs

limit is reovered for E A = 0, with equal oupations for both partiles and

perfetly mathing " and #Fermi surfaes. This bloking e�et is responsible

for the redution of the gap with inreasing asymmetry and its disappearane

above � = �B C Sm ax ’ 0:055.

When the pairs move with a �nite total momentum or the Fermi surfaes

are deformed (and taking the symmetry-breaking axis as z axis), the anti-

symmetri part of the spetrum E A is modulated with the osine of the polar

angle [f. Eqs. (3.3�3.4)℄. In the plane-wave loff phase E A / � = cos�,

while in the dfs phase, whih is the objet of our primary interest, we have

E S = �k � � � �� �� �
2

(3.6a)

E A = � �� + � �� �
2
: (3.6b)

This angular variation ats to restore the phase-spae oherene for some

values of � at the ost of even lesser (than in the bs phase) oherene for the

other diretions. That is, the width of the forbidden region in Fig. 2.3 now

depends on the diretion: it is redued in the xy plane and inreased on the

z axis. This e�et an be expliitely seen in Figure 3.2 whih ompares the

quasipartile exitation spetra in the bs and dfs phases. Let us omment

arefully this �gure, as it ontain muh information. The �rst olumn shows
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the results for the usual symmetri bs ase; the seond olumn has the

results for the asymmetri bs ase with a moderate density asymmetry

� = 0:04; �nally, the third olumn ontains the results for the dfs phase

with the same asymmetry and the optimal deformation �� = 0:08.� In all

three olumns, the top plot displays the exitation spetra E
"

k
(blak lines)

and E
#

k
(green lines) lose to the Fermi momentum kF . Solid lines orrespond

to the results along the symmetry-breaking z axis, while the dashed lines in

the last olumn stand for the spetra in the xy plane in k-spae. The �gure in

the top-left orner is equivalent to the lower panel in Fig. 1.2. The spetra for

the asymmetri bs ase are shifted with respet to eah other due to the fat

that E A 6= 0, f. Eq. 3.5, but keep the rotational invariane. Finally, the plot

for the dfs phase shows the e�et of the �-dependene of the spetra: the

solid urves along the symmetry-breaking axis (i. e., � = 1 or k? = 0) have

gone further apart, while the dashed lines orresponding to � = 0 (kz = 0)

have approahed one another.

To better evaluate the rotational properties of eah phase, the lower plots

show E
"#

k
as a funtion of kz=kF and k? =kF . Keeping k =

p
k2z + k2

?
onstant

amounts to moving along irles on the kz � k? plane, therefore exploring

the angular dependene of the funtions. For the symmetri bs ase, both

# and " exitation spetra are equal, have a minimum at k = kF and are

rotationally symmetri. For an asymmetri system (seond olumn) the "and

# spetra are no longer equally deep, but E
#

k
is deeper than E

"

k
. Therefore, the

quasipartiles of one speies, that are de�ned near the orresponding Fermi

surfae, are far (in phase spae) from those of the other speies. The third

olumn shows the exitation spetra in the dfs phase, as given by Eqs. (3.3)

and (3.5). Rotational symmetry is now broken, as the spetra along kz (solid

lines) are di�erent from the spetra perpendiular to kz (dashed lines).

A most remarkable feature in the dfs is that the energy separation be-

tween the quasipartile spetra along the symmetry-breaking axis is onsid-

erably larger than in the asymmetri bs state; in the orthogonal diretions

the opposite holds. Compared to the asymmetri bs state, the phase-spae

overlap between pairs is aordingly dereased in the �rst region and in-

reased in the seond. The net result, displayed in Figure 3.3, is the inrease

in the value of the ritial asymmetry �m ax at whih super�uidity vanishes.

As noted above, at large asymmetries the dfs phase exhibits the re-entrane

e�et: pairing exists only for the deformed state between the lower and up-

per ritial deformations (�cr1 6= 0). We note that to obtain this e�et the

realulation of the hemial potentials through the normalization ondition

on the densities is essential, as it a�ets dramatially the value of ��, that

�
By `optimal' we mean `with lowest free energy', see below.
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Figure 3.2: Dependene of the quasipartile spetra E
"

k
(blak lines) and E

#

k

(green) on the momentum for the symmetri bs ase (left); an asymmetri

bs ase with � = 0:04 (enter); and the optimal �� = 0:08 dfs result for

the same asymmetry (right). The z axis is the symmetry-breaking axis of

the dfs phase. In the top plots, the solid lines orrespond to the spetra

E
"

k
(blak) and E

#

k
(green) along the kz axis. The dashed lines represent the

results on the xy plane (kz = 0) with the same olor oding. The dotted

line is at E k = 0. In the lower plots, E
"

k
is given only for kz > 0 and E

#

k
for

kz < 0.
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Notie also that in the asymmetri systems, the # spetrum is gapless in

a region of momentum spae de�ned by

E
#

k
� E

#
(kz;k? )� 0: (3.7)

The possibility of exiting the system without energy ost has important on-

sequenes for the dynamial properties of the paired states, suh as the trans-

port and the olletive modes, and leads to a number of peuliarities in their

thermodynamis [Sar63, SAL97, SL00, LW03, SH03, HS03, WY03℄. That is,

the maro-physial manifestations of the loff and dfs phases suh as the

response to density perturbations or eletromagneti probes and the thermo-

dynami funtions (heat apaity, et) will di�er from the ordinary bs phase
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Figure 3.3: Dependene of the ritial asymmetry of the transition from

the super�uid to the normal state on the pair momentum in the loff phase

(solid line) and the deformation parameter in the dfs phase (dashed and

dot-dashed lines).

due to the nodes and anisotropy of their spetra. We will show in Set. 3.6

how suh an anisotropy an be used to disriminate phases with broken spae

symmetries in time-of-�ight experiments. We remark �nally that the phases

with broken spae symmetries (loff and dfs) present a larger number of

exitation modes beause of the breaking of global spae symmetries; these

additional modes are usually alled Goldstone modes [Gol61, PS95℄.

3.5 Determining the ground state

3.5.1 Calulation of the free energy

The phase that must be identi�ed as the equilibrium state at a given density

asymmetry and temperature is the one that has the lowest free energy. We

have alulated the free energy for eah andidate phase (bs, loff, dfs)

in the following way.

We have de�ned the free energy as usual by

F = E kin + E pot� TS; (3.8)

where the �rst two terms omprise the internal energy whih is the statistial

average of the Hamiltonian (1.4), T is the temperature and S the entropy,
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given for a gas of fermions by the well-known expression [FW71℄,

S = � kB

Z
d3k

(2�)3

X

s= ";#

�
(1� ns(k))ln[1� ns(k)]+ ns(k)ln[ns(k)]

	
:

For a ontat potential of strenght g , the potential energy is easily evaluated,

and we have

E kin + E pot =

Z
d3k

(2�)3
�k [n"(k)+ n#(k)]�

� 2

g
; (3.9)

ns(k)= u
2
(k)f(E

s
k)+ v

2
(k)

�
1� f(E

� s

k
)
�
: (3.10)

The free energy of the undeformed normal state follows by setting in the

above expressions � = 0 = ��, while that of the bs phase is given by

�6= 0= ��, and so on for the loff and dfs phases (see Table 3.1).

Beause of the ontat form that we use for the interation, the gap

equation and the super�uid kineti energy need a regularization. There are

several ways to regularize the gap equation. We an write them formally

together in the form [f. Eq. (1.23)℄
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g

2

Z �
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dkk2
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� 1
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fF (E
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�

k
)

p
E 2
S
+ � 2

+


�k

!

; (3.11)

where fF is the usual Fermi distribution funtion. The ase  = 1 and

� ! 1 orresponds to the ommon pratie of regularization [ SHSH96℄,

whih ombines the gap equation with the T-matrix equation in free spae,

and is the one we have used in hapter 2. Choosing  = 0 and a �nite �

orresponds to the ut-o� regularization of the original gap equation. The

appropriate utt-o� in this seond sheme is found by requiring both shemes

to give the same value for the gap. Then, this � is used to evaluate the kineti

energy ontribution to the free energy. We note one more that Eq. (3.11)

must be solved together with the normalization onstraints on the densities

�s =

Z
d3k

(2�)3
ns(k) (s=";#): (3.12)

3.5.2 Analytial estimation of the optimal deformation

Before omenting the numerial results, it is instrutive to perform an analyt-

ial estimation of the deformation �� of the Fermi surfaes that one expets

will maximize the pairing energy.

The physial idea behind the deformation of the Fermi surfaes of the

pairing speies is to approah them in some regions of momentum spae, so
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that the quasipartiles' phase spae has a sizeable overlap. If this deformation

had no kineti energy ost, we an imagine that the optimal deformation

would be the one that e�etively makes the two Fermi surfaes be as lose to

eah other as possible, given the onstraint of the onservation of the di�erent

densities. Thus, we will alulate whih deformation �� brings the outermost

part of the Fermi surfae of the least populated speies and the innermost

part of the Fermi surfae of the majority to touh. The optimal deformation

is somewhat di�erent that the one predited by this estimation beause of

the investment in kineti energy that this deformation requires. In any ase,

we an get a good estimate of the optimal �� in this simple way.

We assume for simpliity T = 0 and start from Eq. (3.4). Here, we must

understand �s = ~
2ek2s=(2m ), where

eks is suh that the density of s-partiles

is onserved. For the ase of "-partiles:

�" =

Z
d3k

(2�)3
�

h
ek2"

�
1+ �� cos

2
�
�
� k

2

i

=
1

(2�)2

ek3"

24

"

2
p
1+ ��(5+ 2��)+ 6

arcsh
p
��

p
��

#

(3.13)

The expression for �#(
ek#) is analogous with �� ! � ��. As the `true' Fermi

momentum of "-partiles is de�ned by �" = �(1+ �)=2= k3"=(6�
2), we havey

k3"

k3#
�
1+ �

1� �
;

=
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#
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where the last result follows for �� � 1. In the plane perpendiular to the

symmetry-breaking axis (cos� = 0), eah momentum distribution vanishes

at the orresponding

eks. Therefore, we will have an exat mathing of the

two Fermi surfaes in this plane for

ek" = ek#. Then, for a given � we an

obtain our estimation for the optimal deformation from the last equation:

��opt =
16

9

�

1� �
: (3.14)

y
Here it is lear that we are working at �xed density asymmetry, and not hemial

potential di�erene, as was the original treatment of Larkin and Ovhinnikov [LO64℄ and

Fulde and Ferrell [FF64℄ for the loff phase, see below. In our approah, the hemial

potentials ome through the normalization of the densities, Eq. (3.12), whih depends on

the shape and loation of the Fermi surfaes.
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Substitution of this value into (3.13) gives the new value for

ek", and therefore

the new hemial potential �", and analogously for �#. For � � 1we expet

a deformation ��opt � (16=9)� � 2�. We will see that this approximation

agrees reasonably well with the numerial alulations below, even though

the overlap is not perfet in the numerial solution beause in this analysis

we have disregarded the investment in kineti energy.

3.5.3 Numerial results

We plot in Fig. 3.4 the di�erene �F = F S � FN between the free energy

F S of the super�uid phase (either bs, loff or dfs) and the free energy F N

of the normal state (�;��;P = 0). The bs result is plotted in both panels

as the blak solid line, while the results for the loff phase are summarized

in the top panel for various values of P=kF . The lower panel ontains the

orresponding results for the dfs phase for a variety of ��'s. First of all, a

simple omparison of this �gure with 3.1 shows that �F losely follows the

behavior of � �2. However, the ontribution from the kineti energy to F

introdues some important di�erenes as, for example, the delay in the dfs

being preferable to the normal phase, e. g. for �� = 0:17 from � � 0:018

(where a non-vanishing gap appears) to � � 0:025 (where �F < 0).

The loff phase is preferred to the normal and the bs phases in a narrow

window of asymmetries 0:04 � � � 0:057 and for a total momentum of the

pairs P=kF � 0:05, as shown by the red dashed line lying below the solid one.

This is onsistent with the results obtained in the sheme where the density

asymmetry is desribed by �xing the di�erene in hemial potentials of the

pairing speies ��. In this approah, the ritial value for the bs phase is

��B C Sc = 0:707�(0), while for the loff phase �� LO F F
c = 0:755�(0), where

�(0) � �(�� = 0) [ LO64, FF64℄. Note that while there is a non-trivial

solution to the gap equation for P=kF � 0:1 the gain in pairing energy is

less than the investment required in kineti energy due to the motion of the

ondensate, and the net free energy of the loff phase is greater than that of

the asymmetri bs phase for these momenta. However the pairing energy of

the loff phase ould be improved by hoosing a more omplex form of the

order parameter, e. g. by keeping a larger number of terms in its expansion

in the Fourier series.

The dfs phase is the ground state of the system in a wider range of

asymmetries 0:03 � � . 0:06 for the deformation parameter in the range

0:12 � �� � 0:14. For even larger deformations the gain in pairing energy

does not ompensate the investment in kineti energy due to the ellipsoidal

strething of the Fermi surfaes: the urve for �� = 0:17 lies always above

the bs one. We note �nally that the free energy is also a�eted by the
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Figure 3.4: Di�erene of the free-energy density of the plane-wave loff

(upper panel) and dfs (lower panel) phases with respet to the normal phase,

as a funtion of the asymmetry parameter �, for the values of the pair mo-

mentum P=kF and the deformation parameter �� indiated in the legends.
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re-entrane e�et (i. e., restoration of pairing orrelations as the asymme-

try is inreased), but in fat we do not �nd that this e�et is responsible

for the ground state at these weak ouplings: the free energy for the ase

�� = 0:16 lies in our alulations always above those for �� � 0:15, whih do

not present re-entrane, in ontrast to what happens in more strongly-oupled

systems suh as neutron-proton pairing at saturation density [MS02℄ or `two

olor superondutivity' between up and down quarks in dense hadroni mat-

ter [MS03a℄.

To summarize, the oherene is restored and the strength of pair-orre-

lations is inreased in the loff phase due to the �nite momentum of the

Cooper pairs. In the dfs phase, the same is ahieved by strething the

spherial Fermi surfaes into ellipsoids. The fundamental di�erene between

these phases is that translational symmetry remains intat for the dfs phase,

as it breaks only the rotational symmetry, while the loff phase breaks both
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symmetries. Quantitatively, the maximal value of the gap and the absolute

value of the ground-state free energy are larger in the dfs phase than in the

loff phase for asymmetries � & 0:04. For these asymmetries both phases

are favorable over the homogeneous bs phase. However, one should keep in

mind that the loff phase admits a variety of lattie forms, and the plane-

wave struture might not be the most favored one [ABR01, Sed01, BR02,

CN04℄.

3.6 Deteting the dfs phase in experiments

Experimental evidene for the phases with broken spae symmetries an

be obtained from the studies of their momentum distributions whih, un-

like in the homogeneous phase, must be anisotropi in spae. Indeed, from

Eqs. (3.5), (3.6) and (3.10), we see that, for �� 6= 0, the probability of a

s-partile having momentum k, ns(k), will depend on k2z and k2? separately

or, equivalently, on k = jkjand � = cos� = kz=k, and not only on the salar

ombination k2 = k2z + k2? .

In this ase, it is useful to analyze the angular anisotropy in momentum

spae of the oupation numbers, that we de�ne as

�ns(k)= jns(k;� = 1)� ns(k;� = 0)j: (3.15)

This quantity vanishes for rotationally-invariant systems, and an be taken as

a measure of the degree of symmetry breaking of a given phase. For example,

�ns(k)� 0 (8k) for the symmetri and asymmetri bs solutions to the gap

equation. For the dfs phase, the momentum distributions for eah speies

depend on �, and we expet that �ns will not vanish but present a maximum

around the orresponding Fermi momentum ks.

We show in Fig. 3.5 the momentum distributions for the same system

as in Fig. 3.1: kF = 4:83� 104 m

� 1
(indiated by the vertial line) and

a = � 2160aB . For larity, we present only the data around kF , where all the

interesting physis happens. There are four sets of urves orresponding to

the symmetri bs phase (thin solid line), asymmetri bs with � = 0:04

(dashed lines) and dfs with the same asymmetry and �� = 0:08 for � = 0

(dash-dotted lines) and � = 1 (dotted lines), respetively. For the � 6= 0

ases, blue lines orrespond to n"(k)while red lines are for n#(k). Finally,

the thik, bell-shaped urves orrespond to �ns(k)with the same olor oding.

The Fermi surfaes of the symmetri bs phase are spread around kF over

a width of the order of kF �=" F . One should notie that some broadening of

the surfae is also due to the �nite temperature assumed in the alulations.

The asymmetri bs distributions (dashed lines) show a similar shape, but
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with the harateristi deays entered around the orresponding Fermi mo-

menta k# � 4:75� 104 m� 1
, k" � 4:91� 104 m� 1

. At the low temperature

studied, the momentum distributions still fall o� very fast, and the two Fermi

surfaes are separated � 0:16� 104 m

� 1
, thus triggering the Pauli bloking

e�et ommented in Set. 2.2.

The situation hanges when looking at the dfs results whih show a lear

dependene on �. First of all, we notie that the dfs urves for � = 0 (dash-

dotted lines) are almost indistinguishable, while the results for � = 1 (dotted

lines) are further apart. This means that the (ellipsoidal) Fermi surfaes of

" and # partiles have approahed eah other in the xy plane in momentum

spae, while they have gone apart along the z diretion (see Fig. 3.5). Note

also that the range of oupations overed by the dfs urves inludes the

asymmetri bs results. One ould have expeted the asymmetri bs results

to oinide with the dfs ones for � = 0, as in both ases the symmetry-

breaking term �� �2 vanishes [see Eq. (3.6)℄. However, the fully self-onsistent

solution of the gap equation together with the number equations involves a

re-alulation of the hemial potentials for the dfs ase, resulting in new

e�etive Fermi momenta

eks (see Set. 3.5.2) whih beome very similar to

eah other and to kF . That is the reason why the dfs results at � = 0 are

so lose to eah other, and relatively far from the asymmetri bs ones. In

addition, we obtain a larger gap (f. Fig 3.1), that translates into slightly

softer deays of the dfs momentum distributions as ompared with those for

the asymmetri bs ase.

The anisotropy in the dfs oupation probabilities along the diretions

parallel and orthogonal to the symmetry-breaking axis reahes a maximum

of more than 90% for both speies entered at di�erent momenta: for �n#,

around

ek#
p
1� �� � 4:63� 104 m� 1

[momentum for whih �n#(� = 0)� 1

and �n#(� = 1) � 0℄; for �n", at
ek"
p
1+ �� � 5:07 � 104 m

� 1
[where

�n"(� = 0)� 0 and �n"(� = 1)� 1℄.

In pratie, this means that one expets to �nd more " partiles with

momenta k > kF in the z diretion (� = 1) than in the radial diretion (� =

0), while the opposite holds for the # partiles. Thus, a diret way to detet

the dfs phase is a measurement of this rossed anisotropy in the momentum

distributions of the trapped atoms. Suh a measurement an be realized by

the time-of-�ight tehnique [JILA95, MIT95, Rie99℄. This method uses the

fat that after swithing o� the trap, the atoms �y out freely and an image of

their spatial distribution taken after some time of �ight provides information

on their momentum distribution when on�ned inside the trap. Assuming

that the system was in the deformed super�uid state one would detet a

number of partiles of type " (majority) in the diretion of symmetry breaking
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Figure 3.5: Dependene of the oupation probabilities of two hyper�ne

states on the momentum. The Fermi momentum kF = 4:83 � 104 m

� 1

is indiated by the vertial line. The labeling of the lines is as follows:

� = 0= �� (blak, solid line), � = 0:04 and �� = 0 (dashed lines); � = 0:04,

�� = 0:08, � = 0 (dash-dotted) and � = 1 (dotted). The blue lines are

for " partiles (major population, see left), while the red ones are for #

partiles (minority). The bell-shaped urves show the anisotropy as de�ned

by Eq. (3.15) for � = 0:04, �� = 0:08.
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by about 90% larger than in any orthogonal diretion, and vieversa for the

# partiles (minority). Therefore, the presene of this rossed anisotropy in

the deteted momentum distributions would be an evidene for a `deformed

super�uid state' being the ground state of the system, as deformation alone (i.

e., without pairing) would not lower the energy so as to produe a deformed

non-super�uid ground state. Note that this argument is equally valid for

a homogeneous system or for an atomi sample in a spherial trap, where

no privileged diretion is introdued by the trapping potential. For a non-

spherial trap, the normal-state momentum distributions of both speies are

expeted to be deformed in the same way. Therefore, the detetion of a

rossed anisotropy in the momentum distributions as disussed above would

also be a strong ase for the dfs phase being the ground state of the system.

However, a more spei� alulation (e. g., in loal density approximation in

the trap) would be neessary to quantify this e�et and study the in�uene of

the trap anisotropy on the momentum distributions in the di�erent phases.

We remark �nally that the diretion of spontaneous symmetry break-

ing (in k-spae and, therefore, also in real spae) is hosen by the system
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randomly and needs to be loated in an experiment to obtain maximum

anisotropy. Also, a lear distintion between the dfs and the loff phases

an be ahieved in the time-of-�ight experiments, sine the latter predits

periodi momentum distributions.

3.7 Summary

In this hapter we have studied the possibility to generalize the bs ground

state by letting the Cooper pairs arry a �nite enter-of-mass momentum

(the so-alled loff phase) or by deforming the Fermi surfaes of the pairing

speies (dfs phase). For the density-symmetri ase (� = 0), the bs pair

wave-funtion is the best among these three options, i. e., it gives the lowest

free energy for the system. However, for systems with di�erent populations

of the two speies (� 6= 0), this is only true for very small asymmetries

(� < 0:03 = 3% ). For larger asymmetries, the loff and/or dfs phases be-

ome preferable. Our quantitative analysis has shown that, at weak-oupling,

the dfs phase is prefered to the normal, bs and plane-wave loff phases

(though more general forms for the loff phase are possible and might lower

further the free energy). We note that similar onlusions have been ear-

lier reported for strongly-oupled systems suh as neutron-proton pairing in

asymmetri nulear matter in the

3S1�
3D 1 hannel [MS02, MS03b℄ and pair-

ing of up and down quarks of two olors in dense hadroni matter [MS03a℄.

Therefore, we expet a similar behavior for more strongly-oupled atomi

systems, suh as those produed by means of magneti Feshbah resonanes

to study the BCS-BEC rossover [JILA03a, MIT03, Rie03, Inns04, ENS04a,

Duke05℄.

We have �nally shown how the dfs phase an be deteted in an ultra-

old gas of fermioni atoms in a spherial trap by studying the momentum

distribution of the released atoms in a time-of-�ight experiment.



Chapter 4

Pairing in boson-fermion mixtures

His house was perfet whether you liked food, or sleep, or work,

or story-telling, or singing, or just sitting and thinking best, or a

pleasant mixture of them all.

J. R. R. Tolkien, The Hobbit

4.1 Introdution

Mixtures of quantum �uids of di�erent statistis have been an interesting

�eld of researh for a long time, speially in the ontext of helium systems,

where the fration of

3
He (fermion) in a homogeneous

4
He (boson) medium

is limited to x3m ax � 6:5% . For x3 > x3m ax the system beomes unstable and

separates into a mixed phase with a

3
He onentration x3m ax and another

phase with pure

3
He atoms.

Sine the �rst ahievement of Bose-Einstein ondensation, the purpose of

building an analogous ultraold Fermi system had to overome the ooling

limitations established by Pauli's exlusion priniple, that forbids s-wave ol-

lisions between indistinguishable fermions. This problem an be solved in a

boson-fermion mixture, as the bosoni omponent an be `easily' ooled and,

by thermal ontat, drives the fermioni omponent down to ultralow temper-

atures, as was �rst ahieved at Rie University when a gas of

6
Li was driven

to the degenerate regime by sympathetially ooling it with

7
Li [Rie01℄.

After this experiment, many others have shown the feasibility of study-

ing interesting quantum phenomena in ultraold fermioni systems. For ex-

ample, the lens group used

87
Rb-

40
K mixtures with varying numbers of

atoms of both speies to study the ollapse predited by mean-�eld the-
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ory [Møl98, RF02℄ and extrated a value for the interspeies sattering length

a(87Rb-40K)= � 22 nm [LENS02℄.

�

In this hapter, we address the problem of determining the fermion-

fermion interation inside a dilute mixture of bosons and fermions. This

problem is important as medium e�ets an have dramati onsequenes on

the behavior of the system. A lassial example is that of superondutivity

in metals, where the phonon-mediated interations between eletrons give

rise to an attration between the latter, thus triggering the Cooper instabil-

ity of the system and resulting in the super�uid behavior of the eletroni

omponent [Sh88℄. First, we will review the three-dimensional situation,

already studied by Viverit et al.[VPS00, BHS00℄. Then, we will study the

two-dimensional ase, where the redution in the dimensionality of the phase

spae makes one expet that orrelations will play a more important role

as ompared to the 3D situation. Indeed, today's available apabilities to

manipulate trapped, atomi gases allow for the prodution of e�etively one-

and two-dimensional systems by the deformation of the traps or, more e�-

iently, by shining on it an array of standing light-waves that produe a kind

of periodi potential known as optial lattie (see, [GV99, NIST02℄ and ref-

erenes therein). We will end up applying the developed model to the ases

of

87
Rb-

40
K and

7
Li-

6
Li mixtures under urrent experimental investigation.

4.2 Three-dimensional mixtures

Let us start by onsidering the fermion-fermion (FF ) interation in three-

dimensional spae for a one-omponent fermioni system in the presene of

bosons. At the ultralow temperatures of interest T . 10�K and dilute on-

ditions of present experiments, only s-wave ollisions are relevant (unless

they are absent). As for a system of indistinguishable fermions s-wave in-

terations are forbidden by Pauli's priniple, we will be left only with the

boson-fermion (B F ) and boson-boson (B B ) interations, while the diret

FF one an be negleted. For a dilute and ultraold system, these ollisions

an be modeled in three dimensions by a ontat interation or, equivalently,

�
This value is urrently under revision as determinations by similar, as well as other

presumably more preise, methods have given a more moderate value a = � 15:0� 0:8

nm [JILA04a, Bon05℄.
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by momentum-independent T-matries,

TBF =
4�~2

m B F

aB F

TBB =
4�~2

m B

aB B ;

where m B (m F ) is the mass of a boson (fermion) and m B F = m B m F =(m B +

m F ) is the redued mass in a boson-fermion ollision.

The boson-indued fermion-fermion interation an be represented by the

diagram in Fig. 2.2(b), where now the bubble orresponds to a density �u-

tuation in the bosoni medium. Analogously, we an use a formula similar

to Eq. (2.6):

hk0j�F jki= �
R PA
B (jk0� kj)T

2
BF : (4.1)

Here � R PA
B stands for the density-density response funtion of the bosoni

omponent in the random phase approximation (RPA). Already from its

diagrammati representation [Fig. 4.2(b)℄, one an see that it is possible to

evaluate � R PA
B as a series one TBB and the bosoni Lindhard funtion � B are

known. For in- and out-going fermions on their Fermi surfae there will be

no net energy transfer through the bosoni medium [Fig. 4.2(a)℄, and one an

take the stati limit ! = 0 for the bosoni response funtion [NP90, FW71℄,

� B (q;! = 0)= �
4m B �B

~
2q2

:

Altogether, we get

�
R PA
B (q)=

� B (q)

1� TBB� B (q)
: (4.2)

Note that, due to the low density of the systems we are interested in, we are

negleting any fermioni in�uene on the bosoni omponent.

As in Set. 2.4, we must now projet this polarization-indued interation

onto its p-wave ontribution with the orresponding Legendre polynomial.

Again, for a weakly-interating system it is su�ient to onsider only the

ase where both in- and out-going fermions are on their Fermi surfae:

�
(L= 1)

F
(kF ;kF )= T

2

BF

Z
+ 1

� 1

dz

2
z�

R PA
B (

p
2(1� z)kF )= �

T

2
BF

TBB

h3D (x); (4.3)

with x = ~
2k2F =(m B �B TBB)= 2("F =�B )(m F =m B )[for a dilute, homogeneous

bosoni system, �B = TBB�B ℄, and the funtion

h3D (x):=
2

x

��
1

x
+
1

2

�

ln(1+ x)� 1

�

;
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Figure 4.1: The funtions governing the boson-indued fermion-fermion

interation in three (lower urve) and two (upper urve) dimensions. The

dashed lines indiate the position and value of the orresponding maxima.

The inset shows h2D together with the quadrati approximation around its

maximum (thin line with rosses).
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whih is plotted in Fig. 4.1.

This funtion presents a broad maximum at (x3Dopt � 3:48; h3Dopt � 0:10).

This means that the indued interation is optimized for a partiular bo-

son/fermion ratio given by

�
2=3

F

�B
� 2:88aB B ;

or, in terms of energies,

"F

�B
� 1:74

m B

m F

:

For example, for the ase of mixtures of

87
Rb (boson) and

40
K (fermion)

(aB B = 5:2 nm [vKKHV02℄), this relationship gives �F = 1:8� 1014 m

� 3

for the ase �B = 1016 m

� 3
, or "F = 138 nK for �B = 36 nK. Estimating

the resulting p-wave gap for the optimal boson onentration by means of

Eq. (2.9), we get for these densities � 1=�F � 10� 7, whih orresponds to an

unattainable ritial temperature.
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4.3 Two-dimensional mixtures

Pairing in two dimensions has the peuliar feature that, for an attrative

s-wave interation between two di�erent fermioni speies, a two-partile

bound state (of binding energy E b) is always present, no matter how weak

the attration is. Therefore the system enters the strong-oupling regime

even at low densities [SRVR89, RDS89, RDS90, PBS03℄, forming a Bose

ondensate of fermion pairs haraterized by

�F ! "F � Eb=2;

� s !
p
2E beF ;

where � s is the s-wave pairing gap in 2D. This is in lear ontrast to the three-

dimensional ase for two reasons: (a) in 3D, a two-body (i. e., in a vauum)

bound state requires a minimum strength of the (attrative) potential, and

(b) a bound state in the many-body system is only very weakly bound in the

low density limit (the gap vanishes exponentially with kF ! 0).

In three dimensions a small exess of one type of fermions implied an

important redution of the gap, and eventually its disappearane even for

very small asymmetries (see Set. 2.2). The situation in the strong-oupling

regime is very di�erent. Here, the system will form all possible pairs, while

the remaining partiles just stay in their original unpaired states, in lose

analogy with the behavior of nulear matter at densities low enough to allow

for the formation of deuterons (deeply bound neutron-proton pairs) [LNS

+
01℄.

We therefore exlude in the following this `trivial' ase, and fous on

treating a system of idential (spin-polarized) fermions. The �rst possibility

of pairing onerns the p-wave pairing gap, � 1 � �L= 1(kF ), whih in the

low-density limit is given by the weak-oupling result [RDS90℄

� 1

�F
= c1exp

�

�
2�~2

m F TF

�

; (4.4)

where c1 is a onstant of order unity and

TF = T

(L= 1)

F
(kF ;kF ;2�F )=

Z
�

0

d�

�
cos� hk0jT(2�F )jki ; (4.5)

jkj= jk0j= kF ; cos� = bk0�bk ;

is the relevant T-matrix element of the interation, omputed at ollision

energy 2�F . Note that the two-dimensionality of the system is re�eted

already in the integration to be performed over the angle �, in ontrast to

the 3D ase, where we ould integrate diretly over z = cos(�)[f. Eq. (4.3)℄.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Polarization interation � between two fermions (dashed

lines) mediated by the presene of bosons (solid lines). The labels indiate

the momentum and energy of eah line. For ondensate bosons and fermions

on the Fermi surfae, h = 0;! = 0. (b) Diagrams ontributing to the boson

bubble in RPA; the last one is an example of a bakwardgoing diagram,

negligible when �B ! 0. Here, thik solid lines are full propagators, thin

solid lines are free propagators, and wiggles represent interations.

q, ω

q + h, ω + ǫh

k, ǫk k′
, ǫk′

−k, ǫk −k′
, ǫk′

ΠRPA
B

(a)

ΠRPA
B

= ΠB + +

(b)

Let us onsider a homogeneous mixture of bosons and fermions, and dis-

regard for the moment the possibility of a diret p-wave interation between

the latter. The most important ontribution to the FF interation is then

given by the density �utuations in the boson ondensate skethed in Fig. 4.2.

4.3.1 Constant T-matries

As a �rst approah to the problem, we take TBF and TBB to be onstants as

in three dimensions. Thus, the treatment is ompletely analogous to that of

Set. 4.2, and we just have to evaluate the integral in Eq. (4.5). We obtain

�
(L= 1)

kF kF
= T

2
BF

Z �

0

d�

�
cos� �

�
B (
p
2(1� cos�)kF )= �

T

2

BF

TBB

h2D (x); (4.6)

where x = ~
2k2F =(m B TBB�B )as before, and

h2D (x):=
2+ x

x
p
1+ x

�
2

x
: (4.7)

This funtion has a maximum loated at (x2Dopt = 2=(
p
2� 1)� 4:828;h2Dopt =

3� 2
p
2� 0:172), and an in its viinity be approximated by a parabola, as
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shown in the inset of Fig. 4.1. This translates into a sharp Gaussian peak

for the gap funtion, aording to the weak-oupling result (4.4).

Note that, even though x3Dopt and x2Dopt are both dimensionless and simi-

lar in magnitude, the hange in dimensionality translates into di�erent re-

lationships of these parameters with the densities. In fat, x / �
2=3

F
=�B in

three dimensions while x / �F =�B in 2D. Thus, the maximum boson-indued

fermion-fermion attration would be reahed in two dimensions for a density

ratio

�F

�B
=

1

2�

2
p
2� 1

m B TBB

~
2

� 0:7685
m B TBB

~
2

(4.8)

if the ollision T-matries were onsidered onstant.

4.3.2 Energy-dependent T-matries

In two dimensions the s-wave sattering matries TBF and TBB are not on-

stant for a vanishing ollision energy, but present a logarithmi dependene

on the .m.s. energy E of the two-partile state [Adh86, MLB02℄, i. e.,

hk0jT(P CM = 0;E ! 0)jki!
2�~2

m red

1

ln(E 0=jE j)
; (4.9)

where m red is the redued mass of the olliding partiles and E 0 � jE jis a

parameter (with dimensions of energy) haraterizing low-energy sattering.

Therefore, we need to determine what are the possible ollisions ourring

in the mixture and what is the sattering energy orresponding to eah one.

As we onsider elasti ollisions �i. e. no hange in the internal state of the

atoms is permitted�, the relevant energy for the ollision will be given by

the square root of the invariant E 2
inv = Q �Q

�
(Q is the total 4-momentum of

the ollision), minus the rest energy.

As indiated above, we are initially negleting diret FF interations, so

we need to onsider only the following events (shown diagrammatially in

Fig. 4.3):

(a) a fermion on its Fermi surfae (i. e., with 4-momentum (~k;E F =p
m 2

F
+ ~

2k2
F
)in the laboratory frame) satters o� a boson in the on-

densate (with 4-momentum (0;m B )).

The total momentum is Q = (~k;E F + m B ), and so, assuming ~kF �

m F , we obtain

E inv = m B + m F +
1

2

m B

m B + m F

~
2k2F

m F

) E sc =
m B F

m F

"F ; (4.10a)
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Figure 4.3: Possible ollision events in the mixture, aording to Eq. (4.10).

Dashed lines denote fermions, solid lines bosons, and wiggles represent inter-

ations. The labels indiate the momentum and energy of eah partile.

TBF

k, εF k′
, εF

0, 0 q, 0

TBB

0, 0 q, 0

0, 0 −q, 0

TBB

q, 0 0, 0

0, 0 q, 0

(a) (b) (c)

with m B F = m B m F =(m B + m F )the redued mass of the boson-fermion

system.

(b) two ondensate bosons (0;m B ) satter o� eah other. Here the alu-

lation is simple:

E sc = 0: (4.10b)

Beause of this, the ontribution of the bakwardgoing diagrams like

the last one in Fig. 4.2(b) vanishes.

() a boson in the ondensate satters o� a non-ondensate boson with

4-momentum (~q;E B =
p
m 2

B
+ ~

2q2). After removing a term 2m B ,

we get

E sc =
~
2q2

4m B

(~q� m B ): (4.10)

Thus, the transition matries now depend expliitly on energy:

TBB(q)=
4�~2

m B

1

ln(4m B E B B =~
2q2)

; (4.11a)

TBF(kF )=
2�~2

m B F

1

ln(2m 2
F
E B F =m B F ~

2k2
F
)
; (4.11b)

where E B B and E B F are the parameters haraterizing low-energy s-wave

B B and B F ollisions, respetively.

As noted above, within the approximation �B = 0 (or more preisely

�B � �F ), events of type (b) do not ontribute [TBB(E = 0) = 0℄ and

should therefore be removed from the series de�ning � R PA
B . In pratie,
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this is performed by replaing TBB� B ! TBB� B =2 in the denominator of

Eq. (4.2). Thus, the polarization-indued interation reads

�
(L= 1)

F
(kF ;kF )= �

m B T
2
BF(�)

2�
h(x;�); (4.12a)

h(x;�)=

Z �

0

d�

�

cos�

x(1� cos�)� 1

ln[�(1� cos�)]

; (4.12b)

where we introdued x = ~
2k2F =(4��B )= �F =�B , and the following dimen-

sionless parameters

�(kF ):=
~
2k2F

2m F

m B F

m F

=
m B F

m F

"F

E B F

�(kF):=
~
2k2F

2m F

1

E B B

=
m F

m B

"F

E B B

:

These give a measure of the harateristi energy of the fermions relative

to the sattering parameters E B F and E B B . We remark that the ondition

� � 1must hold for the use of Eq. (4.9) to be valid.

Given a fermion density (and, therefore, �), the maximum value of h is

reahed for an optimal ratio xopt(�). For � ! 0, one obtains the following

quasi-linear dependenes on ln� :

x
� 1
opt(y)! � 0:58693

�
ln� � 0:35197

�
; (4.13a)

hopt(y)! 0:52022
�
ln� � 4:3257

�
: (4.13b)

The auray of these approximations an be observed in Fig. 4.4 that shows

the numerially omputed optimal value xopt(�) [left panel℄ and the orre-

sponding hopt(�)= h(xopt;�) [right panel℄ as a funtion of ln� (solid lines),

ompared with the approximations above (dashed lines). One readily noties

the very good agreement between both alulations, espeially for hopt, for

whih already at � � exp(� 2)� 0:13 the two urves beome indistinguish-

able at this sale.

Taking all these fats into aount, the value of the pairing gap under

optimal onditions beomes

ln
� 1

c1�F
! �

m 2
B F

m B m F

�
ln�

�2

0:52022
�
ln� � 4:3257

�: (4.14)

This means that the position and value of the maximum indued interation

will depend logarithmially on the Fermi momentum.
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Figure 4.4: The optimal values xopt and hopt for the pairing interation,

Eq. (4.12). The dashed lines indiate the asymptoti behaviors, Eq. (4.13).
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We ompare now the importane of this indued interation with a pos-

sible diret fermion-fermion p-wave interation, whih at low density is given

by [RDS90℄,

T
(L= 1)

F
(kF ;kF ;2�F)�

4~2

m F

�F

E 1

/ �F ;

where E 1 is the parameter haraterizing 2D low-density p-wave sattering.

As the boson mediated attration, Eqs. (4.12,4.13), at low density depends

only logarithmially on the fermion density, it will dominate in this limit. For

the same reason, any fermioni polarization orretions an also be negleted.

Finally, we analyze the assumption �B � �F used above. The boson

hemial potential is determined by [Sh71, FH88, SB93, LMDB02℄

�B = �B TBB(E = �B )=
4�~2�B

m B

1

ln(E B B =�B )
;

while for free fermions we have

�F =
2�~2�F

m F

:

Sine the logarithm in the low-density domain is always large, we have the

su�ient ondition

2m F

m B

�B

�F
. 1 )

�F

�B
� x &

2m F

m B

:

whih will be well satis�ed in atomi mixtures (2m F =m B � 1) in the regime

of validity of (4.13).
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Figure 4.5: The pairing gap for optimal boson onentration, Eq. (4.14),

as a funtion of � = m B F "F =(m F E B F )and � = mF "F =(m B E B B ): (left) for

a

87
Rb-

40
K mixture; (right) omparison with a

7
Li-

6
Li mixture for �xed � .

4.3.3 Prospets of experimental detetion

In order to estimate typial sizes of the expeted gap, we plot in Fig. 4.5 the

gap � 1=�F , aording to Eq. (4.14), as a funtion of the parameters � and

� de�ned above (assuming for simpliity c1 = 1). On the left we show the

alulation for a

87
Rb-

40
K mixture. We see that quite large gaps � 1 � �F

are ahievable, and that it is mainly � / "F =E B F that determines the size

of the gap. Indeed, the lines of onstant value of the gap are almost parallel

to the � axis, as shown by the ontour lines in the � � � plane, exept for

� & 0:1, when the gap is already large (�1=�F & 0:8). On the right part

of the �gure, we ompare these results for the

87
Rb-

40
K mixture with the

orresponding ones for a

7
Li-

6
Li mixture. The general behavior is essentially

the same, but the gap is a little bit smaller in the last ase, the di�erene

being due to the di�erent value of the masses' oe�ient in Eq. (4.14), whose

value is 0.22 for the �rst mixture and 0.25 for the seond one. Even though

this di�erene is small, the fat that appears in the exponential gives rise to

the di�erene in the �gure. In summary, we expet quite large gaps � 1 . �F

with fermion hemial potentials �F . E B F , while E B B should play a minor

role.

In order to translate this ondition into experimental quantities, we use

the results of Refs. [PHS00, PS01, LMDB02℄, relating the 2D sattering pa-

rameter E 0 to the value of the 3D sattering length a3D , for a system on�ned

in a strongly anisotropi trap haraterized by frequenies !? and !z � !? .
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Assuming that these frequenies are the same for the two trapped speies, the

treatment of [PS01℄ is equally valid for a mixture if we substitute the masses

m there by twie the redued mass of the pair. Thus, for the boson-fermion

ollision parameter, we obtain

�F

E B F

=
�

B

�F

~!z
exp

�

�
p
2�

lz

aB F

�

; (4.15)

where B � 0:915 and lz = ~=
p
2m B F !z. Sine at the same time for a 2D

situation the ondition �F � ~!z must be full�lled, one an only expet

observable gaps if the exponential term is not too small. We an distinguish

two ases:

(i) aB F > 0: in this ase the ratio lz=aB F should be minimized as muh

as possible. One possibility is to strongly ompress the trap in the z

diretion, or even better use a one-dimensional optial lattie to divide

the trapped gas in a set of quasi-2D sub-systems. Another option

is using a Feshbah resonane to enhane the repulsion; in this ase,

problems of stability might appear, as for strong interspeies repulsions

the system may prefer to spatially separate the two speies.

(ii) aB F < 0: in this ase the exponential term is never small and pair-

ing an be expeted as long as �F =(~!z) is not too small. Using the

Thomas-Fermi approximation �F =
p
2N F ~!? for the hemial po-

tential of a non-interating, stritly two-dimensional Fermi gas in a

(in-plane) harmoni trap of frequeny !? , this last ondition an be

expressed as

�F

~!z
=
!?

!z

p
2N F : (4.16)

Let us take typial values from [LENS03℄, where around 5� 104 atoms of

40
K were sympathetially ooled with

87
Rb down to T=TF = 0:3 (TF =

430 nK) in a magneti trap with frequenies !z = 2� � 317 Hz, !a =

2� � 24 Hz, and then submitted to an optial lattie with assoiated

harmoni frequenies in the minima !l = 2� � 43 kHz. Therefore

!? =!z ! !z=!l � 1=136, and we get a value � 2 for the ratio in

Eq. (4.16), whih is lose to the requirement for 2D behavior.

Let us note also that Eq. (4.15) applied to quasi-2D, bosoni

87
Rb trapped

with the same !z as above gives �F =E B B / � � 1, thus ensuring a broad

range of �F =E B F over whih large gaps are expeted (see Fig. 4.5).
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4.4 Disussion

Under favorable irumstanes, p-wave pairing gaps of the order of the Fermi

energy seem to be ahievable, and omparable to those predited for s-wave

pairing in quasi-2D two-omponent Fermi gases [PBS03℄. However, more

preise quantitative preditions annot be made in this regime within the

present approah sine, when �F � fEB F ;E B B g, also the asymptoti ex-

pression Eq. (4.9) beomes invalid. We stress that the same e�et in three

dimensions is less e�ient in inreasing the size of the gap, and one expets

� 1=�F � 0:1 [HPSV00℄.

Also the stability of a Bose-Fermi mixture in two dimensions is as yet

an unexplored subjet. In three dimensions, this topi has been studied by

di�erent authors [Møl98, VPS00, MSY01, RF02, PZWM02, SPZM02, Rot02,

VG02℄ that reah similar onlusions. Here we brie�y omment on the im-

pliations from these studies that might be applied to our ase, but a more

preise analysis of the two-dimensional ase would be of high interest.

Aording to Ref. [VPS00℄, in a three-dimensional boson-fermion mixture

one an expet to �nd one of the following situations:

(i) a fermioni phase and a bosoni phase, separated from eah other;

(ii) a fermioni phase and a boson-fermion mixture;

(iii) a single uniform mixture.

In ase (i) there is no boson-fermion indued interation nor sympatheti

ooling. In ase (ii) these problems are overome, but only a fration of

the fermions is e�iently ooled and an undergo the super�uid transition.

Therefore, the interesting situation is that of ase (iii). This an be obtained

if there is attration between bosons and fermions (to avoid their spatial sep-

aration), but in this ase the system may ollapse due to this same attration

as predited in [RF02℄ and observed in [LENS02℄. This will happen if, e. g.,

the number of bosons exeeds some ritial number N cr, whih will depend

on aB B and aB F . For a uniform system, we know that aB B > 0 is required in

order to avoid the ollapse of the bosoni omponent. Roth and Feldmeier

have shown that this ondition also stabilizes signi�antly the mixtures, even

for aB F < 0, while the ase aB F > 0 rapidly gives rise to spatial separation

of the two omponents [RF02℄.

Applying these arguments to the mixtures used in typial atomi ex-

periments, we see that the ase

7
Li-

6
Li with aB B = � 1:5 nm and aB F =

2:2 nm [Rie01℄ does not orrespond to the optimal stability onditions.

However, the presene of the trapping stabilizes the system so that exper-

iments an be performed. On the other hand, for the

87
Rb-

40
K mixture,
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where aB B = 5:2 nm [vKKHV02℄ and aB F = � 22 nm [LENS02℄, the stability

onditions for the homogeneous ase are fully satis�ed.

In onlusion, the

87
Rb-

40
K mixture seems to be the best available an-

didate within present-day ultraold boson-fermion mixtures to explore the

outlined possibility of a p-wave super�uid transition in a (quasi)-2D system,

both beause of its demonstrated stability against phase separation and ol-

lapse, and beause the expeted gaps � 1 � �F are larger that those for

7
Li-

6
Li mixtures.



Chapter 5

Dynamis of spin-1 ondensates

at �nite temperatures

Fu mio padre il primo ad aorgersi he qualosa stava ambiando.

Io ero appisolato e il suo grido mi svegliò:

� Attenzione! Qui si toa!

Sotto di noi la materia della nebula, da �uida he era sempre stata,

ominiava a ondensarsi.

Italo Calvino, Sul far del giorno (Le Cosmiomihe)

5.1 Introdution

In the previous hapters we have studied the prospets for a super�uid tran-

sition in a low density fermioni gas with two speies of fermions (hapters 2

and 3) or in a mixture of a bosoni and a fermioni speies (hapter 4). We

will analyze now the behavior of another multiomponent system, this one

with only bosoni omponents, namely a so-alled spinor ondensate.

We have seen in Setion 2.1 how alkali atoms an be trapped by means of

an inhomogeneous magneti �eld. In this situation, the same magneti �eld

that traps the atoms by oupling to their magneti moment, freezes their spin

degree of freedom. Thus, the atoms behave in pratie as spinless bosons,

and the struture and dynamis of low density gases an be well desribed by

the famous Gross-Pitaevskii equation for a salar order parameter  (r;t)=

h	(r;t)i in an external potential V ext,

i~
@ (r;t)

@t
= �

~
2

2M
r 2

 (r;t)+ Vext(r;t) (r;t)+ gj (r;t)j2 (r;t);
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with the oupling strength g= 4�~2a=M assoiated to a ontat interation

with sattering length a for partiles of mass M [Gro61, Pit61, DGPS99℄.

The situation is di�erent when the atoms are trapped by means of an

eletri �eld interating with their eletri dipole moment, d. Even if alkali

atoms have ground states with vanishing d, when they are plaed in an

eletri �eld, they aquire an indued eletri moment d 6= 0. Its value is

proportional to the eletri �eld, with the proportionality onstant given by

the polarizability of the atom. In a �rst approximation, the polarizability

is independent of the magneti quantum number m for atoms of the same

hyper�ne spin f [Ho98℄. Therefore, it is possible to store atoms in all the

states jf;m = � f;� � � ;fi in an optial trap.

The experimental proedure is typially as follows: First, the atoms are

trapped with a magneti �eld. Then, a set of lasers is swithed on, de�ning

an optial trap superimposed to the magneti one. Finally, the magneti

trap is swithed o�, and the atoms remain in the optial potential. The

�rst realization of suh a sheme was done by the group of W. Ketterle at

mit in 1997 [MIT98a℄. The remarkable degree of experimental ontrol on

lasers allows for a great apaity to modify the trap in a ontrolled way. In

partiular, it permits the prodution of very elongated traps, where quasi-

one-dimensional atomi systems are realized.

The ability to build suh optial traps led the Ketterle group to the

prodution of the �rst spinor ondensate with

23
Na atoms [MIT98b℄. The

ground state of

23
Na has total spin f = 1 and the atoms an be in three

hyper�ne states, m = � 1;0;1. In the �rst stage of the experiment, atoms

in the jf;m i = j1;� 1i state �whih is low magneti �eld seeking� are

magnetially trapped. Then, they are transferred to the optial trap, where

arbitrary populations of the three states are prepared using radio-frequeny

transitions (Landau-Zener sweeps) [MIT98a℄. Reently, similar experiments

have been aomplished with

87
Rb atoms in Hamburg [Hamb04a℄, Georgia

Teh [GaTe04℄, Gakushuin [Gaku04℄ and Berkeley [UCB05℄.

It is interesting to note also that spinor ondensates are losely related

to the pseudo-spin-1/2 systems realized in a purely magneti trap by the

group of Eri Cornell at jila sine 1997 [JILA97, JILA98a, JILA98b℄. In

these experiments,

87
Rb atoms where trapped in the state jf = 1;m = � 1i

and oupled via a two-photon transition to the state j2;1i. Even though

the states in the f = 2 manifold are metastable, the lifetime of the system

(a few seonds) is long enough to perform measurements. In suh systems,

remarkable results as spin waves at T > Tc [JILA02℄ and deoherene ef-

fets [JILA03b℄ have been observed, as well as interlaed vortex latties with

orthorombi symmetry [JILA04℄. This surprising behavior, whih ontrasts

with the `usual' hexagonal Abrikosov latties enountered in one-omponent
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atomi BECs, had been foreseen among others by Mueller and Ho [MH02℄

and by Kasamatsu et al. [KTU03℄. Studies on vortex and spin textures

for f = 1 spinor ondensates an be found in [Mue04℄ and [RvLSR02℄.

Other properties of two-omponent Bose-Einstein ondensates studied in the

literature are: olletive modes [PB98, SC03, KTU04℄, spin strutures in

the ground and vortex states [HS96, FS01, RD05℄, solitons [OS01, BA01,

KNF

+
04, Ruo04, Ber05℄, formation of spin domains [KT04℄ and Josephson-

like osillations [OS99, LdPL00, GPS02℄. We �nally quote also the exper-

iments on old gases with two di�erent bosoni atoms by the group of M.

Ingusio and G. Modugno at lens, who suesfully reated a BEC of

41
K

atoms by sympatheti ooling with

87
Rb [LENS01℄; other mixtures under

study are Rb-Cs [Pisa05, And05℄, and Li-Cs [Heid01℄.

The theoretial study of integer-f systems in the ontext of ultraold

gases was initiated by T.-L. Ho [Ho98℄, Ohmi and Mahida [OM98℄ and

Law et al. [LPB98℄. The orret treatment of the spin degrees of freedom

of the individual atoms requires to onsider the vetorial harater of the

�eld operator in spin spae. In the mean-�eld approximation, this feature is

transferred to the order parameter,

h~	i= ~ =

0

B
B
B
@

 f

 f� 1
.

.

.

 � f

1

C
C
C
A
=

0

B
B
B
@

j fje
i�f

j f� 1je
i�f� 1

.

.

.

j � fje
i�� f

1

C
C
C
A

: (5.1)

Alternatively, this an be interpreted as having a di�erent order parameter

for eah spin projetion.

An additional peuliarity of these systems is that spin-exhanging inter-

ations allow for a transferene of population between the di�erent ompo-

nents m = � f;� � � ;f, subjet only to the onservation of the total number

of partiles N =
P

m
N m and of the magnetization of the system, de�ned

as M =
P

m
m � Nm , being N m the number of atoms in the m omponent.

For instane, two atoms in the state jf = 1;m = 0imay ollide and beome

two atoms in the states j1;+1iand j1;� 1i. Thus, the struture of the exat

ground state, as well as the dynamis, will depend on the spin-dependent

part of the Hamiltonian. In fat, it is the importane of the spin degree of

freedom in these multiomponent systems that has awarded them the name

spinor ondensates, even if the term `spinor' would not be rigorous from a

purely mathematial point of view.

�

�
An easy introdution to the mathematial onept for `spinor' an be found in [Wik05℄.

More formal texts are [Car81℄ for the mathematially-oriented reader, and [Cor55, PR84,

MF53℄ for the physis-oriented one.
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5.2 Formalism

As usual for ultraold gases, the low density and temperature of these systems

allow to substitute the interatomi potential by a ontat pseudopotential,

haraterized by its sattering length. To take into aount the fat that a

ollision between two spin-f atoms an happen in any of the hannels of total

spin F = 0;1;2;� � � ;2f, this interation is now written as

V = �(r1 � r2)

2fX

F = 0

gF PF ; (5.2)

where PF projets the two-partile state onto the subspae of total spin F ,

in whih the oupling gF is related to the sattering length aF by gF =

4�~2aF =M . Symmetry onstrains F to take even values for idential bosons,

and odd values for idential fermions. Denoting by fithe spin of atom i= 1;2

in a ollision, and using the identity F 2 = (f1 + f2)
2
, we have

f1 � f2 =

2fX

F = 0

�F PF ; �F =
F(F + 1)� 2f(f + 1)

2
;

where the summation over F takes into aount the possibility of the olli-

sions ourring through di�erent spin hannels. This expression will be useful

to substitute (some of) the projetors in Eq. (5.2) by produts of atomi spin

operators.

We will for de�niteness present the results for the ase of bosons with spin

f = 1 (for instane,

23
Na and

87
Rb in their eletroni ground state), while

more detailed alulations for both f = 1and f = 2are given in Appendix B.

In this ase, the previous expressions together with the normalization of the

projetors,

P

F
PF = P0 + P2 = 1, allow us to write the potential as

V = c0 + c2f1 � f2 ;

with the oupling strengths given by

c0 =
g0 + 2g2

3
=
4�~2

3M
(a0 + 2a2); (5.3a)

c2 =
g2 � g0

3
=
4�~2

3M
(a2 � a0): (5.3b)

Thus, the interation has a spin-independent part (/ c0) and a ontribution

(/ c2) that ouples atoms with di�erent magneti quantum numbers m ,

keeping onstant the total value M = m 1+ m 2 for the pair. We remark that
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this potential is invariant under rotations R(�;�;) in spin spae, where

f�;�;g denote the Euler angles de�ning the rotation (see Fig 5.1).

One the potential is de�ned, we an write down the Hamiltonian in

seond-quantized form:

H =

Z

d
3
r

�

	
y
m

�

�
~
2

2M
r

2
+ Vext

�

	 m

+
c0

2
	
y
m 	

y

j	 j	 m +
c2

2
	
y
m 	

y

jFm k � Fjl	 l	 k

o

; (5.4)

where 	 m (r)(	
y
m (r))is the �eld operator that annihilates (reates) an atom

in the hyper�ne state jf = 1;m = 1;0;� 1i at point r, and summation

over repeated indies is to be understood. The trapping potential Vext(r) is

assumed harmoni and spin independent. Finally, F denotes the vetor of

spin-1 Pauli matries [Ho98, ZYY04℄

Fx =
1
p
2

0

@
0 1 0

1 0 1

0 1 0

1

A ; Fy =
1

i
p
2

0

@
0 1 0

� 1 0 1

0 � 1 0

1

A ; Fz =

0

@
1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 � 1

1

A :

5.2.1 Ground state of the homogeneous system

Let us �rst onsider the ase of a homogeneous system from a mean-�eld

point of view: we substitute the �eld operators 	 m by their expetation

values  m . Let us also de�ne the spin omponents �m of the mean-�eld order

Figure 5.1: The Euler angles f�;�;g that de�ne a rotation from the

oordinate system xyz to x0y0z0.
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parameter through

~ :=

0

@
 1

 0

 � 1

1

A �
p
n

0

@
�1

�0

�� 1

1

A ; (5.5)

where n is the total density of the system and

P

m
j�m j

2 = 1. The general

form to desribe a state of a homogeneous spin-1 system with magnetization

M is

~� = e
i�

0

B
B
B
B
B
@

e� i�
q

1� j�0j
2+ M

2

j�0j

ei�
q

1� j�0j
2� M

2

1

C
C
C
C
C
A

;

where � and � are arbitrary phases, and j�0j2 R is a free parameter.

The interation part of the Hamiltonian reads

H int =

Z

d
3
r
n2

2

�
c0 + c2hF i

2
�
;

hF i:=
X

kl

�
�
kFkl�l:

Therefore, the spin struture of the ground state is determined by the sign

of c2 / a2 � a0:

� c2 > 0: the energy is minimized by setting hF i= 0, and the system is

usually alled `antiferromagneti' [Ho98℄. An analogy with ondensed-

matter antiferromagnetism is to be taken with are as there the inter-

ation f1 � f2 is typially between spins in di�erent positions of spae,

whih implies a spatial ordering of them, while here the interation is

loal. An example of atom with `antiferromagneti' interations is

23
Na

in the f = 1manifold.

This struture for the ground state is ahieved in the state

~�T = (0;1;0)

(T denotes transpose) or more generally, due to rotational symmetry

in spin spae, in any of the states

~�A F = e
i�

0

@

� 1p
2
e� i� sin�

cos�
1p
2
ei� sin�

1

A ;

where � is a global phase that does not a�et any expetation value,

and f�;�g are the Euler angles that �x the quantization axis. This

ground state presents a U(1)� S2 symmetry and is usually referred to

as a polar ground state [Ho98℄.
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� c2 < 0: the energy is minimized by setting jhF ij= 1, and the system

is alled `ferromagneti' [Ho98℄. The ground state on�guration of the

spin omponents reads

~�F =

0

@
1

0

0

1

A � e
i(�� )

0

@

e� i� cos2
�

2p
2cos

�

2
sin

�

2

ei� sin2
�

2

1

A :

Note the oupling of the Euler angle  to the global phase �. The

symmetry is now SO (3) [Ho98℄.

A similar treatment follows for larger spin values, the main di�erene

being the greater number of sattering parameters that enter into the play

and, thus, the riher phase diagram that emerges. For instane, the ase

of f = 2 has been studied by Ciobanu et al., who show that there are 3

possible phases for the ground state depending on the values of the ouplings

c0 / 4a2 + 3a4, c1 / 7a0 � 10a2 + 3a4 and c2 / a4 � a2 [CYH00℄ (see

also [KU00℄).

It is also worth notiing that the presene of a homogeneous magneti

�eld an drastially a�et the struture of the ground state, as was analyzed

by Zhang et al. for the ase of f = 1 [ZYY03℄ and for f = 2 by Ciobanu

et al. [CYH00℄ and more reently by Saito and Ueda [SU05b℄. Also the

dynamis of the system is strongly in�uened by external magneti �elds as

studied theoretially for the ase of spin 2 by Saito and Ueda [SU05a℄, and

shown experimentally by the Hamburg [Hamb04b℄ and Gakushuin [Gaku04℄

groups. This notwithstanding, in order to redue the number of parameters

entering our simulations and thus have a learer piture of the e�ets of

temperature, we will restrit our analysis to the ase of a vanishing magneti

�eld.

5.2.2 Dynamial equations and transfer of population

We fous now on the dynamial evolution of a trapped f = 1 ondensate

and, in partiular, on the possible in�uene on it of thermal e�ets. In

experiments, pratially any initial on�guration N (t= 0)= (N 1;N 0;N � 1)

an be produed,

y
and it is interesting to analyze e. g. whether the system

is expeted to onverge in the time sale of an experiment to its ground-

state on�guration, or the spin strutures that an appear in the dynamial

proess.

y
Here N is to be understood just as a shorthand for (N 1;N 0;N �1 ), and not as a true

vetor in spin spae.
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The equations of motion for the mean-�eld order parameters an be de-

rived from the energy expression in a mean-�eld formulation,

E[~ ]=

Z

d
3
r

�

 
�
m

�

�
~
2

2M
r

2
+ Vext

�

 m

+
c0

2
 
�
m  

�
j j m +

c2

2
 
�
m  

�
jFm k � Fjl l k

�

; (5.6)

by funtional di�erentiation aording to i~@ m =@t= �E=� �m . One readily

obtains (see Appendix B for details) [PLR

+
99, ZYY03℄

i~
@ m

@t
=

�

�
~
2

2M
r

2
+ V

e�
m

�

 m + c2T
�
m ; (5.7)

where we have de�ned the transferene terms

T�
� 1 =  2

0 
�
� 1 ;

T�
0 = 2 1 

�
0 � 1

(5.8)

whih render these equations di�erent from the usual number-onserving

Gross-Pitaevskii equation for one-omponent ondensates. In fat, the c2-

term in the Hamiltonian does not ouple diretly the di�erent jf;m i states

in whih one atom an be found �as the radio-frequeny �eld ouples the

j1;� 1iand j2;1i states in the jila experiments�, but the two-atom states

jZi:= jf1;m 1ijf2;m 2i= j1;0ij1;0iand jUi:= j1;1ij1;� 1i (properly sym-

metryzed). The e�etive potentials that will determine the spatial dynamis

of eah omponent read

V e�
� 1=Vext+ c0n + c2(� n1 + n0 � n� 1)

V e�
0 =Vext+ c0n + c2(n1 + n� 1)

; (5.9)

with nm (r) = j m (r)j
2
being the density of atoms in the j1;m i state and

n(r)=
P

m
nm (r)the total density, normalized to the total number of atoms

N . The population of the hyper�ne state j1;m i is N m =
R
d3rj m j

2
, and

N 1 + N 0 + N � 1 � N is a onstant of the motion.

In analogy to what happens for the Gross-Pitaevskii equation of a spin-

polarized ondensate [DGPS99℄, equations (5.7) an be rewritten in the form

of ontinuity equations, but now a balane term aounting for the transfer

of populations between the omponents will appear on the right-hand side.

Indeed, with the usual de�nition of the quantum urrent applied to eah

omponent,

jm =
~

2iM
( 

�
m r  m �  m r  

�
m );
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one readily �nds

@nm

@t
+ r � jm = � _nm (r;t); (5.10)

where � _nm (r;t)= � (2c2=~)Im [Tm  m ]is the transfer of populations between

spin omponents per unit time.

The dynamial equations for m = � 1 are invariant under time-reversal

symmetry; therefore, � _n1 = � _n� 1, and the onservation of magnetization

implies � _n0 = � 2� _n� 1 = (2c2=i~)( 1 
� 2
0  � 1 �  �1 

2
0 

�
� 1).

5.3 Numerial proedure

We have studied a system of

87
Rb atoms in their eletroni ground state

manifold f = 1, trapped in a very elongated trap as in the Hamburg experi-

ment [Hamb04b℄. In partiular, we have onsidered 20 000 atoms on�ned in

a trap haraterized by frequenies !? = 891 Hz and !z = 21 Hz, whih re-

sults in an aspet ratio !z=!? = 0:024� 1. For this atom, a2 = 100:4aB and

a0 = 101:8aB [vKKHV02℄, whih results in c2 < 0, and the expeted behav-

ior is `ferromagneti'. Moreover, we have simulated a purely one-dimensional

system in a trap of frequeny !z, as it has been shown that elongated spin-1

systems an be safely onsidered one-dimensional for most purposes [ZY05℄.

We have solved Eqs. (5.7) and analyzed them in terms of the transferene

terms (5.8) and the e�etive potentials (5.9). To this end, at eah time step

dtwe have split the evolution in two parts: the kineti energy part, and the

rest of the Hamiltonian. The evolution due to the kineti energy has been

solved by transforming the wave funtion into momentum spae by a Fast

Fourier Transform subroutine, and then the operator exp[� ip2=(2m )dt]has

been applied to it. Finally, the wave funtion is transformed bak into real

spae, where the e�et of the trapping potential and the oupling terms has

been taken into aount by means of a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm.

This splitting of the full evolution in two parts introdues, in priniple, higher

order terms when the separate parts do not ommute with eah other [see

Eq. (6.12)℄. However, for short enough time steps dt, these terms an be

negleted. To hek the auray of our proedure, we also solved the evolu-

tion entirely with the Runge-Kutta algorithm, omputing the gradient terms

numerially in r-spae: both methods give the same results for the test ases

analyzed, but the split method an make use of muh larger time steps and,

thus, alulations are faster.

We onsider that initially a quasi-pure ondensate in the m = 0 spin om-

ponent is populated. Numerially, spin mixing requires at least a small seed of

atoms populating the other omponents, but we keep the total magnetization
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equal to zero for the following reason: It has been shown that, for the ase of

zero magnetization, not all the phases �m in Eq. (5.1) a�et the spin dynam-

is, but it is governed by only one relative phase �= 2� 0� �1� �� 1 [PLR
+
99℄.

Therefore, we set �1 = �� 1 = 0 and vary only �0. This relative phase is a very

important parameter, as it an freeze ompletely the spin dynamis, or make

it faster or slower [PLR

+
99℄. In the experimental sheme, the phases are not

well ontrolled, and vary from shot to shot. Thus, in order, to reprodue

experimental results, we will randomly draw 20 values for � in the range

[0;2�), and make an average of the orresponding results.

5.4 Dynamial evolution at zero temperature

First of all, we perform several simulations at zero temperature, to be om-

pared with the work of Yi et al. [YMSY02℄. These authors work in the

so-alled Single Mode Approximation (sma) whih, based on the fat that

jc2j� c0, assumes �m (r) = �m [PLR

+
99℄. This approximation allows for

some analytial insight into the properties of ondensates with spin degree of

freedom, and has therefore been extensively used. However, its auray was

analyzed by Pu et al. [PLR

+
99℄, who established that it is only adequate for

small partile numbers, when the ontribution from the c2 term is negligible.

As N inreases, the ontribution from the spin-exhange term is more and

more relevant and the sma beomes invalid. In our system, N = 2� 104

and we have heked that indeed the density pro�les for the di�erent om-

ponents annot be transformed into one another by a simple resaling, i.

e. nm (r)=nm 0(r) 6= onstant 8r (m 6= m 0) (see Figs. 5.3 and 5.6 below).

Therefore, we will not use the sma in our work.

The results of our simulations at zero temperature are summarized in

Figs. 5.2�5.4. In �gure 5.2 we plot the population of eah spin omponent

as a funtion of time, for the initial populations (N 1=N ;N 0=N ;N � 1=N )=

(0:5% ;99% ;0:5% ). Dashed lines orrespond to the dynamial evolution with

an initial relative phase � = 0, and solid lines stand for the average over 20

random initial relative phases. In absene of a magneti �eld gradient the

dynamial evolution of the m = � 1 spin omponents is the same, and the

urves N 1(t)and N � 1(t)oinide; besides
P

N m (t)= N is always ful�lled.

For the ase of �xed �= 0 (dashed lines), we observe several osillations

of the populations as a funtion of time, with a period � � 50ms. These osil-

lations are reminisent of Josephson osillations between the two-atom states

j1;0ij1;0iand j1;1ij1;� 1i, oupled by the c2-term of the Hamiltonian, but

appear to be damped. We have heked that these osillations are oherent

in a homogeneous system, i. e., after a ertain period �J � ~=(c2n)� 50ms
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(n = 1014 m� 3
) one has N (t= �J)= N (t= 0), while at t= �J=2 the popu-

lations are reversed, N � 1(t= �J=2)= N 0(0)=2 and N 0(t= �J=2)= 2N � 1(0).

In the ase of the trapped gas, the inherent nonlinear harater of the in-

terating system, together with the disreteness of its spetrum, indue a

`ollapse' [ENS80, MCWW97℄ or `dephasing' [VL99, Leg01, OL02℄ of the

osillations. Moreover, as the period of osillation depends strongly on the

relative phase �, an average over various values indues a further redution of

the amplitude of the osillations, as shown by the solid lines in the �gure. At

muh longer times, it has been shown that the full quantum solution presents

revivals of the exhange of populations [PLR

+
99℄. Nevertheless, this result

annot be retrieved in a mean-�eld alulation suh as ours [MCWW97℄.

In both our alulations (with or without average), the magnetization

M =
P

m
m � Nm is onserved during the time evolution, as it has been ex-

perimentally observed [GaTe04℄. The osillations between the populations

Figure 5.2: Population of the spin omponents as a funtion of time for

the initial on�guration (N 1=N ;N 0=N ;N � 1=N ) = (0:5% ;99% ;0:5% ) and

T = 0: the light, green lines stand for N 0(t), while the dark, blak lines

are N � 1(t). The results obtained with one initial phase � = 0 are denoted

by dashed lines, while solid lines show numerial results averaged over 20

random initial relative phases �.
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of the m = 0 and m = � 1 states are not fully oherent but present a dy-

namial instability around t� 100ms, when the large amplitude osillations

beome small amplitude osillations [SU05b℄. At this point, the popula-

tions start to osillate around the ground state on�guration of the system

with zero magnetization whih, in absene of an applied magneti �eld, is

(25% ;50% ;25% ) [ZYY03℄. We note that these numerial results are in qual-

itative agreement with the experimental measurements of Ref. [GaTe04℄ ob-

tained in a strongly anisotropi disk-shaped trap, where the relaxation to the

steady state is also not monotoni but presents a few damped osillations.

To further understand the spin dynamis, we now analyze the time evo-

lution of the density pro�les of the di�erent spin omponents in the trap,

in searh for the possible existene of spin waves or the formation of spin

domains. We plot the evolution orresponding to the run with �xed � = 0

in Fig. 5.3. At the initial stages of the evolution, the population of the m = 0

omponent dereases due to the spin-exhange interation, and the � 1 spin

omponents start to be populated by equal amounts, keeping the magnetiza-

tion of the initial state. In fat, the magnetization is loally onserved along

the time evolution, a fat not required by the symmetries of the Hamiltonian.

Figure 5.3: Density pro�les of the spin omponents at the times indiated

(in ms) and T = 0, with the same olor labelling as in Fig. 5.2. The initial

on�guration orresponds to N (t= 0)=N = (0:5% ;99% ;0:5% ), and � = 0

(dashed lines in Fig. 5.2).
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For times t< 100 ms, the onversion of atoms from m = 0 to m = � 1

ours mainly in the entral part of the ondensate, where the density is

higher and thus the oupling among the di�erent spin omponents is more

e�etive, see Eq. (5.9). Later, at the time when the dynamial instability sets

in, the � 1 spin omponents swing bak to the 0 omponent, giving rise to the

formation of a spin struture with small domains. The m = 0 and the m =

� 1 domains are misible, forming what an be named as `mixed domains'.

This fat is related to the `ferromagneti' harater of the interation: if

in the m = � 1 domains the spin is loally oriented (anti)parallel to the

quantization axis, and in the m = 0 domains it is perpendiular to it, in

these `mixed domains' the spin is loally oriented along a diretion neither

fully parallel nor perpendiular to the quantization axis. Thus, the suession

of domains should re�et a smooth twist of the spin along the system, as also

suggested by [SU05b℄.

The idential loation of the m = � 1 domains is due to the symmetry in

the orresponding initial pro�les, together with the fat that the dynamial

equations are symmetri under the relabelling 1 $ � 1. Note also that the

number of small spin domains does not grow inde�nitely, but it is limited

by a harateristi size ldom that depends on the internal oupling between

di�erent spin omponents. We remark that the total density pro�le is on-

stant during all the simulation, as expeted for a trapped ondensate in the

Thomas-Fermi regime. Indeed, in this regime the spin-independent inter-

ation � c0n � 100 nK is dominant over the kineti energy terms, thus

preventing the formation of total-density modulations [HDR

+
01℄.

It has been argued that the appearane of the small domains is intimately

related to a dynamial instability of the system. Therefore, the time sale of

this proess an be estimated from an analysis of the spetrum of the sys-

tem. For two-omponent ondensates, Kasamatsu and Tsubota [KT04℄ have

observed a very fast appearane of struture in the spin density distribution

of a

23
Na system. They estimate the time for the growth of domains as

�growth = 2�=j
� j, where 
� is the exitation frequeny with largest imagi-

nary part. In their ase, �growth � 25ms.

A similar analysis for f = 1 ondensates has been reently presented

by Zhang et al. [GaTe05b℄. For the ase of `ferromagneti' interations, the

instability is expeted to emerge at times � 2�~=(jc2jn). For
87
Rb at densities

n � n(z = 0)� 5� 1014 m� 3
, this estimation is around 80 ms, whih is in

fair agreement with our results, f. Fig. 5.3. They also estimate the typial

size of a spin domain at long times as �dom = 2�=kinst, where kinst is the

highest momentum for whih an unstable mode exists [i. e., Im!(kinst)6= 0℄.

With this formula, they get �dom � 13 �m, a value onsistent with our

results. For `antiferromagneti' systems suh as f = 1 23
Na, they predit no
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instability and, therefore, no domain formation, a point that we will address

in Set. 5.5.3.

It is possible to interpret the dynamial evolution of the various spin

omponents in terms of the e�etive potential V e�
m (z;t) felt by eah one and

through the ontinuity equations (5.10). To this end, we plot in Fig. 5.4 the

e�etive potentials V e�
0 and V e�

1 = V e�
� 1 [top panels℄, and the loal transfer

of population @tn0(z;t)and @tn1(z;t)= @tn� 1(z;t) [bottom panels℄ at times

t = 0, 40 and 80 ms, for the same initial onditions as in Fig. 5.3. As is

lear in Eq. (5.10), @tnm has two ontributions. For a �xed time, � _nm (z;t)

represents the loal variation in the oupation of the j1;m i state due to

spin-exhanging ollisions, while � r � jm takes into aount the hange in

nm due only to motion of m -atoms. At the initial stages of the evolution,

t. 40ms, the densities of the m = � 1 omponents are very small and the

dominant ontribution is � _nm for all omponents. For example, at t= 40ms

� _n0(z;t)< 0 and onsequently � _n1(z;t)= � _n� 1(z;t)> 0: the c2-term in the

Hamiltonian is favoring the onversion of j1;0ij1;0ipairs into j1;1ij1;� 1i, as

Figure 5.4: E�etive potentials V e�
m (z;t) in kHz [top℄ and population

transfers � _nm (z;t) in �m
� 1� ms

� 1
[bottom℄ at T = 0 for the initial on�gura-

tion N (t= 0)=N = (0:5% ;99% ;0:5% )and �= 0 (dashed lines in Fig. 5.2),

at times t= 0, 40 and 80 ms.
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seen in Fig. 5.2 for the �rst stages of the evolution. At t= 0 this is also true,

but it annot be appreiated from the sale of the �gure. Moreover, sine

the minimum and maximum of � _n0(z;t) and � _n� 1(z;t), respetively are at

the enter of the ondensate, the spin-exhange mainly ours at the entral

region, as we have already observed in Fig. 5.3.

At t= 80 ms � _n� 1 is positive at the boundaries of the ondensate, and

negative in the entral region, whereas � _n0 has the opposite behavior. There-

fore, the population with m = � 1 is onverting into m = 0 atoms at the

enter while still inreasing at the boundaries. In fat, at this time, the total

tranfers � _N m (t)=
R
dz� _nm (z;t)between m = 0 and m = � 1 almost bal-

ane, whih is re�eted in the vanishing slope of the urves N m (t)of Fig. 5.2.

At this stage of the evolution, the population of the m = � 1 states starts

to be relevant, and the ontribution of the urrents is no longer negligible.

Typially, it has the same sign as the spin-exhange ontribution, but it is

smaller in magnitude.

These features an also be understood in energy terms from the panels

showing the e�etive potentials. For example, at t= 0 the higher energy for

the m = 0 atoms indues them to onvert into m = � 1 pairs, espeially in

the enter of the loud, where the di�erene V e�
0 � Ve�� 1 is larger. At time

t= 40 ms, V e�
0 = V e�

� 1 at the enter and, therefore, the transfer of atoms

will slow down there and reverse its sense shortly after, while the population

of the � 1 omponents will ontinue to grow on the sides of the loud (f.

Fig. 5.3). Later on, at t= 80ms, the energy of the m = 0 omponent is still

larger on the boundaries than that of the m = � 1 omponents, but it has

beome smaller in the enter of the trap; therefore, 0-atoms will ontinue to

onvert into � 1-atoms in the boundaries, but the reverse will happen at the

enter, as on�rms the lower panel.

5.5 Dynamial evolution at �nite temperature

5.5.1 Introduing temperature �utuations

We would like now to analyze if thermal e�ets may have some notieable

e�et on the dynamis of spinor ondensates, making their expeted evolution

di�er from the results found in the previous setion for T = 0.

For single-omponent ondensates, temperature e�ets on the onden-

sate fration, dynamis, and damping of exitation modes have been studied

extensively. Usually, at low enough temperatures, thermal exitations an

be aounted for within the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (bdg) [dG66, NP90℄ or

Hartree-Fok-Popov (hfp) [ZNG99℄ frameworks. Reently, this last sheme
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has been applied to study �nite temperature e�ets in the equilibrium density

distribution of the ondensed and non-ondensed omponents of f = 1 atoms

optially trapped [ZYY04℄. In our work, we will make use of the bdg theory

to desribe the thermal louds present in multiomponent ondensates.

For a highly elongated one-omponent system, it has been shown that

at low temperatures thermal �utuations are relevant in the phases of the

�eld operator, while they an be disregarded on the density pro�le of the

ground state [KK65, RC65℄. To be preise, three regimes an be iden-

ti�ed [PSW00℄, aording to the value of the temperature relative to the

degeneray temperature Tdeg = N ~! [KvD96℄ and a ritial temperature for

phase �utuations T� = Tdeg~!=�: (a) a true ondensate (density and phase

�utuations are small in the ground state) at T � T�; (b) a quasionden-

sate for T� � T � Tdeg: the density has the same pro�le as for the true

ondensate, but the phase �utuates on sales smaller than the loud size,

and the oherene properties of the phase are drastially modi�ed; () �nally,

for T & Tdeg, both phase and density �utuate, and the system is no longer

quantum degenerate.

In the ase of a one-dimensional, harmonially trapped single-omponent

ondensate, the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations for the low-lying exita-

tions,

�juj =

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2

+ Vext� � + 2gn

�

uj + gn0vj (5.11)

� �jvj =

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2

+ Vext� � + 2gn

�

vj + gn0uj ; (5.12)

an be solved exatly [Str98℄, obtaining the orresponding energy eigenvalues

�j =
p
j(j+ 1)=2~! and wave funtions. These an be written in terms of

Legendre polynomials as

z

fj(z)= uj(z)+ vj(z)=

(

2j+ 1

R TF

�

�j

"

1�

�
z

R TF

� 2
#) 1=2

Pj

�
z

R TF

�

;

with the hemial potential given by � = ~!(3N �=
p
32)2=3, where � gives

a measure of the strength of the interations as ompared to the trapping

potential energy [PSW00℄, and R TF =
p
2�=m =! is the Thomas-Fermi radius

of the initial ondensate.

z
For quasi-1D ondensates, the phase �utuations at T = 0 are desribed by Jaobi

polynomials in ontrast to exatly 1D ondensates (see [PSW00, Str98℄). Nevertheless,

already at T ’ 0:2Tc quantitative di�erene between thermal e�ets in quasi-1D and

stritly 1D ases beomes irrelevant (ompare [HDR

+
01, KSS

+
03℄).
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As the density �utuations with respet to the equilibrium pro�le neq(z)

may be disregarded, one an write 	(z;0)=
p
neq(z)exp[î�(z)]for the par-

tile anihilation operator, with the phase operator given by [PSW00℄

�̂(z)=
1

p
4neq(z)

X

j

fj(z)̂aj + H:c:;

where âj anihilates a quasipartile in mode j. Thus, in the temperature range

T� � T � Tdeg, where only phase �utuations are relevant, one an simulate

the thermal �utuations in a one-dimensional ondensate by generating a

thermal phase �th(z)aording to

�
th
(z)=

1X

j= 1

(

2j+ 1

R TF

�

�j

"

1�

�
z

R TF

� 2
#) 1=2

aj + a�j
p
4neq(z)

Pj

�
z

R TF

�

and adding it to the mean-�eld order parameter before the real-time simu-

lation starts [Hamb01, KSS

+
03℄. An analogous treatment for the ase of a

multiomponent ondensate shows that, assuming that initially almost all the

atoms are in a single omponent, the bdg equations for the non-ondensate

atoms depend mainly on the exited fration in this most populated hyper�ne

state. Therefore, one an simulate again temperature e�et by introduing

one suh �utuating phase for eah spin omponent,

�
th
m (z)=

1X

j= 1

(
2j+ 1

R TF

�

�j

"

1�

�
z

R TF

� 2
#) 1=2

amj + am �
j

p
4neq(z)

Pj

�
z

R TF

�

; (5.13)

that will be added to the orresponding �m of Eq. (5.1).

Here amj (am �
j ) are omplex amplitudes that replae the quasi-partile an-

nihilation (reation) operators in the mean-�eld approah. In the numerial

alulation, in order to reprodue the quantum-statistial properties of the

phase �utuations, amj and am �
j are sampled as random numbers with zero

mean and hjamj j
2i = [exp(�j=kB T)� 1]� 1, the oupation number for the

quasi-partile mode j [Hamb01℄. Let us note that this stohasti proedure

will translate in di�erent initial onditions for m = 1 than m = � 1, and will

therefore break the symmetry between them.

5.5.2 Results for a `ferromagneti' system:

87
Rb

We have performed a series of simulations following the sheme above to

introdue temperature �utuations in the phases. The dynamial evolution

of the population of the spin omponents that we obtain is plotted in Fig. 5.5
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Figure 5.5: Population of the spin omponents as a funtion of time for

the initial on�guration N (t= 0)=N = (0:5% ;99% ;0:5% ) and T = 0:2Tc.

The labelling of the lines is as in Fig. 5.2.
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for the ase of T = 0:2Tc and the same initial populations as in Fig. 5.2, i.

e., N =N = (0:5% ;99% ;0:5% ). Here, Tc = N ~!z=ln(2N ) is the ritial

temperature of Bose-Einstein ondensation for a single-omponent 1D Bose

gas in a harmoni trap of frequeny !z [KvD96℄. As in previous �gures, solid

lines orrespond to the numerial results averaged over 20 random values for

the phase �, and dashed lines to a single run with � = 0. One observes

that the interation of the ondensate atoms with the thermal louds smears

out the osillations present at zero temperature (f. Fig. 5.2) and leads to

an asymptoti on�guration with all omponents equally populated. We

note that this spin distribution has also been experimentally obtained from

some initial preparations with zero total spin [Hamb04b℄. This e�et an be

understood in terms of the free energy of the system, F = E � TS: as the

spin-related ontribution to the energy, � c2n � 1 nK, is relatively small

ompared to typial experimental temperatures Texp � 100 nK [MIT98b℄,

the entropy ontribution to F dominates, and the equilibrium on�guration

will be the one that maximizes S, i. e., with equipartition.

In a spin-polarized, elongated ondensate, the ourrene of phase �utu-
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ations due to thermal exitations indues modulations of the density during

an expansion of the system in a time sale of the order of 10 ms [KSS

+
03℄.

These density �utuations are not expeted inside the trap as the mean �eld

prevents them, but in a time-of-�ight experiment they an be used to quan-

tify the phase �utuations of the trapped system and also as a thermometry

probe [KSS

+
03℄. In a multiomponent ondensate, one an follow the same

argument to show that modulations of the total density should not be ex-

peted in the trap.

However, the situation is di�erent for the densities of the various spin

omponents. Indeed, the spin-exhange interation (� c2n) is muh weaker

than the salar mean �eld (� c0n), and it is not strong enough to prevent

spin-density �utuations, whih lead to the formation of spin domains, f.

Fig. 5.6. This proess is muh faster at �nite temperature than at T = 0;

for example, the number of spin domains at time t= 80 ms for a temper-

ature T = 0:2Tc is larger than at time t = 240 ms for T = 0. Suh a

fast domain formation has also been observed in simulations of pseudo-spin-

1/2 systems [KT04℄. This result ontrasts with the relatively long times for

the emergene of domains predited by the theory and simulations of Zhang

et al. [GaTe05b℄ and obtained in the simulations by Saito and Ueda [SU05b℄.

We think that this disrepany may be due to the presene of the thermal

louds. Indeed, it has been argued that spin osillations in the thermal loud

an onsiderably a�et the spin dynamis in a �nite-temperature onden-

sate [JILA02℄ (see also [OL02℄). With regards to this point, it is interesting

to note that, even though our way of introduing thermal phase �utua-

tions does not take into aount possible spin orrelations among the louds,

the fat that the initial system is almost ompletely in one omponent may

prevent suh orrelations from being relevant for the later dynamis.

Moreover, the density pro�les for the m = � 1 omponents at �nite tem-

perature are no longer equal as was the ase at T = 0. This is due to the

existene of di�erent thermal louds for eah omponent [JILA03b, Hamb04,

Hamb04a℄, whih is aounted for in the simulation by having di�erent ran-

dom pro�les for the orresponding thermal phases, �th1 (z) 6= �th� 1(z). As a

onsequene, the loal magnetization n1(z;t)� n� 1(z;t) is no longer on-

stant as at T = 0. Nevertheless, as expeted, the total magnetization is still

a onserved quantity along the time evolution.

The typial size of the domains ldom an be estimated from our data to

be � 10 �m. Ueda [Ued01℄ and Saito and Ueda [SU05b℄ have studied the

exitation modes of the system within a Bogoliubov-de Gennes sheme, and

determined that it should undergo a dynamial instability through modes

related to spin waves whih arry angular momentum � ~. The most unsta-

ble modes aording to them are those with a momentum kinst that satis�es
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Figure 5.6: Density pro�les of the spin omponents at di�erent times (in

ms) at T = 0:2Tc for the same initial on�guration as before (dashed line

in Fig.5.2). Again, the total density keeps the same pro�le throughout the

simulation.

2�=kinst � ldom . Their simulations (for 1D and 2D systems) also present this

typial domain size [SU05b℄. They also note that this size should depend on

the presene of a homogeneous magneti �eld: for larger �elds, the domain

size would grow, reahing � 16 �m for B = 1 G. This value is loser to the

experimental results [GaTe05a℄ than ours. Also a reent work in an elon-

gated 3D system by Zhang et al. [GaTe05b℄ reports a value similar to the

experimental one inluding in the simulations a magneti �eld B = 0:3 G.

Nevertheless, it is also possible that other thermal e�ets might be impor-

tant. For example, spin exitation modes should be taken into aount in

our simulation on an equal footing to the phase �utuations. To this end,

the wave funtions orresponding to the spetrum of spin exitations found

in [Ho98, SU05b, GaTe05b℄ need to be alulated. Then, they should be

thermally populated at the beginning of the simulation in a way similar to

what we have done for the phase �utuations.

Finally, we note that the results obtained by Saito and Ueda are for

a system at zero temperature. The reason why they obtain a dynamial

separation of the � 1 domains �ontrary to our results, see Fig. 5.3� is

that their starting input pro�les have a small magnetization, whih triggers
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the formation and development of spin waves along the system. Also, the

dynamial instability appears in their alulations at later times t� 300ms,

even though they have more partiles in the system, N = 4� 106. These

di�erenes are most probably due to the fat that the inhomogeneity in the

initial onditions that we impose through the phase �utuations is more

important, and favors the appearane of domains.

5.5.3 An `antiferromagneti' system:

87
RbAF

After studying the system of

87
Rb (f = 1), that is `ferromagneti', we turn

our attention to an `antiferromagneti' ase, to hek the predition of Zhang

et al. that for suh systems no dynamial instabilities our and, therefore,

no domain formation is to be expeted [GaTe05b℄. A system naturally `an-

tiferromagneti' is

23
Na in the f = 1 hyper�ne manifold. However, in order

to do a diret omparison with the results of the previous setion, we prefer

to work in a model system, whih is formed by

87
Rb atoms with f = 1 but

where we have hanged the sign of the oupling onstant c2. In this way,

only the spin dynamis is expeted to hange, while nothing di�erent should

happen to the total density as ompared to the previous results. We will

denote this arti�ial version of rubidium as

87
RbA F .

As before, we have performed simulations at zero and �nite temperature.

The results are presented in Figs. 5.7�5.8 and they are readily seen to be quite

di�erent from those orresponding to the ferromagneti ase. In �gure 5.7

we present the evolution of the population of the di�erent spin omponents

at zero and �nite temperature. The zero-temperature results, displayed by

dashed lines, onsist in almost perfet osillations between the initial pop-

ulation N =N = (0:5% ;99% ;0:5% ) and the exat mean-�eld ground state

(50% ;0% ;50% ) [ZYY03℄. This behavior an be interpreted as Rabi-like os-

illations of pairs of atoms between the states jUiand jZi, de�ned above [see

disussion after Eq. (5.8)℄. Indeed, the ground-state on�guration is basially

formed by N =2 pairs in state jUiand the initial one has the same number of

jZipairs; moreover, both states satisfy jhF ij= 0 and are almost degenerate.

However, the exhange of populations is not omplete, and the overall data

annot be �tted by a simple sinusoidal funtion, but the osillations seem

to `speed up' as time goes by: the two �rst maxima of N 0=N are separated

� 230 ms, while the seond and the third are � 215 ms apart. Again, this

fat should be attributed to the nonlinearity of the sytem.

The results for the simulation at T = 0:2Tc (solid lines) present a very

di�erent behavior. For the ase �= 0, there is only a very slow deay of the

population of the m = 0 omponent, with the orresponding inrease of the

number of atoms in m = � 1. This is due in part to the fat that the hosen
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Figure 5.7: Population of the spin omponents as a funtion of time for

the initial on�guration N =N = (0:5% ;99% ;0:5% )and �= 0 for the `anti-

ferromagneti' system

87
RbA F (see text). The dashed lines are the results at

T = 0 while the solid lines have been alulated at T = 0:2Tc.
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starting on�guration is energetially very lose to the ground state for the

antiferromagneti system, whih will result in a long thermalization time. We

also remark that in neither the zero-temperature or the �nite-temperature

ases a steady-state is observed in the simulated time of 500 ms, ontrary to

what happened for the `ferromagneti' ase (f. Figs. 5.2 and 5.5). One may

expet, however, to onverge to an equilibrium state with longer simulations.

The very slow evolution of the spin transfer in the �nite-temperature ase

is also re�eted in the density pro�les, that we present in Fig. 5.8. Again,

solid lines stand for the T = 0:2Tc ase, while dashed lines are for the T = 0

alulation, and the olor oding is the same as in previous �gures. At zero

temperature, in the initial stages t. 80ms, we see an evolution resembling

that of the `ferromagneti'

87
Rb (ompare Fig. 5.3). However, for t= 240ms

the system pratially turns bak to its initial distribution, a behavior very

di�erent from the `ferromagneti' one, where one ould observe the formation

of spin domains. The di�erenes are still more pronouned for the simulation

at �nite temperature, where there is essentially no evolution beyond some

small �utuations, oming from the random thermal phases. Only at very

long times t� 500ms (not shown in the �gure for larity) the m = � 1 louds

start to be visible on the sale of the �gure.
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Figure 5.8: Density pro�les for the `antiferromagneti' system

87
RbA F for

times t= 0, 80, 160, 240 and 500 ms. The dashed lines are the results at

T = 0 while the solid lines have been alulated at T = 0:2Tc. The initial

on�guration is N =N = (0:5% ;99% ;0:5% )with � = 0. The m = 0 pro�le

is plotted in green and the m = 1 pro�le in blak, while the red line in the

last plot is for the m = � 1 omponent.

Compared to the `ferromagneti' ase in Fig. 5.6, one remarks the dif-

�ulty in forming separate spin domains, even though the thermal phases

are di�erent for all omponents. This must be attributed to the `antiferro-

magneti' harater of the system under study, that tends to keep atoms in

states m = � 1 together to minimize the loal spin, jhFij(z) = 0. On the

other hand, one expets a separation of m = � 1 atoms from m = 0 atoms, as

observed experimentally for the ase of

23
Na [MIT98b℄, whih also explains

the di�ulty in populating the m = � 1 omponents starting from an almost

pure 0-ondensate.

5.6 Conlusions

In this hapter, we have studied the spin dynamis of a spin-1

87
Rb onden-

sate in a highly elongated trap, whih we have modeled as a one-dimensional

system. We have solved the three oupled dynamial equations for the spin

omponents within a mean-�eld framework without any further approxima-

tions. This is in fat neessary, sine approximated treatments, suh as
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sma, frequently mask some of the aspets of the dynamis. We have also

onsidered �nite temperature e�ets. For one-dimensional systems at very

low temperatures, these e�ets manifest themselves basially as phase �u-

tuations, whih we have inorporated using the approah of Ref. [HDR

+
01℄

based on a thermo-statistial population of the exitations of the system.

We have found that the spin dynamis towards the steady state is not

monotoni but rather slowly damped, involving a oherent exhange of pop-

ulation between the various spin omponents. At �nite temperature, the

oherent osillations of populations among the m = 0 and m = � 1 states

are strongly damped. The internal oupling of the spin omponents together

with the presene of a di�erent thermal loud for eah omponent lead to the

formation of numerous spin domains within the ondensate. The size of these

domains de�nes a harateristi length sale in the system, ldom � 10 �m,

whih does not derease with time, and seems to be intrinsially determined

by a dynamial instability of the exitation modes of the `ferromagneti' sys-

tem, without notieable thermal e�ets. Indeed, similar simulations for a

system in whih we have arti�ially hanged the sign of the spin-exhange

interation present no formation of domains even at �nite temperatures, as

expeted from theoretial onsiderations [GaTe05b℄.

For a `ferromagneti' ondensate at zero temperature and with initially

almost all atoms in the m = 0 omponent and zero magnetization, the pop-

ulations of the spin omponents osillate around the on�guration whih

orresponds to the ground state, (25% ;50% ;25% ). On the other hand, at

�nite temperature the interation of the ondensate atoms with their ther-

mal louds leads to equipartition in populations (1=3;1=3;1=3). However,

reent simulations at zero temperature with a very small initial magnetiza-

tion M =N = 10� 4 also drive the system to stationary states far from the

ground state. Moreover, in these simulations formation of multiple spin do-

mains is also observed. Therefore, the true role of thermal e�ets on the

dynamis (beyond that of breaking the symmetry of the initial onditions of

the m = � 1 omponents) is not lear yet, and deserves further onsideration.

The results for an `antiferromagneti' ase are very di�erent. In parti-

ular, the dynamis of populations and density pro�les is very slow, and no

domains appear for times t. 500 ms starting from an almost-pure m = 0

ondensate. We have explained this result by the `antiferromagneti' hara-

ter of the interations in this system together with the quasi-degeneray of

the initial on�guration with the mean-�eld ground state.

Our results might also be relevant to the question of deoherene. Our

simulations, and in partiular the �nding of very fast domain formation,

suggest that deoherene is enhaned as the number of omponents in the

system is enlarged. Of ourse, there are many open questions onneted to
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this, e. g., whether the formation of domains goes along with a loss of phase

relations, and gives rise to some enhaned (generalized) phase �utuations.

It seems also interesting to study the mehanism underlying the speeding of

domain formation by temperature. To this end, one might onsider inor-

porating spin-density �utuations already at the start of the simulation in a

way similar to what has been done for the phase �utuations.
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Book II

Two-dimensional helium systems





Motivation: helium as `the'

quantum liquid

In this seond part of the thesis, we aim at studying a variety of helium

systems, whih are quite di�erent from the ultraold, dilute gases. Helium has

for a long time been onsidered `the' quantum �uid, as many of its physial

properties an be diretly related to the quantum laws: from the fat that

helium remains liquid down to zero temperature at saturation vapor pressure,

to the super�uidity present in both the bosoni

4
He and the fermioni

3
He

speies. In fat, sine the pioneering experiments of H. Kamerling Onnes

to ool down helium and other substanes [Kam11, Kam67℄, until the more

reent laim for the observation of a supersolid phase in helium [KC04℄, the

study of helium has reeived a lot of attention. This attention has rewarded

us with a more profound understanding not only of this atomi speies, but

of the impliations of quantum laws when applied to a many-body system.

Among the most striking experiments, one an mention: the liquefation

of helium by H. Kamerling Onnes (1908); the disovery of

4
He super�uid-

ity by Pyotr Kapitza [Kap37℄ and Allen and Misener [AM37℄; the disovery

of

3
He super�uidity by Oshero� et al. [ORL72, OGRL72℄. For later refer-

ene, we would also like to ite the prodution of helium lusters by su-

personi expansion of a helium gas by Beker et al. [BKL61℄ �whih �nally

led to the observation of the extremelly-weakly-bound helium dimer by Luo

et al. [LMK

+
93℄, and by Shöllkopf and Toennies [ST94℄� and the prodution

of e�etively low-dimensional helium systems by adsorbtion on a graphite by

Bretz et al. [BDH

+
73℄.

A few theoretial works worth being ited as well are: the study of the

role of the exitation spetrum in determining the super�uid behavior of

4
He

by Landau [Lan41, Lan47℄ and the introdution of orrelations to aount

for the strong repulsion at short distanes between two helium atoms by

Jastrow [Jas55℄ and by Feynman [Fey54, FC56℄. Finally, we would also like

to emphasize the original appliation of density funtional tehniques to the

study of atomi quantum liquids by Stringari [Str84, DS85℄.
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Reently, a great deal of work has been devoted to study quantum liquids

in restrited geometries [KN02℄. One important feature of these systems

is that their internal struture beomes more easily observable than in bulk

liquids due to the restrited motion of the partiles in the on�ning potential.

Among these systems the study of quantum �lms has reeived partiular

attention. They onsist of liquid helium adsorbed to a more-or-less attrative

�at surfae. In 1973, M. Bretz et al. [BDH

+
73℄ observed for the �rst time

the adsorption of

4
He onto the basal plane of graphite. In the last few years,

adsorption properties of helium on di�erent substrates suh as arbon, alkali

and alkaline-earth �at surfaes, arbon nanotubes and aerogels have beome

a fertile topi of researh.

The struture and growth of thin �lms of

4
He adsorbed to a substrate was

studied by Clements et al. [CEKS93℄ employing the optimized hypernetted-

hain Euler-Lagrange theory with realisti atom-atom interations. It turns

out that �lms with low surfae overages (where all atoms over the surfae

with a thikness orresponding to a single atom), an be reasonably well de-

sribed by a two-dimensional model. In onnetion with these systems, an

interesting question naturally arises as how physis depends on the dimen-

sionality of the spae.

The homogeneous 2D liquid has been studied using di�erent theoretial

methods, suh as moleular dynamis [CS71℄ and quantum Monte Carlo sim-

ulations, either Green's Funtion [WCK88℄ or di�usion [GBC96a℄ tehniques.

The inhomogeneous ase was studied by Krishnamahari and Chester who

used a shadow variational wave funtion to desribe 2D puddles of liquid

4
He [KC99℄.

In the following two hapters we present our studies on

4
He systems in two

dimensions (2D). In Chapter 6 we report results of Variational (VMC) and

Di�usion Monte Carlo (dm) alulations. First, we introdue the Monte

Carlo tehniques. Then, we show our results for 2D lusters with a �nite

number of helium atoms. We study both the energetis and the density

pro�les of these systems.

In Chapter 7 we present a similar study developed in the framework of

the Density Funtional tehniques, whih allow us to study muh larger lus-

ters of

4
He. We start the hapter giving a short introdution to theoretial

bakground of our work: the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem and Density Fun-

tional theory. Then we present how to use the data obtained from the dm

alulations to set up a zero-range Density Funtional. With this funtional,

we perform alulations for large lusters, whih would be omputationally

prohibitive for a dm alulation. Finally, we ompare the results obtained

with both methods.



Chapter 6

Quantum Monte Carlo study of

two�dimensional

4
He lusters

Your bait of falsehood takes this arp of truth:

And thus do we of wisdom and of reah,

With windlasses and with assays of bias,

By indiretions �nd diretions out.

William Shakespeare, Hamlet (II, 1)

6.1 Short introdution to QuantumMonte Carlo

methods

Quantum Monte Carlo (qm) methods are powerful numerial tehniques to

solve the Shrödinger equation for interating many-body systems. There

is a large variety of these methods: from the easy-to-program Variational

Monte Carlo (vm), to the more powerful Di�usion Monte Carlo (dm)

and Green's Funtion Monte Carlo (gfm) and the more sophistiated Path

Integral Monte Carlo (pim) that is able to ope with �nite-temperature

problems. One an �nd in the literature a number of introdutions to and

omparisons among the various methods, see e. g. [Cep95, Gua98, HLR94℄

and also [Ast04, Wil96℄. Here we will just present a onise introdution to

the philosophy and algorithms atually used in our alulations (vm and

dm).
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6.1.1 Importane sampling and Metropolis algorithm

Let us denote by � a wave funtion orresponding to some state of our

interating system. The postulates of Quantum Mehanis say that

p(R )=
j�(R ;t)j2

R
dR j�(R ;t)j2

dR ; (6.1)

with R = fr1;r2;� � � ;rN g, is the probability that the N partiles of the

system (in our ase,

4
He atoms in a droplet) are loated within a volum dR

around the positions fr1;r2;� � � ;rN g, at time t [GP89, Mes99℄. Indeed, �

ontains all the information that ould in priniple be retrieved from the

system.

However, we are usually interested only on averages of operators weighed

with p(R ),

hÂi=
h�jÂj�i

h�j�i
=

Z

dR p(R )A(R ):

For example, the energy of a state is just the expetation value of the Hamil-

tonian in suh a state:

E [�]=
h�jĤ j�i

h�j�i
= T + V =

=

P N

i= 1

R
dR ��(R )

� ~2r 2
i

2m
�(R )

R
dR j�(R )j2

+

P

i< j

R
dR V̂ (ri;rj)j�(R )j

2

R
dR j�(R )j2

; (6.2)

where we assumed that only two-body interations V̂ are present. In order

to know E [�]not all the information ontained in � is required, but just

some information on its spatial variations (to evaluate the kineti energy

T) and the two-point distribution funtion obtained one the oordinates of

N � 2 partiles have been integrated out. Therefore, two questions must be

addressed: (1) how to �nd a good approximation to the wave funtion � of

interest (usually, the ground-state wave funtion); and (2) how to alulate

these averages one the wave funtion is given.

One ould naïvely think in a R
N d
-generalization of the simple trapezoidal

approximation with M points to a one-dimensional integral,

Z b

a

dxf(x)�
b� a

M

MX

k= 1

f(xk); xk = a+
k

M
(b� a)

the main di�erene being that now the integration is over N d dimensions.

However, the exponential inrease in size of the (hyper)volume of integration
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with the number of partiles in the system, together with the fat that most of

this (hyper)spae usually ontributes poorly to the total value of the integral,

make suh `traditional' integration rules (trapezoidal, Simpson's, orthogonal

polynomials, et.) unappliable, and one has to resort to more sophistiated

methods suh as Monte Carlo tehniques.

Here one evaluates averages suh as those in (6.2) stohastially: a number

N W of points (alled walkers) fR kg (k = 1;� � � ;NW )are randomly drawn in

R
N d

aording to the probability distribution p(R ). Therefore, more points

are generated where they have more weight, and very few (if any) where the

ontribution to the integral is small. The fat that the points are sorted

aording to j�j2 is what makes these quadrature tehniques so powerful to

perform multi-dimensional integrations. One usually refers to the funtion

used to weigh the on�gurations (in the present ase, �) as the `importane

funtion', and the tehnique `importane sampling'.

Then, the values of the energy of the system (or whatever the observable

to estimate is) in suh on�gurations ek = e(R k) are reorded. For a large

enough number of points R k, the Central Limit theorem guarantees that

E [�]=

Z

dR e(R )p(R )=
1

N W

X

k

ek : (6.3)

One way to obtain a set of points in R
N d

distributed aording to p(R )

is by means of the Metropolis algorithm [MRR

+
53℄:

1. Start by generating N positions frig (i= 1;� � � ;N ) distributed ran-

domly within on�guration spae. These points de�ne an starting

walker, R .

2. For eah position, perform a random move as

r
0
i= ri+ ‘�i;

where ‘ is the typial size of the random step, and �i is a three-

omponent vetor whose elements are random numbers uniformly dis-

tributed in [� 1

2
;1
2
]. Thus, eah partile in the walker has moved from

its original position to a new one inside a box of side ‘around it.

3. The probabilities of the system being in the on�guration orresponding

to R = fr1;� � � ;rN g and its proposed suessor R 0= fr01;� � � ;r0
N g are

alulated. Then, the proposed movement R ! R 0
is aepted with a

probability:

P(R ! R
0
)=

(
1 p(R 0)� p(R )

p(R 0)=p(R ) p(R 0)< p(R )
;
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If the movement is aepted, we set ri= r0i 8i. Otherwise, we keep R

as is; that is, the new walker is idential to its predeessor.

4. After a ertain number of iterations of steps 2�3 (`equilibration loop'),

the set of points in the last walker should be distributed aording to

p(R ). Then, it is time to start saving data to perform the average

of Eq. (6.3). To this end, one performs again a number of iterations

of steps 2�3, but now the quantity to be averaged is stored with the

value orresponding to R after the aeptane/rejetion step (`averag-

ing loop'). That is, if the new walker is idential to its predeessor, one

must reord the same value e(R )saved in the previous loop.

A hart illustrating this proess is in Fig. 6.1. The size of the step ‘must

be hosen arefully: too short a step will result in a large aeptane of

moves, but also in very orrelated on�gurations and a long time to reah

equilibrium. On the other hand, too long a step will probably result in a large

number of rejeted moves, and also a long time for equilibration. A good

hoie is the one that results in an aeptane around 50% � 70% [Gua98℄.

In our alulations, ‘� 6Å.

It is also important to note that both the equilibration and averaging

loops have to be repeated a number of times, alled bloks. Indeed, eah

on�guration produed in a step of the Metropolis algorithm is strongly or-

related with the previous one. Thus, a diret average as suggested in (6.3)

would produe typially too small a variane. In order to have unorrelated

data ek to average, one divides the simulation in a set of bloks, eah of

whih omposed of a ertain number of simulation steps. For eah blok, an

average of the energies aumulated in it is performed, resulting in a `blok

estimate' for the the energy eblock. A areful analysis on the length of the

bloks has to be performed in order to ensure that the on�gurations in the

di�erent bloks are unorrelated, so that the eblock values are e�etively in-

dependent (see [FP89, Nig98℄). One this has been done, one an �nally give

an estimate for the energy and the assoiated unertainty,

�e=
1

N blocks

N blocksX

block= 1

eblock

�e=

v
u
u
t 1

N blocks� 1

N blocksX

block= 1

(eblock � �e)
2
;

where N blocks is the number of bloks in the averaging loop. In our simu-

lations, typially N blocks � 100, and the number of Monte Carlo steps per

blok N steps � 1000.
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Figure 6.1: Flow hart of the Metropolis algorithm: equilibration proess

(left) and averaging proess (right).
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6.1.2 Variational Monte Carlo

The Variational Monte Carlo (vm) method relies on the `Variational The-

orem', whih an be stated in this way:

Variational theorem. The expetation value of the Hamiltonian over an

arbitrary wave funtion � is larger than, or equal to, its expetation value on

the exat ground state, E 0. The equality only holds if � oinides with the

exat ground state wave funtion, 	 0.

Proof. This theorem is easily proved expanding � on the basis of eigenstates

of the Hamiltonian f	 ng (n = 0;1;2;� � � )(with orresponding eigenenergies

fE ng). Without loss of generality, we assume that � is already normalized

to unity, so that we an write

j�i=
X

n

cnj	 ni;

cn := h	 nj�i; jcnj2 [0;1];
X

n

jcnj
2
= 1:

Now, we insert this expression into the expetation value of the Hamiltonian:

h�jĤ j�i=
X

nm

c
�
ncm h	

�
njH j	 m i=

X

nm

c
�
ncm h	

�
njE m j	 m i=

=
X

nm

c
�
ncm E m �nm =

X

n

jcnj
2
E n � E0 ;

where we assumed that the eigenstates are properly orthonormalized and

ordered in suh a way that E 0 � E1 � � � � .

In a vm alulation, one proposes a trial wave funtion �T with one

or more (say p) variational parameters f�ig (i= 1;� � � ;p). The funtional

form assumed should be based on all the available physial information of

the system, and not too many variational parameters should be inluded in

order to simplify the minimization proess. The sope is to �nd the values

of the parameters f�ig that minimize the expetation value

E T(f�ig):= E [�T]=
h�TjĤ j�Ti

h�Tj�Ti
: (6.4)

The orresponding wave funtion �(f� ig)will be the best approximation to

	 0 with the funtional form of �.
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One evaluates the expetation value E [�T] stohastially as outlined

above. For the ase of two-body interations, and taking for simpliity a

entral interpartile potential, V (ri;rj)= V (jri� rjj), we have

e(R )= �

NX

i= 1

~
2

2m

r 2
i�T(R )

�T(R )
+
X

i< j

V (jri� rjj): (6.5)

Note that this expression is only meaningful for �T(R )6= 0. This is not a

problem sine on�gurations for whih �T(R )= 0 are in fat disarded by

the Metropolis algorithm. There will be no problems in implementing this

algorithm for Bose sytems, whose ground states are known to have no ze-

roes [MPM02℄. The situation is more omplex for fermioni systems, where

Pauli's priniple fores 	(R ) to vanish whenever R ontains two indistin-

guishable partiles in the same position, e. g. �(r 1;� � � ;r;� � � ;r;� � � ;rN )�

0. This is known as the `sign problem' for fermioni systems, and a number

of methods have been developed to overome it. However, as we are inter-

ested in the study of

4
He, whih is bosoni and will not su�er this problem,

we will not disuss further this point, but refer the reader to the litera-

ture [Cep98, HLR94, Wil96, Ast04℄.

A good feature of vm alulations is the `ontrol' on the wave funtion

that one has. Indeed, the alulated value (6.4) will depend on the funtional

form of �T and the values of its variational parameters �i. Therefore, one

an get insight into the physis of the problem by heking di�erent forms

for �T , whih parameters a�et more the value of E T and, �nally, what are

the optimal values for these parameters.

Also, if one has been able to �nd the exat ground-state wave funtion,

	 0, one an make averages as that in Eq. (6.2) for any operator in order to

retrieve more information on the system, whih might be too di�ult to ex-

trat analytially. For example, the exat ground state of a one-dimensional

system of hard-ore bosons is known to be the absolute value of a Slater de-

terminant of plane waves. In this ase, despite having the exat 	 0, analytial

alulations are quite di�ult, and Monte Carlo methods have been useful

to obtain its momentum distribution, orrelation funtions, et. [Ast04℄.

As a drawbak, vm is unable to orret by itself any `bad' behavior

(symmetries, long- or short- range orders, et.) that we may have introdued

in �. That is, if we have assumed a wave funtion with a di�erent symmetry

than 	 0, the vm alulation will be equally valid, but the upper bound

we obtain for the ground state energy may be far from its true value. Any

other expetation value that we alulate will be equally biased. A way to

overome these problems is to perform a Di�usion Monte Carlo, alulation

whih is able to provide the exat ground state energy for a Bose system.
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6.1.3 Di�usion Monte Carlo

The Di�usion Monte Carlo (dm) method onsists of a stohasti solution

of the Shrödinger equation,

i~
@

@t
�(R ;t)= Ĥ �(R ;t):

We introdue an `imaginary time' variable

� � = it, so that

� ~
@

@�
�(R ;�)= (Ĥ � ET)�(R ;�); (6.6)

being E T an (arbitrary) energy shift whose utility will beome lear below.

The formal time-dependent solution to this equation an be easily expressed

in terms of the eigenfuntions and eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian as

�(R ;�)=

1X

n= 0

cn	 n(R ;�)=
X

n

cne
� (Ĥ � E T )�=~	 n(R ;0)

=
X

n

cne
� (E n � E T )�=~	 n(R ;0)

�! 1
� ! c0	 0(R ;0)e

� (E 0� E T )�=~:

Therefore, a trial funtion propagated on imaginary time, will onverge to

the ground state of the system, as long as it is not orthogonal to it (c0 6= 0).

In general, the propagation will onverge to the less energeti state with a

non-vanishing overlap with �, while the other omponents are exponentially

suppressed.

y
Moreover, if the energy shift E T equals the ground-state energy

E 0, �(R ;�) has a stationary behavior at large � , whih oinides with the

ground state solution (up to a normalization onstant).

Let us see now how to perform this propagation on imaginary time. To

this end, we onsider a Hamiltonian with two-partile interations V and a

possible external potential Vext,

Ĥ = �
~
2

2m

NX

i= 1

r 2
i +

NX

i= 1

Vext(ri)+
X

i< j

V (rij)

where rij := jri� rjj. The Shrödinger equation in imaginary time for this

Hamiltonian an be ast in the form

� ~
@

@�
�(R ;t)= � D r 2

R �+ V (R )�� E T�; (6.7)

�
The resemblane between this variable and the time variable of �nite-temperature

Green's funtions in Set. 1.2 and Appendix A should not lead to onfusion. The latter

an be related to the temperature of the system, while � has no physial meaning in the

Di�usion Monte Carlo formalism.

y
This fat allows for a qm searh also of exited states, see e. g. [CB88, GBC96b℄.
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where we de�ned D = ~
2=(2m )and V (R )=

P

i
Vext(ri)+

P

i< j
V (rij), and

r 2
R is a shorthand notation for

P

i
r 2

i. Next, we de�ne a funtion f as the

produt of the exat ground-state wave funtion, 	, z and a trial one

f(R ;�):= �T(R )	(R ;�):

One an optimize the onvergene of the dm proedure by starting from a

`reasonable' trial funtion, typially obtained in a previous vm alulation.

Substitution of this expression into (6.7) gives an equation for f that is fully

equivalent to the Shrödinger equation,

� ~
@

@�
f = � D r2R f + D r R � [F f]+ (Eloc � ET)f ; (6.8)

with the de�nitions

F :=
2

�T

r R �T quantum drift fore, (6.9a)

E loc :=
1

�T

Ĥ �T loal energy. (6.9b)

The use of f instead of 	 is reommended beause it redues the variane of

the alulated observables.

The formal solution of Eq. (6.8) in R -spae an be written as

f(R ;�)� hR jf(�)i=

Z

dR
0hR je� (Ĥ � E T )�=~jR 0ihR 0jf(0)i�

�

Z

dR
0
G(R ;R

0
;�)f(R

0
;0); (6.10)

where we have introdued the Green's funtion

G(R ;R
0
;�):= hR je� (Ĥ � E T )�=~jR 0i:

Up to this point, no approximations have been made, whih means that if

we were able to know the exat G , we ould get f(R ;�)for any � and obtain

from it the ground state wave funtion 	. However, usually one does not

know G exatly, but it an only be found for small time steps. Then, the

value of f(R ;�) for � ! 1 is found iteratively,

f(R ;� + ��)=

Z

dR
0
G(R ;R

0
;��)f(R

0
;�):

z
We drop the subsript `0' for notational simpliity.
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To obtain a reasonable approximation for G , let us split the operator

ating of f in Eq. (6.8) into three parts as follows

Ĥ 1 = � D r2R (6.11a)

Ĥ 2 = D [(r R � F )+ F � rR ] (6.11b)

Ĥ 3 = E loc(R )� ET : (6.11)

We de�ne also the Green's funtions harateristi of these operators:

G i(R ;R
0
;�):= hR je� Ĥ i�=~jR 0i:

Even though the operators Ĥ i do not ommute with eah other, we an

use the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor� formula [Cam98, Bak02, Hau06, Wil67,

Ryd96℄,

exp X̂ exp Ŷ = exp

�

X̂ + Ŷ + 1

2
[X̂ ;Ŷ ]+ � � �

�

; (6.12)

to approximate the exponential to some �xed order for short time lapses �� ;

for example, to �rst order, we have

e
� (Ĥ � E T )��=~= e

� Ĥ 1��=~e
� Ĥ 2��=~e

� Ĥ 3��=~+ O (��
2
) (6.13)

Similar expressions an be built with a higher degree of auray (i. e., valid

up to a higher power of �� ). Then, the full Green's funtion will read

G(R ;R
0
;�)=

ZZ

dR 1dR 2G 1(R ;R 1;�)G2(R 1;R 2;�)G3(R 2;R
0
;�):

The solutions for the separate Green's funtions are easy to �nd. For

example, Ĥ 1 orresponds to a purely di�usive problem, and the solution is

well-know to be that of a random walk

G 1(R ;R
0
;�)= (4�D �)

� 3N =2
exp

"

�
(R � R0)

2

4D �

#

:

The e�et of Ĥ 2 is the same as that of a lassial drift fore F pointing

towards the regions where the trial wave funtion is maximal:

G 2(R ;R
0
;�)= � (R � R (�));

R (�)suh that

�
R (0)= R 0

@R

@�
= D F (R (�))

:

Finally, the Green's funtion orresponding to Ĥ 3 is

G 3(R ;R
0
;�)= exp[(ET � Eloc(R ))�=~]� (R � R

0
):
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The e�et of G 1 and G 2 is implemented by proposing random movements of

walkers of the type

R i! R
0
i= R i+ �i+

~
2t

m
F ;

where �i is a 3N -omponent vetor whose elements are random numbers

generated aording to a N orm al(0;1)distribution. The G 3 term is usually

alled the `branhing term' as it is the only ontribution to G that does not

onserve the weights of the walkers as provided by �T : walkers with lower

E loc adquire larger weights, while those with larger E loc have smaller weights.

This is implemented in the algorithm in the following way:

1. The fator s= exp[(E T � Eloc(R ))�=~]is omputed for eah walker.

2. A number � is randomly generated with uniform distribution in [0,1℄.

3. The integer part of nsons = s+ � is alulated.

4. The walker R is repliated nsons times. (In pratie, we set a maximum

value nsons = 10 in our alulations.)

Thus, walkers with lower E loc `reprodue', while those with larger E loc `die

out'. This behavior will ultimately orret any omponent of the assumed �T

orthogonal to 	. Note that if � T happens to be an eigenstate of Ĥ , E loc(R )�

E loc [f. Eq. (6.9b)℄: all walkers have the same weight and no `reprodution

e�ets' take plae. In the hart of Fig. 6.1, this proess takes plae after

updating the positions and before storing the values for the averages.

6.1.4 Building the trial funtion

From the previous disussion, we see that a ruial ingredient in both vm

and dm alulations is the de�nition of the trial wave funtion �T . Indeed,

the `veloity' to onverge from a given �T to the exat ground state wave

funtion will depend on the `distane' between these two funtions, and the

auray of the average values obtained with the onverged f will also depend

on it. Therefore, we must onstrut �T arefully.

For a Hamiltonian with entral, two-body interations, even if they are

strong as in the ase of helium, experiene has shown that a good guess has

the Jastrow form [Jas55, PM02℄

�T = N

"
NY

i= 1

f1(ri)

#"
Y

j< k

f2(rjk)

#

: (6.14)
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Here N is the normalization onstant and f1 is a one-body funtion a-

ounting for the e�ets of a possible external potential. In our ase of

two-dimensional droplets, we simulate the self-trapping of the systems by

introduing single-partile fators of the forms

f1(r)= exp

�

�
�2

2
r
2

�

harmoni; (6.15a)

f1(r)= exp[� �r] exponential: (6.15b)

As it will be shown later, however, only the translationally invariant part of

Q
f1 is to be used as there is no external trapping potential that loates the

droplet in spae.

On the other hand, f2 ontains two-body orrelations and should go to

unity for large inter-partile distanes. In partiular, for studies on liquid

helium the following form introdued by MMillan [MM65℄ has shown to be

useful:

x

f2(r)= exp

�

�
1

2

�
b

r

� ��

: (6.16)

Here band � at as variational parameters with respet to whih the expe-

tation value h�TjĤ j�Tiwill be minimized. For helium in three dimensions,

the values b � 3 Å and � � 5 provide a good Ansatz for the alulations,

as they aount for the strong repulsion at short distanes r . � = 2:556

Å harateristi of the helium-helium interation, whih in our alulations

is desribed by the Aziz HFD-B(HE) potential [AMW87℄, see Fig. 6.2. As

these values are related basially to the two-body potential, we think they

will also be a reasonable starting point for our two-dimensional ase. We

note that these values give the orret behavior of the orrelation funtion

at short distanes but they do not produe the orret behavior at long dis-

tanes. However, we expet this not to be so important for �nite systems

suh as the small droplets we will be dealing with [PPW86℄.

x
A more general approah would be that of searhing the optimal funtions f1 and f2

by solving the Euler-Lagrange equations �hĤ i=�fi = 0, see [PM02℄. We will not attempt

this here, as the funtional forms for the fi that we use have already been proved to be a

good starting point for vm alulations with helium and, ultimately, the dm alulation

in Set. 6.3 will `orret' any bad behavior of the trial wave funtion. For the same reason,

and in order to ease the operations to be performed on it, we are not inluding three-body

orrelations into �T .
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Figure 6.2: Aziz HFD-B(HE) interation potential for

4
He atoms.
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6.2 vm ground-state energies

To study a system of N 4
He atoms in two dimensions we start from the

following trial wave funtion

�T(R )=
Y

i< j

exp

�

�
1

2

�
b

rij

� �

�
�2

2N
r
2
ij

�

: (6.17)

The �rst term inside the brakets orresponds to the simple MMillan two-

body orrelation, while the seond term is the translationally invariant part

of a harmoni osillator (ho) wave funtion with parameter �, extrated from

the relation

NX

i= 1

r
2
i =

1

N

X

i< j

r
2
ij +

1

N
R
2
CM ;

to roughly on�ne the system to a region of radius � �� 1.

In our alulations, we employ the value ~
2=m 4 = 12:1194 K Å

2
for the

atom mass. The parameters band � have been �xed to the values 3.00 Å and

5, respetively thus restriting the variational searh to the ho parameter

�. The optimal values found as a funtion of the number of partiles in
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Table 6.1: Variational results for the ground-state energy per partile E =N

of 2D

4
He puddles of various luster sizes. The optimal on�ning ho param-

eter � is given in Å

� 1
and all energies are in K. The expetation values of the

kineti and the potential energies are also displayed. The olumn labelled

KC refers to the vm results of Ref. [KC99℄. The numbers in parenthesis

stand for the statistial unertainty on the last �gure.

N � E =N T=N V=N KC

8 0:1565 � 0:2239(2) 1:3003(6) � 1:5242(5) �

16 0:129 � 0:3510(2) 1:7354(6) � 2:0864(5) � 0:380(8)

36 0:094 � 0:4532(4) 2:031(3) � 2:484(3) � 0:471(7)

64 0:073 � 0:4961(7) 2:159(2) � 2:655(2) � 0:528(5)

121 0:054 � 0:5241(6) 2:223(2) � 2:747(2) � 0:570(7)

165 0:047 � 0:5328(3) 2:289(1) � 2:822(1) � 0:602(7)

512 0:0266 � 0:5493(5) 2:282(3) � 2:831(3) � 0:621(2)

1 0:0000 � 0:6904(8) 4:312(2) � 5:003(1) �

the droplet are given in Table 6.1 together with the expetation value of the

Hamiltonian and the separate ontributions of kineti and potential energies.

It an be seen that the total energy results from an important anellation

between these ontributions, whih is in fat larger than in the 3D ase. Let

us reall that in 3D bulk, the energy per partile results from adding � 14 K

of kineti energy to � � 21 K of potential energy. In 2D, both kineti and

potential ontributions are very similar, hene alulations are more deliate

owing to the statistial unertainties.

The last olumn of Table 6.1 reports the vm results of Krishnamahari

and Chester [KC99℄. As ompared with their results, our alulations pro-

vide smaller binding energies in spite of the fat that the interation used

in [KC99℄ is an older version of the Aziz potential, whih tends to underbind

the systems. This is due to their use of shadow wave funtions, whih on-

tain more elaborate orrelations not present in our simple trial wave funtion.

Finally, the vm energy for the bulk system orresponds to the saturation

density obtained in the dm alulation of Ref. [GBC96a℄, �0 = 0:04344Å� 2
.

We have also performed alulations using a di�erent trial wave funtion,

replaing the translationally invariant ho part by an exponential one, i. e.

�T(R )=
Y

i< j

exp

�

�
1

2

�
b

rij

� �

�
�

2
rij

�

; (6.18)

to hek whether a larger tail in the wave funtion results in more binding.
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Atually, we do not �nd signi�ant di�erenes for small values of N . For

instane, in the ase N = 8, using the same values for b and � as before,

we get E =N = � 0:2178(5)K, T=N = 1:266(2)K, V=N = � 1:484(2)K for

� = 0:035Å� 1
. When the values of b, � and � are all optimized, we obtain a

slightly larger binding energy, E =N = � 0:2267(8)K for b= 3:04Å, � = 5:0

and � = 0:035 Å

� 1
. For greater values of N , the harmoni Ansatz tends

to provide more binding than the exponential. For example, with the expo-

nential Ansatz, for N = 16 we get E =N = � 0:1816(7)K for � = 0:023Å� 1,

and optimizing the di�erent parameters we get E =N = � 0:2514(6)K, with

b= 3:04Å. In onlusion, the orrelated ho wave funtion (6.17) seems good

enough to be used as importane funtion in the dm alulations.

6.3 dm ground-state energies

After �nding appropriate trial wave funtions �T(�)with the previous vm

alulation, we will now perform dm alulations to �nd the exat ground

state energy and density pro�les of the

4
He two-dimensional lusters. We

have used both �rst and seond order [BC94℄ propagators [see Eq. (6.13)℄ in

the present work and both of them provide the same extrapolated energy,

within statistial unertainties, using the optimal trial funtion of the vm

alulation as guiding funtion.

Our simulations have been arried out with a population of typially 400

walkers. As usual, some `equilibration' runs are �rst done to establish the

asymptoti region of the short time propagator. Then the average bloks

are performed. This proedure is done for several values of the time step

�� . Finally a �t of the di�erent obtained energies ED M C(��), either linear

or quadrati, has been arried out to obtain the extrapolated energy, whih

is the one we report. For example, for N = 16 the time steps �� = 0.0001,

0.0002, 0.0003, and 0.0004 have been used to perform the extrapolation. In

general, the statistial unertainty for eah time step is of the order of the

unertainty in the extrapolated value.

In Table 6.2 we present the results of our linear and quadrati dm al-

ulations of the total energy per partile for puddles ontaining N atoms.

The linear and quadrati dm results are ompatible within their error bars.

We have reprodued the results of the binding energy per partile of homo-

geneous 2D liquid

4
He at the equilibrium density �dm0 = 0:04344(2)Å� 2

obtained in Ref. [GBC96a℄, where the same version of the Aziz potential

was used. For this ase, the simulations have been arried out for a sys-

tem of 64 atoms with periodi boundary onditions, for whih the errors due

to �nite size e�ets are smaller than the statistial unertainties [WCK88℄.
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Table 6.2: Energy per partile (in K) for 2D

4
He puddles for various luster

sizes obtained with the linear and quadrati dm algorithms. The �gures in

parenthesis stand for the statistial unertainty.

N linear quadrati

8 � 0:2613(4) � 0:2612(2)

16 � 0:4263(4) � 0:426(1)

36 � 0:578(2) � 0:575(3)

64 � 0:658(4) � 0:652(4)

121 � 0:710(2) �

1 � 0:899(2) � 0:8971(6)

As expeted, the dm results lower the orresponding energies obtained by

vm either with our simple variational wave funtion or with a shadow wave

funtion [KC99℄ up to � 25% in the ase of the bulk system. It is worth

stressing that the �nal dm result for the energy does not depend on the

starting trial wave funtion for a boson system, a fat that in the present

ase has been numerially heked for the Gaussian and the exponential An-

sätze, Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18). Indeed, for boson systems the dm method

provides the exat ground-state energy, within statistial unertainties, given

a long enough omputing time.

6.4 Energy and line tension: introduing the

mass formula

For a saturating self-bound system, the ground-state energy per partile an

be expanded in a series of powers in the variable N � 1=d
, where N is the

number of onstituents and d is the dimensionality of the spae. This is the

well-known mass formula [vW35, BB36℄, whih in the present ase reads

E (N )=N = "b+ "lz+ "cz
2
+ � � � (6.19)

with z= N � 1=2
. The two �rst oe�ients of this expansion orrespond to the

bulk energy "b and the line energy "l (the 2D equivalent of the surfae energy

for 3D systems), out of whih the line tension � is de�ned by 2�r0� = "l.

Here r0 is the unit radius, that is the radius of a disk whose surfae is equal

to the inverse of the equilibrium density of the 2D bulk liquid, i. e. �0�r
2
0 = 1.

Finally, "c is the so-alled urvature energy.
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Figure 6.3: Energies per partile (in K) of N -atom puddles as a funtion

of N � 1=2
, obtained from our vm (empty squares) and linear dm (�lled

irles) alulations. Solid lines stand for paraboli �ts to the data. The

dashed line is a straight line between the N = 8 and bulk dm values.
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Our alulated ground-state energies (Tables 6.1 and 6.2) are plotted in

Fig. 6.3 as a funtion of N � 1=2
. (Regarding the dm data, we just plot the

results obtained with the linear algorithm for the sake of larity.) One an

see that the di�erenes between our vm and dm energies inrease with

the number of atoms in the puddle. This shows that the dm alulation

proeeds as expeted, getting rid of the `inorret' features of our simple

guiding funtion, whih beomes ever less aurate as we add more partiles

(and, therefore, more orrelations) to the system. This ould be improved by

inluding, for example, three-body orrelations in the guiding funtion for a

purely vm alulation, but nevertheless it is adequate for the importane

sampling in the present dm alulation.

We have �tted these energies to a paraboli mass formula like Eq. (6.19).

The oe�ients of the �t are given in Table 6.3, together with the dedued

line tension. Notie that the oe�ient "b of the dm alulation is idential,

within statistial unertainties, to the bulk energy per partile of Table 6.2;

on the ontrary, the same does not happen for the vm values. This gives
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Table 6.3: Coe�ients (in K) of a paraboli �t of the mass formula, as

given in Eq. (6.19). The last olumn displays the dedued line tension (in

K Å

� 1
).

Method "b "l "c �

vm � 0:654(1) 1:41(1) � 0:62(2) 0:083(1)

dm � 0:898(2) 2:05(2) � 0:71(3) 0:121(1)

us on�dene on Eq. (6.19) being suitable for the �t of the dm data. In

fat, the �2 of the dm �t is very small, �2 = 5:7� 10� 6. Regarding the

line tension, and despite using a di�erent version of the Aziz potential and

a di�erent trial funtion, we observe that our vm estimate is rather lose

to the one reported in [KC99℄, �K C = 0:07K/Å. However, both vm results

are remarkably di�erent from the dm line tension that we �nd, namely

�D M C = (0:121� 0:001)K/Å.

In all ases, the line energy oe�ient is approximately minus twie the

volume energy term, similarly to the 3D ase [PPW86℄. Also the urvature

oe�ient is not small and therefore one expets urvature e�ets to be im-

portant. To stress this fat, we have also plotted in the �gure a straight

dashed line between the N = 8 and bulk dm values. In fat, a linear �t of

the dm energies gives oe�ients "b = � 0:885 K and "l = 1:80 K, whih

are appreiably di�erent from the previous ones. The bulk energy extrapo-

lated from this linear �t di�ers from the diretly alulated value, and the

orresponding line energy is loser to the variational one.

We note that in both vm and dm ases the extrated "c is negative,

i. e. the binding energy is a onvex funtion of z as it also happens for the

3D lusters [PPW86℄. This is in ontrast with the value of "c reported in

Ref. [KC99℄ whih was positive but rather smaller in absolute value and with

larger error bars. Atually, as argued in Ref. [PPW86℄ for 3D lusters, one

would expet the urvature orretion to the energy to be positive, as it

orresponds physially to a lak of binding of the surfae atoms due to the

urvature of the surfae (see Fig. 6.4) and, so, to an inrease in the total

energy of the system. Therefore, one should take the extrated value for

"c with ertain aution and not emphasize its physial signi�ane. Most

probably it is due to the small size of the lusters used to build the mass

formula, whih ultimately fores the E =N urve to approah the absisa axis.

In fat, we will see in Chapter 7 that "c turns out to be positive when the

smaller droplets are disarded and muh larger ones are taken into aount.

In any ase, we have heked that, with the present dm data, the value
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Figure 6.4: Why do we loose binding energy in a �nite system? On the left

side we see a semiin�nite medium (shaded region) in ontat with a vauum

(white): the lak of partiles on the right-hand-side (indiated by the arrows)

of the interfae (solid line) gives rise to a redution of their binding energy

and, therefore, also of the total binding energy of the system. On the right

graph we see what happens when the interfae is urved (from the dashed

line to the solid one): even more binding is lost due to the further derease

in the number of neighbors for the atoms lose to the frontier.

and sign of "c are stable against di�erent possible �ts, e. g., hanging the

number of data points used to build the �t, or using a ubi mass formula.

Also, the values of the two �rst oe�ients "b;"l are quite robust against

all performed �ts. As an illustration, if one takes out the bulk point, the

predited bulk energy per partile and line tension are equal to the reported

ones within 1% and 5% respetively. Therefore, we believe that the extrated

line tension should be reliable, as it also happens for vm alulations of

three-dimensional lusters [PPW86℄, where the extrated surfae tension is

in agreement with the experimental one even if "c < 0 in the �t.

6.5 vm and dm density pro�les

6.5.1 Calulating pure estimators

The alulation of observables given by operators that do not ommute with

the Hamiltonian poses a new problem to the dm method. After onver-

gene, the walkers are distributed aording to the so-alled mixed probabil-

ity distribution given by the produt of the exat and the trial wave fun-

tions, f(R ;� ! 1 ) = 	(R )� T(R ). Therefore averaging the loal values

of the operator does not give the exat expetation value unless the opera-
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tor ommutes with the Hamiltonian. The result obtained by straightforward

averaging is the so-alled mixed estimator,

hA(R )im ixed =
h	jAj� Ti

h	j� Ti
;

whih is of �rst order error in the trial wave funtion. A �rst option devised

to overome this problem is the use of extrapolated estimators [HLR94℄,

hA(R )iextrapolated = 2hA(R )im ixed � hA(R )ivariational;

where the variational estimate is alulated with �T alone. However, also ex-

trapolated estimates are trial-funtion dependent and biased [HLR94, CB95℄.

Several alternatives have been presented in the literature in order to ob-

tain `unbiased' or `pure' (i. e., trial-funtion-independent and statistially ex-

at) values. We have used the forward or future walking tehnique [HLR94℄ to

alulate unbiased density pro�les. The key ingredient to orret the mixed

estimator is to inlude as a weight in the sampling the quotient 	(R )=� T(R )

for eah walker,

h	jAj	i

h	j	i
�
h	jA 	

� T

j�Ti

h	j 	

� T

j�Ti
=:hAipure:

The value of this weight for eah walker is given by its asymptoti number

of desendants [LKC74℄:

	(R )

�T(R )
= nsons(R ;� ! 1 ): (6.20)

Various algorithms have been proposed in order to ompute this quantity. In

this work we use an algorithm by Casulleras and Boronat [CB95℄ that on-

stitutes a simple and e�ient implementation of the future walking method.

Let us assume that we are already in the asymptoti regime where the

usual Monte Carlo proedure would start to aumulate data to ompute

(mixed) averages. We de�ne a new variable P that aumulates the value of

the quantity of interest, A(R ), for some Monte Carlo steps (labeled here by

� = 1;� � � ;M ) within this asymptoti regime

Pi=

MX

�= 1

A(R
�
i):

Here the same value A(R i) is transmitted to all desendants of walker R i,

while the death of a walker R j at any time implies that no more values will
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be added to the orresponding Pj at later times. Thus, eah value A(R i)will

appear in the set of fPig (i= 1;� � � ;Nf)at the end of the interval as many

times as desendants of the walker R i have appeared, i. e., with a weight

/ nsons(R i), whih is the desired one [f. Eq. (6.20)℄. Therefore, averaging

Pi at the end of this interval we have

P :=
1

M � Nf

N fX

i= 1

Pi� hAipure: (6.21)

This sheme is easily implemented in a usual dm alulation, as one

an determine a value for P at the end of eah averaging blok setting M =

number of steps in a blok. At the end of the simulation, from the set of

P over the di�erent bloks we an get an estimate for hAipure and its sta-

tistial unertainty. A study of the dependene of P on M , typially shows

an initial transient period during whih the estimator `gets rid' of the prop-

erties oming from the guiding funtion. After this period, and for a wide

range of blok lengths M , the omputed average gives an unbiased estimate

of the expetation value of the operator [CB95℄. Therefore, studying this

dependene, one an adjust M so as to obtain a pure estimate with a small

statistial unertainty.

6.5.2 Numerial results

To obtain pure dm estimates for the density pro�les of

4
He puddles, we have

performed a areful analysis of the behavior of the pro�les with varying blok

lenghts M over whih they were alulated. Typially, a range M = 100�

1000 has been explored, showing that for M = 500 the omputed quantity

had already onverged. For example, we show in Fig. 6.5 the estimated

density pro�les for blok lengths M = 100 (grey line) and M = 1000 (blak

line). The improvement from one to the other is notieable: the estimation

obtained with a larger blok length has a steeper surfae, whih indiates a

larger line tension.

The onverged pure dm estimates that we obtain in this way (with a

larger number of bloks, to redue the statistial unertainties that show up

as osillations in the pro�les in Fig. 6.5) for the density pro�les of several

puddles are plotted with symbols in Fig. 6.6. This �gure also ontains an hori-

zontal line whih indiates the saturation density of the homogeneous system,

�dm0 = 0:04344Å� 2
. For the puddle ontaining 36 atoms, the vm pro�le ob-

tained from a Gaussian Ansatz [Eq. (6.17)℄ is also shown as a dashed line for

omparison. As one an appreiate in the �gure, the proess of optimization

implied by the dm method hanges the pro�le reduing its thikness, i. e.,
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Figure 6.5: Convergene of the future walking method: density pro�les for

a puddle ontaining N = 36 atoms as obtained by the future walking method

with blok lenghts M = 100 (grey line) and M = 1000 (blak line).

produing a sharper surfae. Indeed, by omparing this �gure with Fig. 6.5

one an see how the pure estimator for M = 100 is still in�uened by the

guiding funtion, whih yields a softer boundary. This residual in�uene of

�T vanishes ompletely for M � 500 for all puddles.

A �rst observation on the dm pro�les is that for the smaller lusters

the entral density is below �0, while for the larger values of N shown in

the �gure the entral density appears to be above �0, indiating a so-alled

leptodermous behavior [ST87b℄. One expets that, inreasing even more the

number of partiles, the entral density will approah �0 from above, as in

the 3D ase [ST87b, CK92℄. It is worth notiing the osillating behavior

in the interior part of the density pro�le for N = 121. It is di�ult how-

ever to deide whether these osillations are genuine or are simply due to

a poor statistis in evaluating the pure estimator at short entral densities.

Unfortunately, to disard this last option would require an exeedingly long

omputing time, within the sheme of this work.

The solid lines plotted in Fig. 6.6 are �ts to our dm pro�les provided by

a generalized Fermi funtion of the form:

�(r)=
�F

�
1+ exp

�
r� R

c

��� : (6.22)

The overall agreement with the numerial data is very good, and better

than for a usual Fermi funtion (i. e., �xing � = 1). An exeption is the
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Figure 6.6: Density pro�les of

4
He puddles with various number of atoms,

N = 8 (irles), 16 (squares), 36 (diamonds), 64 (triangles up) and 121

(triangles down), obtained from our pure estimators for the linear dm al-

ulations. The solid horizontal line indiates the saturation density of the

homogeneous system. The dashed line is the vm pro�le for N = 36 with a

Gaussian trial funtion. The �gure also ontains the �ts to the data provided

by a generalized Fermi funtion, as explained in the text.
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droplet with 121 atoms, where the osillating behavior of the data annot be

reprodued by the �tting funtion. However, we have already pointed out

that the physial signi�ane of these osillations is not lear.

The values of the parameters that best �t our data are given in Table 6.4

together with the thikness t and the root mean square (rms) radius al-

ulated with them. As usual, t is de�ned as the distane over whih the

density falls from 90% to 10% of its entral value; for a pro�le of the form of

Eq. (6.22) this an be found analytially, and it turns out to depend only on

cand �:

t= c ln
0:1� 1=� � 1

0:9� 1=� � 1
: (6.23)
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Table 6.4: Parameters of a Fermi-pro�le �t to the density pro�les. All

lengths are in Å and �F is in Å

� 2
. The parameter � is adimensional.

N �F R c � t hr2i1=2

8 0:03740 9:308 2:156 1:739 8:166 7:20

16 0:04204 13:38 2:656 2:284 9:580 9:18

36 0:04305 19:47 3:104 2:400 11:11 12:91

64 0:04386 26:68 3:783 3:111 13:09 16:68

121 0:04304 40:09 5:566 4:714 18:52 23:15

Regarding the rms radius, de�ned through

hr2i:=

R1

0
drr3�(r)

R1

0
drr�(r)

;

we have heked that the value alulated within the dm ode and the one

derived from the �t agree to better than 0.5%, exept for the N = 121 ase,

where the di�erene is 1% (most probably due to the osillating behavior of

the dm pro�le).

For a sharp surfae (t� hr2i
1=2

), one ould approximate the density pro-

�le by a step funtion �(r)= �step�(rstep � r). The rms radius orresponding

to this pro�le is given by hr2i1=2 = rstep=
p
2, so that it grows with the number

of partiles as N 1=2
. More preisely,

hr2i1=2 =

s

N

2��step
: (6.24)

That is, faster than in 3D, in whih ase grows as N 1=3
. This behavior allows

for an alternative determination of the saturation density by performing a �t

of the alulated rms radii to the above relation. The value of �0 extrated

from the slope of a linear �t to the mean square radii reported in Table 6.4

is 0.042 Å

� 2
, in reasonable agreement (taking into aount that for these

droplets t is not muh smaller than hr2i1=2) with the determination from

the alulation for the homogeneous system. It is interesting to note that a

similar treatment with the �tted values for the parameter R , whih intuitively

gives the `entral' point of the surfae, does not give a good estimate for �0

(0.012 Å

� 2
). In fat, R seems to grow faster than N 1=2

.

For these droplets, the thikness is ontinuously inreasing with N . As

the �nite value of the thikness for the semiin�nite system should de�ne

an asymptoti value for t, we expet that for larger puddles the thikness
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will present a maximum and smoothly approah this asymptoti value from

above, as happens in the 3D ase [ST87b℄. To hek this numerially, one

needs the pro�les of muh larger puddles, whih are una�ordable in a dm

alulation. However, it is possible to �nd them using a Density Funtional,

as we will show in Chapter 7.

Finally, we also remark the asymmetri harater of the density pro�les

with respet to the point at whih the density falls at half its value at the

enter of the droplet. Numerially, this behavior is re�eted in the value of

�, whih grows with N , and also in the inreasing di�erene between the

quantities R and hr2i1=2.

6.6 Summary and onlusions

In this hapter we have onsidered stritly two-dimensional systems of liq-

uid

4
He, whih are of ourse an idealization of a real quantum �lm. They

are nevertheless interesting beause their study an enlighten the underlying

struture of real quasi-2D systems. Of ourse, in the latter ase, one has

to take also into aount the interation with the substrate, whih basially

provides a global attrative potential. In the ideal 2D ase, the suppression

of the wave funtion omponent in the third dimension, produes an inre-

ment of the global repulsion between atoms, resulting in a smaller binding

energy per partile, and a derease of the equilibrium density [AK02℄.

We have alulated the binding energies of two-dimensional

4
He lusters

by means of a di�usion Monte Carlo method, and we have seen that they

an be well �tted by a mass formula in powers of z = N � 1=2
. The analysis

of the mass formula provides the value � = 0:121 K/Å for the line tension,

whih signi�antly di�ers from the one obtained from a similar analysis of

vm data and the one previously reported in the literature [KC99℄. The

quadrati term of the mass formula annot be negleted and results in a

negative value of the urvature energy, similarly to what happens in the 3D

ase [PPW86, CK92℄. However, the studied lusters may be too small to give

physial signi�ane to this result.

The density pro�les obtained with the pure estimator have been �tted

to a generalized Fermi funtion, and the behavior of the rms radius and the

thikness, as well as the asymmetri harater of the pro�le as a funtion of

N have been disussed.

Due to omputing limitations on dm alulations, we have restrited

our study to relatively small lusters with N � 121 atoms. However, to fully

understand the transition from �nite lusters to the bulk medium, both for

the energetis and the struture of the pro�les, it seems interesting to have
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results for muh larger N . We will explore these ases in the next hapter

by means of a density funtional theory.



Chapter 7

Density Funtional study of

two-dimensional

4
He

non-homogeneous systems

Però jo, que sabia el ant seret de l'aigua,

les lloanes del fo, de la gleva i del vent,

só endinsat en obsura presó,

vaig devallar per esglaons de pedra

al los reinte de llises parets

i avanço sol a l'esglai del llarg rit

que deia per les voltes el meu nom.

Salvador Espriu, dins Final del laberint

7.1 Introdution to Density Funtional theory

In this hapter we ontinue the study of two-dimensional

4
He systems ini-

tiated in Chapter 6 by analyzing the energetis and struture of the semi-

in�nite medium and slabs. Also, we will take a look at lusters larger than

those studied by means of the dm tehnique in order to larify some of the

points that have not been fully understood previously, e. g., the sign and

value of the urvature energy "c in the mass formula, or the behavior of the

surfae thikness when approahing the bulk medium.

As it is well know, large systems are di�ult to takle with Monte Carlo

methods as these deal with all d� N oordinates of the system omponents

(d = dimensionality of the system, N = number of onstituents of the sys-

tem). There are several alternative approximate methods, from mean-�eld
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alulations, where the many-body wave funtion is written as a diret prod-

ut of single-partile wave funtions, with the appropriate symmetry prop-

erties related to the quantum-statistial harater of the partiles, to more

involved tehniques suh as orrelated basis funtions (bf) or the oupled-

luster method (m). A very good referene to have an overview of the

power and �aws of all these tehniques an be found in Ref. [FFK02℄. Here

we will make use of the Density Funtional (df) theory, whih unites the

power of omputationally simple alulations with an insight to the physis

of the problem.

7.1.1 The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem

The basis of the Density Funtional theory relies on the famous Hohenberg-

Kohn theorem whih states that the ground state energy of a many-body

system is determined solely by its one-body density �(r)[HK64, FNM03℄. In

other words, the ground-state energy an be written as a funtional of the

density, E = E [�].

Unfortunately, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem does not tell how to build

this funtional; it is just an existene theorem. We need to resort to our

understanding of the problem to build it, whih an be done in di�erent ways.

In the ontext of quantum liquids, one usually follows a `phenomenologial'

approah: based on the available physial information on the problem, one

de�nes a density funtional

E [�]=

Z

d
3
r"[�(r)]; (7.1)

through an energy density "[�]. The orresponding ground state is then

found by funtional minimization, usually restrited by the normalization

of the density. This ondition introdues the hemial potential into the

problem as a Lagrange multiplier, namely

�E

��
= � : (7.2)

Several funtionals have been proposed to study helium systems, ei-

ther pure

4
He or

3
He or mixtures thereof, see e. g. [Str85, ST87a, BJH

+
93,

DLP

+
95, Szy00℄. The density funtional we shall use is the simplest ver-

sion of the zero-range funtional intensively used in 3D alulations [Str85℄.

We have adjusted its parameters so as to reprodue some properties of the

ground state of the homogeneous two-dimensional system as obtained in dm

alulations [GBC96a℄, as well as the line tension extrated from the mass
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formula in the previous hapter. This proedure is disussed in Setion 7.2,

together with the results for the slabs. Setion 7.3 is devoted to the study

of �nite droplets, with speial emphasis for those with a large number of

atoms. In Setion 7.4 a short disussion on hydrodynami equilibrium in a

droplet is presented, followed in Setion 7.5 by a omparison of the obtained

results with those of other qm and df alulations in 3D and 2D. Finally,

in Setion 7.6 the main onlusions are summarized.

7.2 Semi-in�nite system and slabs

Density funtionals to investigate surfae properties of super�uid

4
He were

developed during the 1970's [ES75℄. At zero temperature and in the ab-

sene of urrents, the order parameter of a bosoni system an be identi�ed

simply as the square root of the one-body density �(r), so it is natural to

think of the energy of the system as a funtional of the helium density.

In analogy with the formalism of zero-range Skyrme interations in nulear

physis [VB72℄, Stringari proposed a zero-range density funtional for non-

homogeneous three-dimensional

3
He systems [Str85℄. A similar form,

E [�]=

Z

d
2
r

�
~
2

2m

jr �j2

4�
+ b�

2
+ c�

2+ 
+ djr �j2

�

; (7.3)

was soon used to study

4
He surfae properties [ST87a℄ and lusters [ST87b℄.

For the two-dimensional systems of our interest, we will use the same

funtional form. However, the parameters fb;c;g haraterizing the fun-

tional for homogeneous systems have to be realulated by requiring that

the funtional reprodues some known properties of the two-dimensional

4
He

system, suh as the ground-state energy per partile (e0 = � 0:89706K), and

the saturation density (�0 = 0:04344 Å

� 2
), whih have been determined in

the framework of the Di�usion Monte Carlo method [GBC96a, SMPN03℄ (see

also Chapter 6). For the homogeneous system, the gradient terms in (7.3)

vanish in the ground state, and one gets

e0 = b�0 + c�
1+ 

0

0= b+ (1+ )c�


0 :

The third equation used to �x the parameters fb;c;g is obtained by im-

posing the known value of the speed of sound at saturation, s = 92:8

m/s [GBC96a℄. This is related to the ompressibility � of the system, and

one an write it as

m s
2
=

1

��0
=

@

@�

�

�
2@e

@�

��
�
�
�
�0

= 2b�0 + (1+ )(2+ )c�
1+ 

0 :
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Finally, the parameter d is �xed by demanding that the line tension of

the semi-in�nite system equals that obtained from dm alulations for 2D

lusters, �D M C = 0:121 K/Å (see Ch. 6 of this thesis). The behavior of the

energy per partile as a funtion of density for the homogeneous system pro-

vided by this funtional reprodues very well the equation of state obtained

from dm alulations in a wide range of densities [GBC96a, NMPS03℄. As

a �rst step in understanding non-homogeneous systems, we will onsider the

semi-in�nite system.

In order to determine the density pro�le �(r), in priniple one should solve

the Euler-Lagrange equation (7.2) that results from minimizing the energy

funtional (7.3). One should also introdue the Lagrange multiplier �, whih

ensures the normalization of the density to the desired number of partiles,

and that is to be identi�ed with the hemial potential of the system,

~
2

8m

�

�
2r 2�

�
+
jr �j2

�2

�

+ 2b� + (2+ )c�
1+  � 2dr2� = � : (7.4)

One should also impose the boundary onditions �(x ! � 1 ) = �0 and

�0(x ! � 1 )= 0, where the prime denotes derivative with respet to x, the

oordinate perpendiular to the surfae of the system (f. Fig. 7.1).

For the partiular ase of a zero-range funtional (7.3), the line tension

an be evaluated in a losed form, i. e., without solving for the density pro�le:

�(d)= 2

Z �0

0

d�

��
~
2

8m
+ �d

�
�
b� + c�

1+  � �
�
�1=2

: (7.5)

Figure 7.1: Skethes of the semi-in�nite medium and a slab: the x axis is

perpendiular to the surfaes, the y axis the symmetry axis. The dashed line

indiates the projetion of the y axis on the density pro�le: at �0=2 for the

semi-in�nite medium and at �c for the slab.
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ρ
y
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Then, imposing �(d)= �D M C , one gets an impliit equation for d whih an

be solved numerially, thus yielding the last parameter of the funtional. The

parameters for the two-dimensional zero-range funtional �xed in this way

are listed in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Parameters of the two-dimensional zero-range funtional (7.3).

b= � 26:35KÅ2  = 3:62

c= 4:88� 105 KÅ2(1+ ) d = 359KÅ4

One the funtional is de�ned, one an study any two-dimensional

4
He

system. The �rst systems we have onsidered are two-dimensional slabs with

varying entral density �c = �(x = 0) (see Fig. 7.1). For later referene, we

note that a systemati study of three-dimensional

4
He slabs with di�erent

density funtionals has been presented in Ref. [Szy00℄. The Euler equation

for the slabs is the same as for the semi-in�nite system [Eq. (7.4)℄. The

hanges in the solution of the equation originate from the di�erent geometry

and boundary onditions whih de�ne the slab; in partiular, the slab has

two surfaes, while the semi-in�nite medium only has one (loated around

x = 0). Translational symmetry implies that the density depends only on the

oordinate perpendiular to the slab surfae, whih we all x again. Then,

r � = �0(x)and r 2� = �00(x). In this way, the Euler equation (7.4) an be

expressed in a more onvenient form, in whih now � depends only on x,

~
2

8m

�

�
2�00

�
+
(�0)2

�2

�

+ 2b� + (2+ )c�
1+  � 2d�

00
= � (7.6)

The expression in parenthesis an be rewritten as a total derivative multi-

plying it by �0,

�
2�00

�
�
(�0)2

�2

�

�
0
=

�
2�0�00

�
�
(�0)3

�2

�

=
d

dx

�
(�0)2

�

�

:

Thus, one an eliminate the seond derivative of Eq. (7.6) by multiplying

both sides of the equation by �0 and integrating with respet to x, from the

origin to a given value of x,

�

�
~
2

8m

(�0)2

�
+ b�

2
+ c�

+ 2� d(�
0
)
2

�x

0

= � [�(x)� �(0)]: (7.7)

Imposing the boundary onditions �(1 )= �0(1 )= 0, and onsidering that

the slab is symmetri under inversion of the x-axis, and therefore �0(0)= 0,
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one �nds that the hemial potential as a funtion of the entral density of

the slab reads

� = b�c + c�
+ 1
c : (7.8)

It is worth to remind that this hemial potential is onstant along the pro�le.

Going bak to Eq. (7.7), and using again the fat that �0(0) = 0, one

obtains

j�0j=

s
�2(b� + c�+ 1� �)

~
2

8m
+ d�

: (7.9)

This expression for �0 is then used to alulate the number of atoms per unit

length along the y axis (that is, the overage) in a losed expression in terms

of the density

N

L
= 2

Z 1

0

�(x)dx = 2

Z �(0)

0

�
d�

j�0j
= 2

Z �(0)

0

d�

s
~
2

8m
+ d�

b� + c�1+  � �
;

where the fator 2 takes into aount the symmetry of the slab under the

transformation x ! � x. This integral has a singularity when � ! �c that

an be avoided integrating by parts. The �nal expression, free of numerial

problems, reads

N

L
= �

4

b

r

�
~
2

8m
�

� 4

Z �c

0

d�

p
b� + c�1+  � �

n
d

2
[b+ c(1+ )�]� (~

2

8m
+ d�)c(1+ )�� 1

o

[b+ c(1+ )�]2 (~
2

8m
+ d�)1=2

:

Also useful is the energy per unit length,

E

L
= 2

Z 1

0

dx

�
~
2

8m

(�0)2

�
+ b�

2
+ c�

2+ 
+ d(�

0
)
2

�

:

Using Eq. (7.9) and the previous de�nition of the overage, one an �nally

express the energy per partile e = E =N in terms of the inverse of the

overage, ex := L=N ,

e(ex)= �(ex)+ 4ex

Z �(0)

0

d�

s �
~
2

8m
+ d�

�

[b� + c�1+  � �(ex)] (7.10)

Therefore, given a entral density �c 2 [0;�0], one an alulate the hemial

potential, the overage and the energy per partile of the orresponding slab.
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Figure 7.2: (Top) Energy

per partile (dashed line)

and hemial potential (dot-

dashed line) in kelvin for

4
He

slabs as a funtion of the in-

verse of the overage ex (in

Å). The slope of the solid line

is twie the line tension of the

semi-in�nite medium, whih

orresponds to the asymp-

toti ex ! 0 behavior of

the energy per partile [see

Eq. (7.11)℄. (Bottom) Ra-

tio between the entral den-

sity �c and the bulk equilib-

rium density for

4
He slabs as

a funtion of the inverse of

the overage.
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The energy per partile and the hemial potential for

4
He slabs are re-

ported in Fig. 7.2 as a funtion of the inverse of the overage ex. In the limit

ex ! 0 one reovers the binding energy of the uniform system at �0, whih

in turn oinides with the hemial potential. The energy per partile has

a very lean linear behavior at the origin as illustrated by the solid straight

line whih provides a very good desription of the energy per partile up to

ex � 1:5Å. The slope of this line an be analytially derived and turns out to

be twie the line tension, whih ats to redue the binding energy per partile

of the slab when inreasing the inverse of the overage. The derivation of this

limiting behavior of the energy per partile an be easily obtained starting

from Eq. (7.10), whih de�nes the energy per partile as a funtion of ex, by

performing an expansion around ex = 0. The leading terms result in

e(ex)= �1 + 2�ex+ � � � (7.11)

For values ex & 1:5 Å the energy per partile starts to bend horizontally

and beomes a onvex funtion, approahing zero very slowly.

In ontrast, the hemial potential is very �at at the origin, being deter-

mined by the entral density of the slab [f. Eq. (7.8)℄, whih varies only
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slightly for small ex. This an be seen in the lower panel of Fig. 7.2, whih

displays the ratio of the entral density of the slabs to the equilibrium density

as a funtion of the inverse of the overage. In agreement with the hemial

potential, the entral density is very �at at small values of ex. The �atness of

the entral density and the hemial potential for small values of ex, indiates

that the slab approahes very slowly the limit of the in�nite system.

Note that the entral density of a slab an never go above the equilibrium

density and is always a dereasing funtion of ex. More generally, the density

pro�les of the slabs an be obtained from Eq. (7.9), whih we now rewrite as

x =

Z �(x)

�c

d�

�
d�

dx

� � 1

=

Z �c

�(x)

d�

"
~
2

8m

1

�
+ d

b�2 + c�2+  � ��

#1=2

; (7.12)

valid for x � 0. The pro�le for x < 0 is found by symmetry. Notie the

presene again of a divergene when � ! �c whih an also be avoided

integrating by parts. The pro�les alulated for various entral densities are

plotted in Fig. 7.3.

The size of the slab inreases with the entral density. A measure of this

size is given by the radius R 1=2, de�ned as the distane from the origin to the

Figure 7.3: Density pro�les for

4
He slabs with entral densities �c=�0=0.05,

0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 0.95, where �0 is the equilibrium density of the bulk,

indiated by the horizontal dotted line.
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Figure 7.4: Radius (left panel) and thikness (right panel) of

4
He slabs as

a funtion of ex. The symbols are the alulated data while the lines are ubi

splines to guide the eye.
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point where the density has dereased to half its entral value. This quantity

is shown on the left panel of Fig. 7.4 as a funtion of ex. As expeted, it

diverges in the limit �c ! �0 and is mainly a dereasing funtion of ex.

However, it also presents a very shallow minimum around ex � 3:3 Å, after

whih it grows slightly. Physially, one an understand this last feature from

the fat that for ex > 3 Å the density of the system is everywhere small (f.

Figs. 7.2�7.3): eah partile will have very few others to attah to, and the

slab will beome more extended.

The pro�les are also haraterized by the thikness t, de�ned as the dis-

tane between the points where the density has dereased from 90% to 10%

of its entral value. The dependene of the thikness on ex is shown on the

right part of Fig. 7.4. Up to ex � 1, the thikness is a pretty �at funtion,

indiating that the surfae of the slab is very muh the same, and is atually

the radius of the slab that grows very fast and diverges when ex ! 0. The

thikness is large for the slabs with larger ex again due to the low density of

these systems. When the entral density is inreased (ex dereases), the thik-

ness dereases until it has a minimum at ex � 2:75 Å, with t� 8:6 Å. Then,

it inreases again approahing a �nite value at the origin, orresponding to

the semi-in�nite medium, t� 11:03 Å. It is interesting to note the plateau

that appears for ex < 1, whih may be related to the analogous behavior for

the entral density (f. Fig. 7.2): the slabs are in many aspets similar to
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the semi-in�nite system already for ex � 1. However, other properties (most

importantly, the energy per partile) do need to go to the limit ex ! 0 to get

rid of its �nite-size dependenies. On the other hand, for ex > 3 the slabs

seem to hange from a strongly orrelated behavior over to a more `dilute'

one.

7.3 Drops and line tension

As a next step, we onsider drops of a �xed number of atoms N . These

where already studied by dm tehniques in Chapter 6. However, omputa-

tional limitations allowed us to study only small values of N . Here, we will

take advantage of the omputational feasibility of the Density Funtional

alulations and will extend the analysis to muh greater N . In this way it

will be possible to study the asymptoti behavior of several quantities whih

haraterize the drops.

Equation (7.4) for the pro�le an be rewriten in the form of a Shrödinger-

like equation for �:

bH � � �
~
2

4m

�

r 2
� �

jr �j2

2�

�

+ 2b�
2
+ (2+ )c�

2+  � 2d�r2� = �� (7.13)

As the number of atoms in a droplet is a well de�ned N , one would need

to be very areful in determining the entral density �(0)so that the hemial

potential adjusted exatly to N . However, it turns out that this equation is

more e�iently solved by means of the steepest desent method [DFKW80℄.

An initial trial �input(r) is projeted onto the mininum of the funtional by

propagating it in imaginary time � . In pratie, one hooses a small time

step �� and iterates the equation

�(r;� + ��)� �(r;�)� ��bH �(r;�) (7.14)

�(r;0)� �input(r);

normalizing � to the total number of atoms at eah iteration. The time

step �� that governs the rate of onvergene should be taken appropriately

small in suh a way that Eq. (7.14) is a valid approximation. Convergene is

reahed when the loal hemial potential �de�ned as the value of [bH �]=��

has a onstant value independent of position. In our alulations, typial

values have been �� � 10� 5, and some 10

6
iterations have been neessary to

reah onvergene. This large number of iterations does not translate into

long runs, as the loal nature of the funtional allows for fast alulations.

Nevertheless, it is also possible that inluding in Eq. (7.14) seond or higher

orders in �� , the omputation might speed up, whih we have not attempted.
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Figure 7.5: Energy per partile (empty irles) and hemial potential (full

irles) of

4
He droplets as a funtion of z= N � 1=2

. Also shown is a quadrati

�t (see text) of the results with N � 512 (solid line). The straight short-

dashed line is obtained when the mass formula (with terms up to z2) is used

to alulate the hemial potential. The empty squares are the dm energies

from Chapter 6, and the dotted line orresponds to the quadrati �t to these

results reported there.
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The energy per partile (empty irles) and the hemial potential (full

irles) alulated for drops with N = 16, 36, 64, 121, 512, 1024, 2500 and

10000 atoms are reported in Fig. 7.5 as a funtion of N � 1=2
. Also shown

for omparison are the dm energies (empty squares) and their quadrati �t

to a mass formula alulated in Chapter 6. The alulated energies of the

droplets an again be represented very aurately with a mass formula of the

type [f. Eq. (6.19)℄

e(N )= "b+ "lz+ "cz
2
+ � � � (z= N

� 1=2
): (7.15)

Contrary to the dm alulations, where the largest droplet that we stud-

ied had 121 atoms, here we have onsidered puddles with up to 10000atoms.

In this way we an aurately study the behavior of the energy per partile

for small values of z. Doing a quadrati �t to the alulated energies per
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partile for N � 512 and inluding also the bulk binding energy for z = 0

one gets

y = � 0:897+ 2:0587z+ 0:66466z
2
; (7.16)

whih is plotted by a solid line in the �gure. One sees that "b aurately

reprodues the bulk energy per partile, whih was used to �x the parameters

of the funtional; we note that a similar agreement was found for the dm

�t parameters (see Table 6.3). The value of "l= 2:0587 (f. �l= 2:05K for

the dm �t) orresponds to a line tension � = 0:121K/Å, whih is the same

as the value of the line tension of the semi-in�nite system, used to build the

density funtional. Note, however, that the �t, even if it has been alulated

with the data for N � 512, is rather aurate down to N = 36. Obviously,

one an not expet a good agreement for N = 16, whih is a system where

�nite-size e�ets are very important.

The linear behavior of the hemial potential as a funtion of z ontrasts

with the plateau that was found for the slabs. This linearity is easy to

understand using the mass formula (7.15) and the thermodynami de�nition

of the hemial potential � = @E =@N , where E is the total energy of the

droplet. With this presription, the slope of the hemial potential as a

funtion of z results to be "l=2. This behavior is illustrated by the short-

dashed line in the �gure, whih niely follows the alulated data down to

N = 36. A similar analysis for the three-dimensional ase, would provide a

behavior of the hemial potential as a funtion of z= N � 1=3
dominated also

by a linear omponent, but with a slope at the origin given by 2"s=3, where

"s is the surfae energy assoiated to three-dimensional lusters [ST87b℄.

It is interesting to remark that the oe�ient of z2 is positive. This

sign orresponds to the expeted loose of binding energy assoiated to the

urvature of the ontour of the luster (f. Fig. 6.4), and it is in ontrast with

the value of "c obtained by �tting the dm results (see Table 6.3). However,

in that ase the number of partiles in the lusters used to build the �t was

muh smaller, being N = 121 the largest number of partiles and going down

to N=8 for the smallest one. In the present �t we have expliitly avoided the

lusters with a small number of partiles whih an easily distort the results

and we have onsidered only the ases with N � 512.

Next thing to analyze are the density pro�les, whih we report in Fig. 7.6

for di�erent numbers of atoms. Contrary to the slabs, the entral density of

the droplets an be higher than the saturation density, whih is indiated in

the �gure by an horizontal line. The pro�les are well adjusted by a generalized

Fermi funtion,

�(r)=
�F

h

1+ e
r� R

c

i� ; (7.17)
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Figure 7.6: Density pro�les for

4
He droplets for N =16, 64, 121, 512, 1024,

2500and 10000atoms as �tted to a generalized Fermi pro�les [see Eq. (7.17)

and Table 7.2℄. The dotted horizontal line indiates the equilibrium density

of the homogeneous system �0.

whih has an assoiated entral density �(0)= �F =[1+ e� R =c]�. The param-

eters �tting the pro�les for the di�erent lusters are quoted in Table 7.2,

together with the thikness and root-mean-square radius obtained thereof.

The left panel of Fig. 7.7 reports the entral density of the di�erent

droplets as a funtion of z. For large values of N , �(0) is larger than the

saturation density, i. e. the entral part of the droplet is more ompressed

than the bulk system, whih is sometimes referred to as a leptodermous be-

havior [ST87b℄. Of ourse, for N ! 1 the entral density tends to �0.

First, �(0) grows almost linearly with z, reahes a maximum, for z � 0:13

(N � 60), whih would orrespond to the most ompressed droplet and,

�nally, for N � 25, the entral region of the droplets beomes rapidly less

ompressed than the bulk system.

The root-mean-square (rms) radius orresponding to the pro�les is shown

in the right panel of Fig. 7.7 as a funtion of N 1=2
. The expeted linear

behavior, assoiated to a onstant average density [f. Eq. (6.24)℄,

hr2i1=2 =
1

p
2��0

N
1=2

; (7.18)
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Table 7.2: Parameters of a generalized Fermi-pro�le �t [Eq. (7.17)℄ to the

density pro�les obtained with the zero-range density funtional. All lengths

are in Å and �F is in Å

� 2
. The parameter � is adimensional.

N �F R c � t hr2i1=2

16 0:04321 13:2718 3:22067 2:13417 11:746 9:664

36 0:04494 19:1852 3:22054 2:37516 11:548 12:793

64 0:04974 24:6826 3:16845 2:37072 11:364 16:276

121 0:04441 32:8314 3:12302 2:33636 11:226 21:721

512 0:04392 64:4245 3:08867 2:32368 11:112 43:533

1 024 0:04378 89:8497 3:08584 2:32997 11:097 61:342

2 500 0:04366 138:628 3:08552 2:33826 11:090 95:678

10 000 0:04355 274:026 3:08653 2:34670 11:088 191:276

Figure 7.7: (Left) Central density of

4
He droplets as a funtion of z =

N � 1=2
. The empty irles orrespond to the results obtained with the zero-

range density funtional, while the line stands for a ubi spline �t to these

data. The dotted horizontal line indiates the saturation density �0. (Right)

Root-mean-square radius of

4
He droplets as a funtion of N 1=2

. The solid

line is a linear �t to the data without independent term. The empty irles

orrespond to the results of the zero-range density funtional.
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is rather apparent. A linear �t to the alulated values (without independent

term), from N = 16 to N = 10000, provides �0 = 0:0434 Å

� 2
, in very good

agreement with the bulk equilibrium density used to �x the parameters of

the density funtional.

7.4 Hydrodynami equilibrium in a droplet

We proeed now to analyze the hydrodynami equilibrium in these helium

drops. To this end, it may be interesting to analyze the pressure in one

of these lusters. The study of �uid interfaes goes bak to Gibbs [Gib61℄.

However, a lear de�nition of loal thermodynami variables has not yet

been reahed. It has been established that, aross an interfae, some vari-

ables (suh as the hemial potential) must remain onstant, while for oth-

ers (suh as the pressure) this is not so, and an unambiguous de�nition is

laking for the latter, even though there have been several attempts in re-

ent years [TGW

+
84, Row93, Row94, LB97, MBL97, OBvM

+
99, HI02℄. The

usual thermodynami expression for the pressure at zero temperature is

p= �

�
@E

@V

�

N

= �
2

�
@e

@�

�

N

= �(� � e);

where we also used the de�nition of the hemial potential, � = (@E =@N )V ,

e stands for the energy per partile and � is the hemial potential, onstant

throughout the system. This expression depends only on intensive variables,

and is therefore appropriate to introdue the onept of loal pressure in a

�nite system.

For our simple zero-range density funtional (7.3), the energy per partile

an be written as a funtion of the density thus

e(�)=
~
2

8m

(r �)
2

�2
+ b� + c�

1+ 
+ d

(r �)
2

�
;

whih, ombined with the equation above, will de�ne a `pressure pro�le' p(r).

Moreover, all the ontributions to e(�)as well as �� are quantities omputed

during the imaginary-time evolution towards the ground state. Therefore,

the evaluation of p(r)does not require any further omputational e�ort.

The alulated p(r) for two sample droplets (N = 36; 10000) is shown

as a funtion of a resaled radial distane r=R in Fig. 7.8, with R the �tting

parameter of Table 7.2. The value p = 0 outside the drop is due to the fat

that we are working in a vauum at zero temperature, and therefore there

is no vapor pressure exerted on the drop. The positive value of p in the
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Figure 7.8: Pressure pro�le in the lusters with N = 36 (left) and

N = 10000 (right) atoms: the solid lines are the density pro�les (left or-

dinate axes) while the dashed lines are the alulated pressure pro�les (right

ordinate axis). The thin horizontal lines indiate the saturation density �0

and the dotted lines mean zero pressure.
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innermost region of the droplet is related to the density there being larger

than the saturation density. This behavior is also expeted from the Young-

Laplae law for a liquid-vapor interfae, that relates the pressures in the bulk

of eah phase with the surfae tension � and the mean urvature radius Rcurv

of the interfae [MBL97, Saf03℄. For the ase of ylindrial symmetry,

pliq = pvap +
�

R curv

: (7.19)

As mentioned above, in the zero temperature ase pvap = 0. The fat that the

regions where p> 0 and � > �0 do not oinide exatly is due to the gradient

terms of the Density Funtional, that are not present for the homogeneous

ase that �xes �0. Using now Eq. (7.19) with � = �D M C and the alulated

values p(0)= 7:82mK/Å

2
(N = 36) and p(0)= 0:447mK/Å

2
(N = 10000)

as the values of the pressure in the liquid phase, we �nd the values for the

urvature radii of the lusters with N = 36 and 10000 atoms to be R curv =

15:5 Å and R curv = 271 Å, whih are rather lose to the R -values from

the Fermi-pro�le �t (see Table 7.2). This an be seen as an indiation of

the validity of our de�nition for p(r), speially for large drops, where the

hypothesis of a sharp interfae that resides in the Young-Laplae law is better.
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Figure 7.9: (Left) F(r) stands for the e�etive fore that keeps the drop

bound. (Right) The density pro�le (blak line) and the e�etive fore F(r)

(red line) alulated to keep the drop with N = 10000 atoms in equilibrium,

see Eq. (7.20).
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Close to the surfae, we �nd a negative value for the pressure, that is,

there is a tension loated near the free surfae of the puddle. This is es-

peially lear for the larger drop, where the region where p < 0 is losely

restrited around the surfae (note the di�erene in sales on the x-axes of

both �gures), while for the N = 36 system the separation between a bulk and

a surfae regions is not easy to asertain. Similar results have been found in

various Moleular Dynamis alulations for liquid-vapor interfaes of di�er-

ent geometries (planar, ylindrial), even if using a variety of de�nitions for

the loal pressure (see, e. g., [TGW

+
84, MBL97℄).

This piture of the pressure pro�le an be made more physially appealing

by interpreting it in terms of hydrodynami equilibrium. To this end, let us

analyze the fores exerted on an area of a drop as depited on the left panel

of Fig. 7.9. The area will be in equilibrium if there exists a fore F that

balanes the pressure di�erene on the two sides. This fore must satisfy

F(r)= � rd� [p(r+
dr

2
)� p(r�

dr

2
)]= � rd�

dp

dr
dr= � dA

dp

dr
; (7.20)

where dA is the surfae of the shaded area, and the sign onvention is suh

that F > 0 pulls atoms to the enter of the puddle. This fore is ultimately

determined by the He-He interation.

Thus, the pressure pro�le an be mapped onto a entral potential for the

helium atoms. The fore alulated in this way for the drop with N = 10000
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atoms is plotted on the right panel of Fig. 7.9. It vanishes for positions

r . 0:94R , orresponding to the region where � � �0: in this region, the

system is loally equivalent to the bulk, and no net fores are present. The

fore also vanishes far from the luster: one ould add a new

4
He atom there

whih would not feel the presene of the drop. In the region lose to the

surfae, F(r) presents a maximum at rm ax � 0:98R � 269 Å, a node at

rnode � 0:99R � 272 Å and a minimum at rm in � R � 275 Å. The position

of the node orresponds to the minimum in the urve for p(r), and indiates

where an atom might be added and stay at rest. On the ontrary, if it were

added at smaller or larger r it would be displaed towards rnode. The linear

behavior of F(r)lose to rnode shows that this motion would be harmoni, as

expeted around a minimum of a potential. Note that the distanes between

these three positions are barely equal to the harateristi length of the He-He

interation, � = 2:556Å.

7.5 Disussion of the results

Let us �nally make a omparison between the results obtained for lusters

with the present df alulations and the dm ones in the previous hapter,

and also between our results and those for three-dimensional slabs obtained

from various density funtionals [Szy00℄.

7.5.1 2D and 3D slabs in Density Funtional theory

First of all, we ompare our df results for two-dimensional

4
He slabs (Set. 7.2)

with those found in the literature for three-dimensional slabs. In parti-

ular, we will look at Ref. [Szy00℄ whih reports a omparison of alula-

tions performed with a variety of density funtionals. Indeed, the funtional

"[�]in Eq. (7.1) is in priniple rather arbitrary, and only a omparison of

the obtained results from di�erent hoies with experimental data (or exat

alulations as provided, e. g., by the qm method) an deide what fun-

tional dependene is better to reprodue ertain properties. Thus, for 3D

helium systems a `fauna' of density funtionals has developed, starting from

the simple zero-range funtional originally proposed by Stringari [Str84℄, to

more elaborate �nite-range funtionals suh as those referred to as Orsay-

Paris [DHPT90℄, Catalonia [BJH

+
93℄, or Orsay-Trento [DLP

+
95℄ in [Szy00℄.

Of ourse, every funtional is expeted to give the same results for the

homogeneous system, and other properties used to �x its parameters. The

di�erenes appear when alulating features not diretly inorporated in their

onstrution, suh as surfae properties of slabs or �nite lusters. However,
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they tend to present some general ommon behaviors. For example, the en-

ergy per partile and hemial potential of 3D

4
He slabs depend on the inverse

overage in a way quite similar to what we �nd in 2D systems (ompare our

Fig. 7.2 with Fig. 2 in [Szy00℄).

It is worth notiing, however, some intrinsi di�erenes between the 2D

and 3D homogeneous systems. To this end, let us plot the redued energy per

partile e(�)=e0 as a funtion of the redued density �=�0, where e0 and �0 are

the energy partile and the density, respetively, at saturation (see Fig. 7.10).

We reall that e3D0 = � 7:17 K and �3D0 = 0:021837 Å

� 3
. Even though the

values for E =N are quite similar, the urvature of both lines is di�erent, as

an be seen from their extrapolations to higher and lower densities using a

�t of the form

e(�)= b� + c�
1+ 

: (7.21)

This feature is re�eted in the speed of sound at saturation density, whih in

2D is smaller than in 3D (s2D = 92:8m/s vs. s3D = 237m/s). These di�erent

behaviors may be expeted to a�et also the struture of �nite systems, where

ompressibility plays an important role in determining density pro�les and

other properties. It is also remarkable the broader range of densities where

helium remains liquid in 2D as ompared to the 3D ase, f. Fig. 7.10.

The thikness of slabs in 3D is quite �at as a funtion of the inverse of

the overage ex = L=N (f. Fig. 4 in [Szy00℄). This behavior ontrasts with

the 2D ase where we observe a minimum in the t(ex) funtion (f. Fig. 7.4).

This disrepany might just be due to a broader range of inverse onverages

explored in our work as ompared with [Szy00℄. In fat, our results are also

quite �at in the region ex . 2, whih relates to the larger slabs we have

studied, �c=�0 & 0:7. Indeed, the alulations presented in [Szy00℄ are for

slabs with �c=�
3D
0 & 0:6. However, this does not rule out an in�uene of

dimensionality on the behavior of the thikness, as is pointed out by the

di�erent values for the semi-in�nite system: t2Dsem i� 11Å vs. t3Dsem i� 7Å.

7.5.2 2D lusters aording to df and qm alulations

Let us now turn to �nite lusters and ompare the results we have obtained

by the dm (Ch. 6) and df (this hapter) methods. First, let us look at

the energy per partile, plotted in Fig. 7.5. We see that both alulations

give very similar values for N = 121, while for N < 121 the df energies are

always less bound than the dm ones. On the other hand, there is a nie

agreement of the mass formulas for N & 121 (z. 0:1). This behavior is to be

expeted as the parameters de�ning the funtional (b;c;;d) have been �xed

so as to reprodue properties of the homogeneous and semi-in�nite systems
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of the 2D and 3D equations of state. The thik

lines are dm results, while the thin lines are their extrapolations (7.21) to

higher and lower densities. The triangles and irles denote the spinodal and

freezing points, respetively. The blak urves and empty symbols refer to

the 3D data, while the green urves and �lled symbols stand for the 2D data.
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(see Set. 7.2). For the same reason, the deviations for small lusters, where

surfae e�ets are most important, are not surprising. Indeed, from Fig. 7.6,

we see that the density pro�le of the droplets does not present a truly `bulk'

region in its interior for lusters with less that 121 atoms. Nevertheless, the

maximum relative deviation of the energy per partile is just around 15%.

In Fig. 7.11 we show the density pro�les obtained in the vm, dm and

df approahes for the N = 64 drop, for whih the energy alulated by the

last two tehniques is quite similar and the �utuations in the dm pro�le

are small. In this omparison one an see that the df and dm pro�les

are quite lose to eah other, with the surfae loation and thikness very

similar as ompared with the vm ones. Thus, we an onlude that the

desription given by the zero-range Density Funtional (7.3) is preferable

over that of the simple vm alulation. In this sense, it is worth mentioning

that density pro�les of 3D drops alulated with dm and with �nite-range

density funtionals show a similar agreement [BGH

+
06℄. Indeed, the values

for R and hr2i1=2 of the generalized Fermi-pro�le �ts for the dm and df

data are in general in good agreement (f. Tables 6.4 and 7.2). Even though
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Figure 7.11: Density pro�les of the N = 64 luster from the vm (solid

line), dm (dashed line) and df (dash-dotted line) alulations. The thin

horizontal line is the bulk saturation density.
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a loser look at the data shows that R in the dm alulations is typially

smaller than that from the df ones, the behavior of the rms radius is very

muh the same, with di�erenes at most of 6%.

Regarding the thikness, one observes that it is quite onstant for all df

pro�les, with a slowly dereasing behavior towards the value for the semi-

in�nite system, tsem i= 11:03Å. This is in lear ontrast with what happens

with the dm data, whih are growing with N . In fat, the df thikness

turns out to be systematially smaller than the dm one, i. e., the df pro�les

present sharper surfaes than the dm ones.

7.6 Summary and onlusions

We have onstruted a density funtional suitable to study non-homogeneous

two-dimensional

4
He systems. The parameters of the funtional have been

�xed by demanding it to reprodue some known properties of the homoge-

neous and semi-in�nite systems. Then, we have onsidered two-dimensional

slabs and analytially shown that the line tension extrated from a mass for-
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mula adapted to this type of geometry, is onsistent with the value of the

line tension of the semi-in�nite system. We also observe that, as in three-

dimensional slabs, the thikness and the entral density of the slabs approah

from below the values orresponding to the semi-in�nite system, while the

radius diverges.

We have also studied the energetis and struture of 2D lusters. In

partiular, lusters with a very large number of atoms have been used to

study the behavior of the mass formula and to establish how the system

approahes the bulk limit. The entral density of the lusters when N ! 1

approahes the saturation density from above and, therefore, the internal

regions of the lusters are more ompressed than the bulk system while the

external regions have densities whih would orrespond to negative pressures

or even below the spinodal point for a uniform system . This behavior re�ets

the existene of a tension on the boundary of the drop that keeps it bound.

The pro�les of the lusters are very well �tted by a generalized Fermi

funtion. The thikness of the luster slowly approahes the thikness of the

semi-in�nite system, as it also happens in the ase of the slab geometry, but

in this ase from above. This behavior ontrasts with the dm data, whih

were however obtained for quite small lusters, far from the bulk limit.

Finally, we have analyzed the linear behavior of the rms radius of the

droplets in terms of N 1=2
, and reovered the saturation density from the

slope of this �t. We have also seen that the rms radii obtained from the df

alulation are in very good agreement with the dm results.

Altogether, we onlude that the proposed density funtional is useful

to perform reliable and omputationally-a�ordable alulations for a variety

of two-dimensional

4
He systems and, in partiular, for lusters where the

number of partiles is prohibitive for a Monte Carlo alulation.



Conlusions and future

perspetives

Ars longa, bea brevis

Proverbium bearii

The purpose of this thesis has been the study of various atomi systems

where the quantum e�ets are most visible, by means of a number of tools of

many-body physis. In Chapter 1 we have presented in a general form the

bs theory of superondutivity for fermioni systems. We have made use

of the well-known Green's funtions' formalism to write the gap and number

equations in a general form, apable of being used at zero and at �nite

temperature, both for density-symmetri and asymmetri systems. We have

reovered the well-known result that the zero-temperature s-wave gap for the

symmetri system in the weak-oupling limit has an exponential dependene

on the interation and the Fermi momentum, namely

� sym =
8

e2
� exp

�
�

2kF a

�

(a < 0):

The ritial temperature for the super�uid transition has a similar behavior

on the parameters of the system. One an write the orresponding result as

kB Tc =
e

�
� sym � 0:567�sym :

In Chapter 2 we have analyzed the prospet for s-wave pairing in the

bs framework for large density asymmetries. The main onlusions of this

hapter are:
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� The maximum asymmetry for whih bs pairing is possible is

�
B C S
m ax �

�" � �#

�" + �#
=
3

4

� sym

�
;

whih in the low-density limit is a very small quantity. We have heked

numerially this predition by solving self-onsistently the gap and

number equations; the agreement, as shown in Fig. 2.6, is remarkable

for all �.

� We have also heked numerially the dependene of the value of the

gap with temperature for the symmetri system, and seen that it follows

the expeted limiting behaviors at low temperatures T � Tc and lose

to the ritial region T . Tc, f. Fig. 2.4.

� Finally, we have analyzed the prospet for a bs transition in p-wave

between idential fermions, mediated by another fermioni speies. For

a density-symmetri system, the gap

� p-wave

�
/ exp

"

� 13

�
�

2kF a

� 2
#

;

is very small, but it may be optimized by appropriately adjusting the

density asymmetry. In pratie, a sharp maximum appears for �opt �

0:478.

In Chapter 3 we have studied two strutures for the ground state alter-

native to the usual bs one: the plane-wave loff and the dfs phases.

� As it is well-known, the loff phase an sustain pairing for larger asym-

metries and has lower free energy than bs. We have quanti�ed this

e�et for the ase of

6
Li at ultralow temperatures and in the weak-

oupling regime: we have shown that the loff phase if preferable to

the bs one for asymmetries 4% � � � 5:7% .

� The dfs phase onsists in an ellipsoidal deformation of the Fermi sur-

faes of the two pairing speies. More preisely, the surfae of the most

populated speies beomes prolate (i. e., igar-like) along a symmetry-

breaking axis randomly hosen by the system. The surfae of the less

populated speies beomes oblate (i. e., panake-like), so that the two

Fermi surfaes have, in the end, approahed eah other in the plane per-

pendiular to the symmetry-breaking axis. In this ase, only rotational

symmetry is broken.
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� We have numerially evaluated the gap and free energy of the dfs

phase, and we have shown that it beomes the ground state for the

6
Li

system under study for asymmetries � & 4% .

� We have proposed an easy sheme of deteting the dfs phase by means

of a time-of-�ight determination of the momentum distribution for an

atomi gas on�ned in a spherial trap.

It is our purpose to analyze in the future the exitation spetrum of the

dfs state, to identify the new Goldstone mode that shold appear due to

the breaking of rotational symmetry. One should also remember that more

general strutures for the loff phase are possible, whih ould qualitatively

modify our onlusions.

In Chapter 4 we have onsidered the e�ets of the presene of a bosoni

speies in a single-omponent fermioni system.

� For the three-dimensional ase, the indued pairing is optimized for a

bosoni density

�B =
�
2=3

F

2:88aB B
;

where aB B is the s-wave sattering length for boson-boson ollisions.

� For the two-dimensional ase, the logarithmi dependene of the transi-

tion matrix on the ollision energy requires a more deliate treatment,

and the value of the optimal densities depends on the parameters de-

termining the ollision properties among bosons, E B B , and between

bosons and fermions, E B F . We have shown that, for the ase that

both speies have similar masses, E B B plays only a minor role, and the

optimal density ratio is given by

�B

�F

�
�
�
�
opt

= � 0:59[ln� � 0:35];

�("F):=
m F

m B

"F

E B B

:

Under these onditions, energy gaps of the order of the fermion hemial

potential may be ahieved.

� For the ase of trapped, quasi-two-dimensional atomi systems, this

regime seems to be ahievable for mixtures with attrative interspeies

interation aB F < 0 suh as

87
Rb-

40
K. On the other hand, for aB F > 0

(as in the

7
Li-

6
Li mixtures) one should also analyze the stability of the

system.
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In Chapter 5 we have studied the real-time evolution of a Bose-Einstein

ondensate with spin degree of freedom. We have realled that, for the ase

of spin f = 1, two possible ground-state strutures are possible

� `Ferromagneti': when the oupling onstant in the ollision hannel

with total spin F = 2 is attrative, c2 < 0, the spin tends to be loally

maximized. This translates into a mixture of all spin omponents in

eah point.

� `Antiferromagneti': when c2 > 0, the ground state is realized by min-

imizing the expetation value of the spin. As a onsequene, atoms

with spin projetion m = � 1 will tend to repel m = 0 atoms.

The dynamial evolution in the �rst ase, whih is realized for

87
Rb atoms

in their eletroni ground state, presents these harateristis:

� It shows osillations in the populations of the various hyper�ne states

m = 1;0;� 1. At zero temperature, and for an initial state with zero

magnetizaton, these osillations are around the ground-state on�gu-

ration (25% ;50% ;25% ). At a �nite temperature T = 0:2Tc, whih we

simulate via the inlusion of phase �utuations, all omponents are

equally populated after a fast damping proess.

� The density pro�les feature small spin domains of a harateristi size

ldom � 10�m, that appear after � 100 ms. This domain formation may

be interpreted as the onsequene of a dynamial instability of the spin

exitation modes of the `ferromagneti' system. At zero temperature,

the domains formed by m = � 1 atoms overlap, thus onserving loally

the initial magnetization. At �nite temperature, the symmetry between

m = 1 and m = � 1 is broken by the �utuating phases, and di�erent,

interpenetrating domains of all omponents appear. In this ase, the

formation of domains is muh faster: it ours for times � 10 ms.

We have also analyzed a ase with `antiferromagneti' interations for whih:

� The population osillations are almost oherent at zero temperature,

but present a very small relaxing behavior at �nite temperature.

� The density pro�les barely evolve at T = 0:2Tc, while at zero temper-

ature Josephson-like osillations may be identi�ed.

For the future, we plan studies on the role of the initial onditions and

on e�ets of temperature and external magneti �elds. Also the study of
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ondensates with higher spin values (in partiular, f = 2) is interesting in

order to interpret a number of experimental results.

In the seond part of the thesis, we have presented two mirosopi stud-

ies on

4
He systems in two dimensions. In Chapter 6 we have performed

both Variational and Di�usion Monte Carlo alulations for �nite lusters.

First we have built a good variational funtion by inluding Jastrow-like or-

relations together with a Gaussian term to take into aount the self-binding

of the drops. This funtion has then been used as importane funtion for

the dm alulation. The main onlusions that we get from these studies

are:

� From the results for the energy per partile as a funtion of the number

of atoms in the drop, we have onstruted a mass formula,

E

N
= "b+

"l

N 1=2
+
"c

N
:

The �rst oe�ient oinides with the alulated value for the energy

per partile at saturation of the homogeneous system. From "lwe have

extrated a value for the line energy due to the �nite harater of these

systems,

�D M C = 0:121K/Å ;

whih is the prinipal result of this hapter.

� We have also analyzed the density pro�les obtained by the forward

walking method to evaluate pure estimators. The pro�les an be very

well �tted to a generalized Fermi funtion, and provide an alternative

determination for the bulk saturation density, whih roughly oinides

with the value from dm alulations.

In Chapter 7 we have used the previous results for the homogenous

system and the line tension to build a zero-range density funtional, with an

energy density of the form

"[�]=
~
2

2m

jr �j2

4�
+ b�

2
+ c�

2+ 
+ djr �j2 :

The parameters fb;c;g have been �xed so as to reprodue the energy per

partile, density and speed of sound at saturation, while d has been deter-

mined by demanding that the line tension of the semi-in�nite system equals

�D M C . The onlusions that we draw from the subsequent analysis are:
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� The energy per partile of two-dimensional slabs approahes that of

the bulk system slowly, in a linear way. In this limit the radius of

the slabs diverges as expeted. Other physial parameters approah

the orresponding bulk values muh faster. For instane, the hemial

potential or the thikness have attained their bulk values for inverse

overages ex � 1 Å

� 1
.

� For lusters, the bulk limit is harder to attain, and both the energy

and the hemial potential approah linearly the orresponding limiting

values. An analysis of the energy per partile in the form of a mass

formula gives a positive value for the urvature term "c, as one expets

from the lak of binding energy of the atoms on the surfae.

� Some features of the density pro�les of �nite lusters are similar to

their three-dimensional ounterparts. For example, the entral density

presents a `leptodermous' behavior, approahing the bulk saturation

density from above.

� Finally, an analysis of these pro�les in terms of hydrodynamial equi-

librium has shown that near the surfae of the puddles the pressure

presents a dip down to negative values. This has been interpreted as

the e�et of the line tension. Hydrodynami equilibrium demands de

presene of a fore (due to the He-He interation) that lose to the

surfae is proportional to the distane to it.

Further studies to be performed on

4
He systems are the alulation of the

natural orbits and the subsequent evaluation of the ondensate fration.

Vale.



Appendix A

Summing up over fermioni

Matsubara frequenies

In this appendix we show how to evaluate a summation over Matsubara

frequenies. First of all, let us shortly introdue the Matsubara tehnique for

�nite-temperature Green's funtions (see [Mat92℄).

At zero temperature, the solution of the Shrödinger equation

i~
@

@t
 (x;t)= Ĥ  (x;t) (A.1)

an be reexpressed in terms of the (zero temperature) Green's funtion (or

propagator)

G
T= 0

(x;t;x
0
;t
0
):= � i

D

	 0

�
�
�T

h

 ̂(x;t) ̂
y
(x

0
;t
0
)

i�
�
�	 0

E

; (A.2)

where T is the time ordering operator,

T [̂a(t)̂b(t
0
)]= â(t)̂b(t

0
)�(t� t

0
)� b̂(t

0
)̂a(t)�(t

0� t);

and j	 0i is the exat ground state of the sytem. The operators in (A.2) are

de�ned int the Heisenberg piture as

Ô (t):= e
itĤ Ô e� itĤ :

Analogously, for a system at T > 0, we de�ne a propagator as a thermal

average of the same operator as before:

G
T
(x;t;x

0
;t
0
):= � i

D

T

h

 ̂(x;t) ̂
y
(x

0
;t
0
)

iE

(A.3)
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where the angular brakets stand for the thermal average with the statistial

operator �T = exp[� �(̂H � �N̂ )],

hO i:=
Tr
�
�TO

�

Z
; Z = Tr

�
�
T
�
:

However, the statistial operator satis�es Bloh's equation, namely

�
@�

@�
=

�

Ĥ � �N̂

�

� ;

whih is formaly idential to Shrödinger's equation with the equivalenes

it=~ $ � Ĥ $ Ĥ � �N̂ :

This suggests to de�ne the �nite-temperature Green's funtion just as the

zero-temperature one, but performing these replaements everywhere, that

is,

G(x�;x
0
�
0
):= �

D

T

h

 ̂(x� )̂ 
y
(x

0
�
0
)

iE

; (A.4)

with � = itthe so-alled �imaginary time�. It an be shown that this propa-

gator (and not the G T
de�ned above) an be evaluated in a series expansion

as it an be done with the zero-temperature Green's funtion.

We turn now to show three general properties of this G that will be of

interest. Dropping for simpliity the x-dependene of the propagator, it is

easy to show that G(�;�0)= G(�0� �):

G(�;�
0
)= �

1

Z
Tr

h

e
� �K

e
K �=~

 ̂e
� K �=~

e
K �0=~

 ̂
y
e
� K �0=~

i

= �
1

Z
Tr

h

e
K �=~

e
� �K

 ̂e
K (�0� �)=~

 ̂
y
e
� K �0=~

i

= �
1

Z
Tr

h

e
� �K

 ̂e
K (�0� �)=~

 ̂
y
e
� K (�0� �)=~

i

� G(0;�
0� �);

where we introdued the grand-anonial Hamiltonian K = Ĥ � �N̂ , and

used the yli property of the trae.

We an also show that, for fermion, G(� �~)= � G(0):

G(� �~)= �
1

Z
Tr

h

e
� �K

 ̂e
� K �

 ̂
y
e
K �

i

= �
1

Z
Tr

h

e
� �K

 ̂
y
e
K �
e
� K �

 ̂

i

= �
1

Z
Tr

h

e
� �K

 ̂
y
 ̂

i

= � G(0);

where we used again the yli property of the trae.
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With these two properties, it is easy to show that G(�) is periodi with

period �~, and it is useful to introdue its omponents in Fourier spae,

G(�)=
1

�~

X

n

e
� i!n �G(!n): (A.5)

Then, we have

G(0)=
1

�~

X

n

G(!n) G(� �~)=
1

�~

X

n

e
i~!n �G(!n):

From the ondition G(� �~)= � G(0)we therefore get

e
i~!n � = � 1) !n = (2n + 1)

�

�~
; (A.6)

whih are alled fermioni Matsubara frequenies.

Let us return to the evaluation of a summation over suh Matsubara

frequenies !n as the one we enountered in Set. 1.2.3, evaluation of

S =
X

n

�
1

i~!n � Ek
�

1

i~!n + E k

�

: (A.7)

The way to perform this kind of sumations is to onvert them by means

of Cauhy's theorem on integrals on the omplex plane [Arf95℄:

1

2�i

I

C

dzf(z)=
X

n

Resff(zn)g ; (A.8)

where f(z) is an analyti funtion inside the region enlosed (in the mathe-

matially positive sense) by the ontour C (see Fig.A.1) exept on the points

fzng, that are the poles of f; Resff(zn)g is the residue of f at zn.

Looking at Eq. (A.7), we de�ne a funtion f on the omplex plane by

f(z):=
1

z�
�

2
E k

�
1

z+
�

2
E k

; (A.9)

so that now

S =
�

2

X

n

f(zn); zn =
�~!n

2
i=

2n + 1

2
�i: (A.10)

It turns out that tanh(z) has poles preisely at the points z = zn, and

these poles have unit residues. Therefore, f(z)tanh(z)will have poles at the

desired positions and with the desired residues, and an write

S =
�

2

1

2�i

I

C

dzf(z)tanh(z); (A.11)
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where the ontour C enloses the imaginary axis, as shown by the dashed

line in Fig. A.1, but not the poles of f on the real axis.

If we deform C into C 0+ � (see again Fig. A.1), and realize that the

integral over � will not ontribute at jzj! 1 beause in that limit f(z)/

z� 2, we get

S =
�

2

1

2�i

I

C 0+ �

dzf(z)tanh(z)=
�

2

1

2�i

I

C 0

dzf(z)tanh(z)

=
�

2

1

2�i
(� 2�i)

X

z= �
�

2
E k

Resftanh(z)g = � � tanh

�

�
E k

2

�

; (A.12)

where we evaluated the integration over C 0
using again Cauhy's theorem but

now with a `� ' sign beause C0 is oriented in the mathematially negative

sense, and we used the fat that f(z)tanh(z) is analyti on the real axis

exept at z = � �Ek=2. Thus, we obtain

X

n

�
1

i~!n � Ek
�

1

i~!n + E k

�

= � � tanh

�

�
E k

2

�

; (A.13)

whih is the result used in deriving Eqs. (1.23) and (2.1).

Figure A.1: Complex z-plane with the ontours C and C 0+ �. The rosses

indiate the poles of tanh(z)while the irles are loated at � Ek.
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Appendix B

Dedution of the equations of

motion of spin-f ondensates

B.1 Introdution

Consider the interation between two spin-f atoms:

V (r1 � r2)= �(r1 � r2)

2fX

F = 0

gF PF (B.1)

gF =
4�~2aF

M
(B.2)

where aF is the s-wave sattering length in the hannel of total spin F , and

M is the mass of the atoms. For bosons, only even F 's are allowed; for

fermions, only odd F 's. From now on we shall onsider only bosons. For

example, for f = 1;2, we have

V = g2P2 + g0P0 (f = 1)

V = g4P4 + g2P2 + g0P0 (f = 2)

On the other hand, we also have:

f1 � f2 =

2fX

F = 0

�F PF (B.3)

�F =
F(F + 1)� 2f(f + 1)

2
(B.4)

To show this, onsider the addition of two spins f to a total spin F :

(f1 + f2)
2
= f

2
1 + f

2
2 + 2f1 � f2 = 2f(f + 1)+ 2f1 � f2

(f1 + f2)
2
= F(F + 1)
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Therefore,

f1 � f2 =
F(F + 1)� 2f(f + 1)

2
:

To take into aount all possible hannels (F = 0;:::;2f) we must sum over

F , projeting eah ontribution with the orresponding projetor PF , that is

f1 � f2 =

2fX

F = 0

F(F + 1)� 2f(f + 1)

2
PF : (B.5)

For instane,

f1 � f2 = � 2P0 + P2 (f = 1)

f1 � f2 = � 6P0 � 3P2 + 4P4 (f = 2)

Finally, the normalization ondition on the projetors provides the iden-

tity

2fX

F = 0

PF = 1: (B.6)

From all these equations we an obtain:

� Spin f = 1:

V = g2P2 + g0P0

f1 � f2 = � 2P0 + P2

P0 + P2 = 1

Therefore,

V =
2g2 + g0

3
+
g2 � g0

3
f1 � f2 � c0 + c2f1 � f2 :

� Spin f = 2:

V = g4P4 + g2P2 + g0P0

f1 � f2 = � 6P0 � 3P2 + 4P4

P0 + P2 + P4 = 1

Therefore,

V =
3g4 + 4g2

7
+
3g4 � 10g2 + 7g0

7
P0+

g4 � g2

7
f1� f2 � c0+c1P0+c2f1� f2:
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Thus, we an write the Hamiltonian in the form

H � �N =

fX

a= � f

Z

d
3
r

�

 ̂
+
a

�

�
~
2

2m
r 2

�

 ̂a + (Vext� �)̂ 
+
a  ̂a

+

fX

a0= � f

1

2
c0 ̂

+
a  ̂

+

a0
 ̂a0 ̂a +

fX

a0;b;b0= � f

1

2
c2 ̂

+
a  ̂

+

a0
fab� fa0b0 ̂b0 ̂b

+

fX

a0;b;b0= � f

1

2
c1 ̂

+
a  ̂

+

a0
(P0)aa0;bb0 ̂b0 ̂b [this term only for f = 2℄

�

fX

a0= � f

p(z) ̂
+
a (Fz)aa0 ̂a0 +

fX

a0= � f

q ̂
+
a (F

2
z)aa0 ̂a0 ;

)

(B.7)

where  ̂a is the anihilation operator for an atom in state j1;ai, Notie also

that we have taken into aount the e�et of a magneti �eld in the lowest

two orders by

p(z)= g�B B (z) linear Zeeman e�et for

~B = B ẑ,

q=
g2�2B

16h�hfs
B
2
0 quadrati Zeeman e�et :

Here g is the gyromagneti fator for the atom, and h�hfs is the hyper�ne

splitting harateristi of the manifold in whih the atoms are.

B.2 Mean-�eld dynamial equations for a spin-

1 ondensate

We make the usual mean-�eld approximation for the �eld operators,

 a(r)= h ̂a(r)i; (B.8)

The equation of motion for the �eld  m an be derived from the Hamiltonia

by funtional di�erentiation:

i~
@ m

@t
=
�(H � �N )

� +m

= �
~
2

2M
r 2

 m + [Vext� �] m

+ c0

 
X

a

 
�
a a

!

 m + c2

 
X

ab

 
�
afab b

!

� (f )
m

� p(z)(Fz )m + q
�
F
2
z 

�

m
: (B.9)
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In the mean �eld approximation, one an rewrite the several terms in this

way:

�
P

a
 �
a a:

X

a

 
�
a a !

X

a

na(r)= n(r);

whih is the total density of partiles at point r.

�
P

ab
 +
a fab b:

X

ab

 
+
a fab b !

X

ab

X

i= x;y;z

 
�
a (Fi)ab b̂{

=
X

i

{̂
�
(F)

11
j 1j

2
+ (F)

10
 
�
1 0(F)1� 1 

�
1 � 1 + � � �

	

=

0

@

[i= x] 1p
2

�
 �
1 0 +  �

0 1 +  �
0 � 1 +  �

� 1 0
	

[i= y] 1

i
p
2

�
 �
1 0 �  �0 1 +  �

0 � 1 �  �� 1 0
	

[i= z] fn1 � n� 1g

1

A ;

where we have used the matrix expression of the spin operators, i. e.

the Pauli matries for spin f = 1, namely

Fx =
1
p
2

0

@
0 1 0

1 0 1

0 1 0

1

A ; (B.10a)

Fy =
1

i
p
2

0

@
0 1 0

� 1 0 1

0 � 1 0

1

A ; (B.10b)

Fz =

0

@
1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 � 1

1

A : (B.10)

� hfi� (f )
m
: As above, we use the Pauli matries to arrive at

 
X

ab

 
�
afab b

!

� (f )
m
=

0

@
[m = 1]  2

0 
�
� 1 + (n1 + n0 � n� 1) 1

[m = 0] (n1 + n� 1) 0 + 2 1 
�
0 � 1

[m = � 1]  20 
�
1 + (n� 1 + n0 � n1) � 1

1

A
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Colleting the partial results, we get

i~
@ 1

@t
=

�

�
~
2

2M
r 2

+ Vext+ c0n(r)

�

 1

+ c2
�
(n1 + n0 � n� 1) 1 +  

2
0 

�
� 1

�

� p 1 + q 1 (B.11a)

i~
@ 0

@t
=

�

�
~
2

2M
r 2

+ Vext+ c0n(r)

�

 0

+ c2[(n1 + n� 1) 0 + 2 1 
�
0 � 1] (B.11b)

i~
@ � 1

@t
=

�

�
~
2

2M
r 2

+ Vext+ c0n(r)

�

 � 1

+ c2
�
(n� 1 + n0 � n1) � 1 +  

2
0 

�
1

�

+ p � 1 + q � 1 : (B.11)

We have separated in di�erent lines the ontributions: (1) equal for all om-

ponents, (2) proportional to c2 and related to spin-exhange ollisions, and

(3) terms due to the presene of a magneti �eld. Note that, exept for the

linear Zeeman term (/ p / B ), the equations for m = 1 and m = � 1 are

invariant under the relabelling 1 $ � 1, indiating our freedom to hoose

the orientation of the quantization axis. More generally, the equations are

invariant under the time-reversal operator, that transforms 1 $ � 1 and

B ! � B .

These dynamial equations an be written in the shorter form (5.7) by

introduing e�etive potentials that, in the ase of a non-vanishing magneti

�eld, read

V
e�
� 1 = Vext+ c0n + c2(� n1 + n0 � n� 1)� p+ q

V
e�
0 = Vext+ c0n + c2(n1 + n� 1):

It is also possible to derive a set of oupled ontinuity equations from

(B.11). To this end, we de�ne the number density of the m omponent as

usual by

nm (r;t)= j m (r;t)j
2
:

Applying the operator i~@=@tto n0, we get

i~
@n0

@t
= i~

@ �
0

@t
 0 + i~

@ 0

@t
 
�
0

= �
~
2

2M

�
�  0r

2
 
�
0 +  

�
0r

2
 0
�
+ 2c2

�
�  

�
1 

2
0 

�
� 1 +  1( 

2
0)

�
 � 1

�
:
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Now, de�ning the quantum urrent of the m omponent by

jm =
~

2iM
( 

�
m r  m �  m r  

�
m );

we an rewrite this result as

@n0

@t
+ r � j0 = 2

c2

i~

�
�  

�
1 

2
0 

�
� 1 +  1( 

2
0)

�
 � 1

�
;

whih has the form of a ontinuity equation with a soure term given by

� (2c2=~)Im[T0 0]2 R , with T0 := 2 1 
�
0 � 1. For the m = � 1 omponents,

a similar treatment yields

@n� 1

@t
+ r � j� 1 = �

2c2

~
Im[T� 1 � 1];

T
�
� 1 :=  

2
0 

�
� 1 :

B.3 Mean-�eld dynamial equations for a spin-

2 ondensate

The starting point is the grand-anonial Hamiltonian that, for f = 2 reads:

H � �N =

2X

a= � 2

Z

d
3
r

�

 
y
a

�

�
~
2

2M
r 2

�

 a + (Vext� �) 
+
a  a

+

2X

a0= � 2

1

2
c0 

+
a  

+

a0
 a0 a +

2X

a0;b;b0= � 2

1

2
c2 

+
a  

+

a0
fab� fa0b0 b0 b

+

2X

a0;b;b0= � 2

1

2
c1 

+
a  

+

a0
(P0)aa0;bb0 b0 b

�

2X

a0= � 2

p(z) 
+
a (Fz)aa0 a0 +

2X

a0= � 2

q 
+
a (F

2
z)aa0 a0 ;

)

(B.12)

hhÂii:=
X

a;a0;b;b0

�
�
a�

�
a0A ab�b0�b; A aa0;bb0 := haa0jÂjbb0i (B.13)

Again, we derive the equations of motion of the �eld operators by a
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funtional derivative of the Hamiltonian (B.12):

i~
@ m

@t
=
�(H � �N )

� +m

= �
~
2

2M
r 2

 m + [Vext� �] m

+ c0

 
X

a

 
y
a a

!

 m + c2

 
X

ab

 
y
afab b

!

� (f )
m

+ c1

X

abc

 
y
a (P0)m a;bc

 c b

� p(z)(Fz )m + q
�
F
2
z 

�

m
: (B.14)

As we are working with f = 2, all spin operators an be represented by the

following 5� 5 Pauli matries:

Fx =

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

0 1 0 0 0

1 0

q
3

2
0 0

0

q
3

2
0

q
3

2
0

0 0

q
3

2
0 1

0 0 0 1 0

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

; (B.15a)

Fy = � i

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

0 1 0 0 0

� 1 0

q
3

2
0 0

0 �

q
3

2
0

q
3

2
0

0 0 �

q
3

2
0 1

0 0 0 � 1 0

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

; (B.15b)

Fz =

0

B
B
B
B
@

2 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 � 1 0

0 0 0 0 � 2

1

C
C
C
C
A

: (B.15)

With them, we an alulate most of the terms in the equations of motion.
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For example, performing again a mean-�eld approximation we get

hFxi:=

�

 
y

2  
y

1  
y

0  
y

� 1  
y

� 2

�

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

0 1 0 0 0

1 0

q
3

2
0 0

0

q
3

2
0

q
3

2
0

0 0

q
3

2
0 1

0 0 0 1 0

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

0

B
B
B
B
@

 2

 1

 0

 � 1

 � 2

1

C
C
C
C
A

!
�
 
�
2  

�
1  

�
0  

�
� 1  

�
� 2

�

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

 1

 2 +

q
3

2
 0

q
3

2
( 1 +  � 1)

q
3

2
 0 +  � 2

 � 1

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

=  
�
2 1 +  

�
1

 

 2 +

r
3

2
 0

!

+

r
3

2
 
�
0 ( 1 +  � 1)+  

�
� 1

 r
3

2
 0 +  � 2

!

+  
�
� 2 � 1 : (B.16)

Analogously, we get

hFyi= � i 
�
2 1 + i 

�
1

 

 2 �

r
3

2
 0

!

+ i

r
3

2
 
�
0 ( 1 �  � 1)+ i 

�
� 1

 r
3

2
 0 �  � 2

!

+ i 
�
� 2 � 1 ; (B.17)

hFzi= 2j 2j
2
+ j 1j

2 � j � 1j
2 � 2j � 2j

2
; (B.18)

Therefore, the term proportional to c2 beomes

hfi� f~ = hFxiFx~ + hFyiFy~ + hFziFz~ 

=

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

hFxi 1 � ihFyi 1 + 2hFzi 2 [m = 2]

hFxi

�

 2 +

q
3

2
 0

�

+ ihFyi

�

 2 �

q
3

2
 0

�

+ hFzi 1 [m = 1]

hFxi

q
3

2
( 1 +  � 1)+ ihFyi

q
3

2
( 1 �  � 1) [m = 0]

hFxi

�q
3

2
 0 +  � 2

�

+ ihFyi

�q
3

2
 0 �  � 2

�

� hFzi � 1 [m = � 1]

hFxi � 1 + ihFyi � 1 � 2hFzi � 2 [m = � 2]

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
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Now we must alulate the P0-terms. P0 projets a two-partile state

onto its F = 0 omponent, P0 = j00ih00j. Therefore, I shall use some Clebsh-

Gordan oe�ients to go from the unoupled basis of states jfm 1fm 2ito the

oupled basis jFM i:

jbci=
X

F M

jFM ihFM jfb;fci
f= 2
=

X

F M

jFM ihFM j2b;2ci

= j00ih00j2b;2ci+

+ 1X

M = � 1

j1M ih1M j2b;2ci+

+ 2X

M = � 2

j2M ih2M j2b;2ci

Applying the de�nition of P0, we have

P0jbci= j00ih00j2b;2ci� j00ih00jbci

(P0)m a;bc
:= hm ajP0jbci= h2m ;2aj00ih00j2b;2ci

Note that (P0)m a;bc = (P0)am ;bc. Thus, it is possible the merge the two terms

oming from the funtional derivative into one single term, that anels the

1

2
fator in front of c1, as we did in Eq. (B.14).

The Clebsh-Gordan oe�ients for two spin-2 partiles that give a total

F = 0 are:

h2m 1;2m 2j00i=

(
1p
5

m 1 = � 2;m2 = � 2;m1 = m 2 = 0
� 1p
5

m 1 = � 1;m2 = � 1

Therefore,

(P0)m a;bc
=

8
>><

>>:

1

5
(m ;a)&(b;c)2 f(� 2;� 2);(0;0)g

or (m ;a)&(b;c)2 f(� 1;� 1)g
� 1

5
(m ;a)2 f(� 2;� 2);(0;0)g&(b;c)2 f(� 1;� 1)g

or (m ;a)2 f(� 1;� 1)g&(b;c)2 f(� 2;� 2);(0;0)g

For example, for m = 2 the P0-terms are:

X

abc

 
�
a (P0)2a;bc b c =

X

abc

 
�
ah22;2aj00ih00j2b;2ci b c

=
X

a

 
�
ah22;2aj00i

X

bc

h00j2b;2ci b c

=
1
p
5
 
�
� 2

X

bc

h00j2b;2ci b c

=  
�
� 2

1

5

�
2 2 � 2 +  

2
0 � 2 1 � 1

�
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Note the ommon fator that will be the same for all m :

�
0
=
X

bc

h00j2b;2ci b c =
1
p
5

�
2 2 � 2 +  

2
0 � 2 1 � 1

�
:

The other term an be expressed as:

X

a

h2m ;2aj00i �
a = (� 1)

m 1
p
5
�a;� m  

�
� m :

Therefore, if we de�ne

�=
1
p
5
�
0
=
1

5

�
2 2 � 2 +  

2
0 � 2 1 � 1

�
;

we an write the equations of motion for the di�erent spinor omponents

thus:

i~
@ 2

@t
= H 0 2

+ c2n[(hFxi� ihFyi) 1 + 2hFzi 2]

+ c1n 
�
� 2�+ 2(2q� p) 2 (B.19a)

i~
@ 1

@t
= H 0 1

+ c2n

"

hFxi

 

 2 +

r
3

2
 0

!

+ ihFyi

 

 2 �

r
3

2
 0

!

+ hFzi 1

#

+ c1n 
�
� 1�+ (q� p) 1 (B.19b)

i~
@ 0

@t
= H 0 0

+ c2n

"r
3

2
hFxi( 1 +  � 1)+ i

r
3

2
hFyi( 1 �  � 1)

#

+ c1n 
�
0� (B.19)

i~
@ � 1

@t
= H 0 � 1

+ c2n

"

hFxi

 r
3

2
 0 +  � 2

!

+ ihFyi

 r
3

2
 0 �  � 2

!

� hFzi � 1

#

+ c1n 
�
1�+ (q+ p) � 1 (B.19d)

i~
@ � 2

@t
= H 0 � 2

+ c2n[(hFxi+ ihFyi) � 1 � 2hFzi � 2]

+ c1n 
�
2�+ 2(2q+ p) � 2 ; (B.19e)
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where H 0 = � ~
2

2M
r 2 + Vext� � + c0n(r)ontains the fators ommon to all

equations. Expliit expressions for hFii (i= x;y;z) and � have been given

above.

Forsi altro anterà on miglior pletio

FINIS
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